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Abstract/Resumé/Resumen
This is a book about teachers, teaching. and learners in poor environments of four Latin

Ainetican countries: Bolivia, Chile. Colombia, and Venezuela. Using an ethnographic approach,
the study upon which this book is based involved the observation of rural and urban schools
at different periods during a school year. These Observations, together with a series of interviews,
provided knowledge about processes related to failure experiences of children during their first
years to school. What emerged from the study and is presented in this book is a vivid picture
of styles of teaching, of characteristks of teacher-pupil interactions, and of the effects, both
positive and negative. of teacher beliefs and attitudes (their "practical ideologies") upon pupils'
self-concept and attainment. For each country, a selection is made from materials gathered
by the researchers that attempts to highlight different aspects of tne processes observed: the
mode of classroom teaching in Colombia. the differences between types of schools in Venezuela.
the way in which failure can be constructed for lst-yeat pupils in Chile. and how a teacher
considered "different" is successful in the education of Bolivian children. This book should
prove useful. especially in deprived areas of the world, for teachers, student teachers, admin-
istrators, and parents as a source of reflection about theit practices and about what can be
done to improve them fOr the benefit of the pupils.

Cr livTe traite des enseignants, de Fenseignement et des enwignes dans les milieux pauvres
dr quake pays latimumericains Bolivie, Chili. Colombie et Venezuela. Utilisant Eapproche
ethnographique. l'etude, dont le livre s'inspire. se fon& sur l'observation d'ecoles rurales et
to-babies a differents moments de ratlike scolairv. L'observation Cl one serie d'entrevues eclairent
le protessus de rechec scolaire des enfams pendant Inks premières ;limeys d'ecole, L'etude
inosse on tableau his net des styles d'enseignement. des caractinistiques des telations ensei-
gnants-eleves et des effets positifs et negatik des cloyances et des attitudes (de l'ideologie
pr ohmic -) des enseignants sur que les &lives se font d'eux-mhoes et leur succes scolaire,
Pout t haque pays, un cc hantillon du materiel recueilli pat les chercheurs illustte les differents
aspects du processus observe : le mode d'enseignement ell classe en Colombie, les differences
entre un tvpe d'ecole ci l'apne au Venezuela. une fakon de provoquer Fechec che z les eli.ves
de premiêre annee au Chili et comment un enseignant juge different reussit A eduquet

ClIfilllt% bolivie115. Surtout dans les regions detavorisees du monde, re litre sera utile ux
cnseignants. aux eleves-enseignants, aux administrateurs et aux parents cat il leut pentiettla
de reflechir sot lows facons de fake et stir la maniew de les atnelioter au profit des eleves.

Este es WI hbro sobre docielwia maestros v alumnos en amhientes poloes de cuatto paises
de America Latina: Bolivia, Chile, Colombia y Venezuela. Este Miro esta basado en on estudio
guy. empleando un entoque etnografico. abamei la observacitin escuelas rurales v orbanas
cii difetentes periodos or un aim academico. Estas observaciones..junto con a una serie de
entrevistas, ilustraron los prot esos relaciotrados con el Inwaso de Milos en los primeros grados.
LOS tesultados del estudio. constituyen un madly) vivido de estilos de ensenanza. caracteristicas
de la interacciOn maestt v de los efectos, tanto positivos conio negativos, de las creencias
v actitudes de los maestros (sus "ideologias practicas") sobre la anui-percepthin v el logro de
los alumnos. Para ada pais se hace una wk.( chin de los materiales reunidos por los investigadores
para tratac de destacar diferentes aspectos de los procesos observados: el modo dr cc ,erianza
en las aulas en Colombia; las diferencias existentes roue los tipos de estuelas en Venezuela:
la forma como pueden legar al hacaso los aluninos de primer grado en Chik% conm un maestto
considerado "diferente" tietw exito en la educaciem de los nihos holivianos. Este libro
tesultat tutil. sobre todo en las reas tnenos favorecidas del mundo, para maestros, humus maysttos,
administradotes v padres, (onto forme de rellexiem sobre sus at tividades v sobte las inedidas
clue pueden tomar patA el beneficio de los alumnos.
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A slow childhood out of which
as our of long grass,
glows the durable pistil
the wood of the man.

Pablo Neruda

No time is too long spent talking to a child to find out his key
words, the key that unlocks himself, for in them is the secret of
reading, the realization that words can have intense meaning.
Words having no emotional significance to him, no instinctive
meaning, could be an imposition, doing him more harm than not
teaching him at all. They may teach him that words mean nothing
and that reading is undesirable.

Sylvia Ashton-Warner (teacher)



Foreword

In much of the developing world, educational research is largely empitical
and quantitative, characterized by the development of standardized tests and
questionnaires, the production of data from large samples of schools and
individuals, aia. the analysis of these data by a variety of statistical methods.
There are good reasons for such an approach to research. Policymakers wish
to know how well their system of education is perffirming vis-l-vis that of
an earlier period of time or those of other nations, or whether a particular
reform or innovation is succeeding. Ministry or university researchers assigned
the task of gathering this information, usually with a shod deadline, arc.
acquainted and comfortable with empirical, quantitative research from their
own (often North American) training, and such research is efficient. It lends
itself to a division of labour among a number of individuals with various
skills and levels of competence. As a result of these factors, the world of
educational research, especially in the developing world, condnues to be
dominated by research traditions and paradigms that emphasize quantitative,
emphical, and statistical methods.

While recognizing the need for and importaiwe of such methods,
ivsearchers in many parts of the dt,veloping world are practicing and
developing other approaches more qualitative, ethnographic, and anthro-
pologkal in nature. Such research is based on quite different traditions,
paradigms, and definitions of knowledge and is quite diflerent in its char-
acteristics: small in scale but set within a broad contextual framework, intimate
and intensive in method, and deftly descriptive in outcome. It is this kind
of research, underrepresented in the literature of educational development,
that is the subject of this book.

The development of the network that produced the research described
in this book was due to many factors. First, there was the problem of school
failure a problem usually blamed on the pupils themselves, their families,
and the social and economic conditions in which they find themselves, but
perhaps related as well to the behaviour of teachers, the proces :.. of teaching,
and the climate of the classroom.

Secmid, there were researchers interested in this problem and in applying
qualitative, ethnographic methods of research to its analysis. Beatrice Avalos,
a Chilean researcher working at the University of Cardiff in Wales, believed
that schools and teachers play a more active role in the process of student
failure and that this process could be the subject of ethnographic research
across several Latin Amedcan countries. These beliefs were seconded bv
several researchers and research centres in Venezuela, Colombia, Bolivia,
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and Chile, who, along with researchers in related areas elsewhere on the
continent, eventually formed a network of qualitative research.

Finally, there was a research funding agency, the International Devel-
opment Research Centre (IDRC), that was willing and able to provide funds
for this work. These funds were used for a series of training programs in
the theoretical framework and practical methods relating to various stages
of qualitative research at the University of Texas in Austin and at the Instituto
Politecnico Nacional in Mexico City, for the exchange of researchers between
project teams, for annual meetings of project leaders, and for the costs of
the research projects themselves.

The expanded network has now moved more and more into the
development of, and experimentation with, training methods designed to guide
teachers into understanding more thoroughly the role they play in creating
school failure and the role they might play in preventing it. These methods
are based on the descriptions and analyses of schools and classrooms presented
in this volume. Future publications, it is hoped, will discuss later results of
this work.

Sheldon Shaeffer
Associate Director, Social Sciences Division,
International Development Research Centre
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Translation Procedures

The translxion of the chapters for this book and the various references
to field notes was carried out by Dr Beatrice Avalos, who is Chilean and
speaks both Spanish and English. Her life and work in Chile until 1974 and
her later work in Great Britain enabled her to understand both cultures.

A first, rough translation was done of the chapters written in Spanish,
where the main effort was to record as faithfully as possible the usages and
colloquialisms found in the field-note material. Having done this, a British
colleague who also spoke Spanish, Graham Howells, read the English version
and decided whether it would make sense to an English-speaking audience.
A number of stylistic changes were then made and the English equivalent
was found for some colloquialisms. A revised version was then sent to those
authors who also had a knowledge of English: Araceli de Tezanos and Gabriela
Lopez. Finally, once the whole book had been assembled, including the
chapters written by Beatrice Avalos, the help of another British colleague,
Raymond Lyons, was engaged. He also had a knowledge of Spanish. Some
further refinements were then made and useful suggestions for the intro-
ductory and inteipretative chapters were incorporated to the text.

On the whole, a special effort was made to retain the intent of Spanish
expressioio, even at the' expense- of the correctness of English style. when
it was deemed important for imerpretathe purposes.
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Introduction

This deschption of teaching and wathers in sonic schools in LIM;
America arose from the urgent need to study who' ocTurs in classrooms and
schools to improve education. It represents an attempt to find Out how some
educational policies and practices are working out and what might be done
to better meet the needs of the children. -rhis work is an example of an
attempt to make existing eflbrts and resource's more relevant and productive
at a time when money is scarcer, and ideas and proposals for renwdving
th e. bask economic and social difficulties facing Latin American countries
are less positive than they were two decades ago.

When we began our teaching careers in the early l9tins in South America,
we did so in the midst of what promised to be an exciting time of change.
The Alliance for Progress, President Kennce ly's initiative for Latin Amet it a
that proposed to link bilateral aid from the United States to the carrying
out of programs of reform affecting the economic, social, and educational
systems of the countries concerned. had been established. Political convictions
41 I atM America seemed, in turn, to be oriented toward some form of social
democracy that would pay greater attention to the needs of the masses of
poor people by strengthening programs of economic and social development.
The concepts of "modernization" and "democratization" were used to define
the road ahead, while politicians spoke of revolutionary changes to be canied
out "in freedom" and humanists looked to education as a possible liberating
force for the poor in addition to its "consciousness-raising" power.'

Almost with calculated pragmatism, it was said that to invest in socia,
pmgrams would be useful in terms of overall development and, for that Illart't.
to promote equality of educational opportunities would ensure political and
social stability as well as economic progress. In the midst of this climate,
One (flight almost say euphoric, it seetned to us that it was imperative t.)
examine ;:r4icallY the existing educational provisions and to support the
introduction of more or less sweeping reforms in the system. The belief in
the Unponance and power of attempts to modernize the educational ss stem
marked much of our work throughout the decade, This was supported both
by structural functionalist and Marxist theories. Structural finictionalism la\
behind the popular «mcepts that educational developnwnt was o factot
connibunng to the achievement of sociocultural and economic development.
although attention was given to the constraints by an existing background
of depriva ion. hi ColltraSt, the various forms of Marxism that influenced

'A partil ultills poweilul influence in thi respect ti .ts the Woi k mid iui ug ot tiw lit.uilt,tit
educator Paulo Fricre (1972a, h, (971) After brhig exiled tiom Biaril in 1%4. hr went to 0 .1iilc
where he worked with the adult education proglarns linked to 0.1(' Lind letorrn of die Chnshan
De:hoc-ranc goverimwtit ct Fduiudo het 096-1-1970f



social and political thinking at the time remained skeptical about the possibility
of socioeconomic development pursued within existing capitalist structures
and economic dependency upon industrialized economies. Neveitheless, both
within the structural functionalist and Marxist perspect;v-ys, it was recognized
that nothing would change if people, especially those st to would most need
to do so, could not understand the nature of the changes required or, in
other words, were not "conscious" of why deprivation persists. Thus, it was
felt that support for political anti economic change would require massive
programs of adult education seen as "consciousness raising." Especially
required would be an increase of opportunities for the children of the poor
to acquire the tools of education that could further their later participation
in the conduct of public affairs.

Only in the next decade, with its sequel of failed reforms, as in Peru,
and of military coups, as in Argentina. Chile, and Uruguay, did it seem that
something had gone radically wrong. The optimistic, naive faith in the power
of social reforms gave way to serious and somewhat pessimistic assessments
about the effects of external pressures and the force of reactionary groups
withiv our societies. As a result, we were also led to attribute the failure
of education to produce a new cadre of people to the effects of external
factort7. We did not yet examine whether, and if so to what extent, social
refbnns such as education had in fact been more than new structures imposed
on tradititnal forms of educational practice that remained largely unaltered.
It was easier, in a way, to attribute failure of the system to factors external
to the school and to give reason to determinist interprc ations, whether of
a stnictural ffinctionalist or Marxist type, about what caused ineffectiveness
of schooling. The statistics of failure hit us fbrcefully when, for example,
we realized that in Chile. repetition, one gateway to dropping out, in 1976
was at a rate of 18.3% for the 1st year of primary school. Likewise, alarming
drop-out and repetition rates could be found throughout I.ativ Anwrica,
offering little var;ation in the 1970s relative to what had been le case in
the 19tiOs (TaNes I and 2).

Without denying the validity of thrones that underline the economic
and social constraints that afiect educational achievement, including pressures
fiom the prevailing power groups to maintain selective educational systems,
and without denying the evidence available from quantitative surveys about
such relationships.' it seemed to xis that much more information was needed
about the internal functioning of the educational system to interpret more
accurately the reasons for the persistence of failure. Obviously. in the case
of Chile, the effects of the military government's economic policies were
noticed in the increase in the number of repeaters between 1974 and 1977.
All over I ttin Anwrica, however, the numbers were a:arming, although perhaps
exacerbated in the case of Colombia, where, of the children that had begun
at 1st Year, the system was retaining only 40% to the end of primaty school
(set Table 4). In this respect, it was suggested by Schiefelbein (1980), one
of the more persistent students of rates of repetition and drop outs in Latin

'See the t':%iew on studies of determinants of achievement (also kt,osvn as the edu( ation
ploilut Cum filiation studies) lit S hiefelhein and Simmons (19S1). This inCludes :detain studies
tot 1.atin Ainerica tu h as those sponsmrd bv the ECIFI. (Programa de Estudios Conjuntos
de Integra, iOn EtonOnin a Latitmaineti(ana) netwoll: on tesearch umtres in cconomits and
hs the !EA (International Association 10, the Evaluation of Educational Achiewnwnt).
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Table 2. Emimated sunirat (in* and female) In priniariiedacation for cohorts enrihag
aroma 1966/66,1970/71, surd 1978/77.

Country

Cohan

in:

Proportion of coheirs reaching grade:

-4
Chile 1966 . 1000 853 , 808 166 705 , 660 H 596 521

' 1970 1000 901 853 -..817 762 698 620 547
1976* , .1000 918 877 836 786 729 667 587

Col,t4311:44. '1965 - '1000 . 692 , 519 427 370
1970 , 1000 , 551 413 375
1973 1000 683 , 569 408 ,371

Venezuela 1965 1000 848 .791 696 622 , 567
1970 . 1000 902 851 719 655 616
1976* 1000 917 869 800 737 676

SOUP= Vnewo (10804
Sidinnied pxoporsions only.

America, that more than external factors could be at work in the production
of school failure.

Repetition is an indication that the system is not working properly. Many
children remain in school for a number of years and pws only one or
two grades before they drop out. It could be argued that this failure is
due exclusively to external factors since it affects mainly children of the
lower classes, but there appears to be sufficient information to suggest that
children from all social levels and cultural situations are affected, although
to difkrent degrees, and that with appropriate methods, performance can
be increased and repetition eliminated.

Turning to an examination of Latin American research on schooling
and teacher effects (Avalos and Haddad 1979) in search of possible expla-
nations for school failure, we found that there was little that could be gleaned
in terms of understanding the characteristics of the teaching-learning process
and its possible contrfbution to either the success or failure of children from
poor bPagrounds. Thus, it was the dissatisfaction witri determinist versions
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of school failure in Latin America and with the existing studies that attempted
to examine the effect of school processes that impelled us to undertake the
study in this book.

The School and Community Project

The origins of this project can be traced back to a meeting organized
early in 1980 in the city of Bogota, Colombia, that was sponsored by the
International Development Research Centre (IDRC) of Canada. The project
brought together, among others, researchers from the four countries that
were eventually to participate in the study: Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, and
Venezuela. The rationale for inviting representatives of these countries was
the possibility of a study of school failure that focused on the period in
which there is greater risk, the first 4 years of primary school,' in contx;
that were similar in socioeconomic level but dissimilar in other respects.

In the discussions that followed, it was agreed that a study be carried
out attempfing to deal with the following questions. What events in classroom
life appear to affect pupil learning and their school success or failure? What
indications of the characteristics of each educational system (teacher qual-
ifications, in-service training provision, teacher-pupil ratio, model ..ization
attempts, availability of resources and teaching aids, educational policies,
system Of administration) are expressed in school and classroom life? What
are the characterisfics of the community to which most children from a given
school belong? What is the community's le% el of development and employment
condition? What are the beliefs and values of parents and other community
members regarding education and the modentization theories supported by
policymakers and teachers? What is the language mostly spoken at home?
How do all these characteristics of the community relate to the process of
schooling? Who are the teachers and how do they relate to parents and
other community members? What does the community expect from their
teachers in terms of both the education of their children and teacher
participation in community life? What do teachers, in turn, think about the
role of parents and others with regard to schooling activities? How do these
relations affect what happens at school?

The common thread uniting the group of researchers that gathered at
the Bogota meeting was the fact that, to a greater or lesser extent, we shared
a similar view about the causes of underdevelopment and of the unequal
distribution of resources in Latin American societies. We were critical of the
capitalist system both in its national and international forms of control of
underdeveloped economies and felt that it affected the possibilities of cultural
and educational development. I lowever. we were also weary of the determinist
assumptions behind i iminber Of theoretical and empirical studies about
educational opportunities that, in practice. led to the' neglect of the schooling
process as such. Further, and as expressed earlier, it was our conviction that
to date, the predominant research methodology used to study educational
problems in Latin America (simple forms of survey and correlational studies)

'lite pattern of repetition for 23 coutinies in IAtin America shows that it is highest in
the 1st seat of the ytle .Ind then d('clines, IV:Riling its lowest level in the final vat (tith or
Sth) tUnesco 19811a).
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was not capable of dealing with the study of processes. Hence, our almost
intuitive commiunent at the time to what we described as a qualitative research
approach.

In view of the above, we considered the need for a study that, although
concentrating on particular situations, would not lose sight of the structural
aspects that we felt interact with or have an effect upon processes occurring
in social units such as schools and classrooms. Therefore, the appropriate
research approach is one resembling that of the anthropologist who attempts
to understand a culture by becoming part of it, but, at the same time, requires
the ability to step back to interpret its processes in light of the wider social
world of which it is pan.

Although there seemed to be a dearth of educational studies in Latin
America that concerned themselves with what might be called the "internal"
factors of school failure, elsewhere there had been a plethora of studies
on the subject involving in-depth case studies of school processes using
nonquantitative sociological and anthropological procedures. Both in the
North American educational and the British sociological research environ-
ments, the use of participant observation and unstructured or semistructured
interviews with those involved in educational situations, and the analysis of
documents such as school records or children's work, had provided a powerful
source of information about the conditions under which youngsters from
certain social groups (blacks, working class, or other groups) might be classified
school failures. Among the noticeable North American studies are those carried
out by Rist (1970, 1973). By using a participant observation method, he was
able to detect the construction of school failure in primary school children
as beginning in their kindergarten year with the eat ly failure expectations
of the teachers. These were expressed in various ways: differential seating
arrangements, differentials of teaching time, ways of using praise and control,
and extent of autonomy in the classroom. By 2nd year, Rist had found that
the labels children had received in their kindergarten year had become an
acceptable and pub1ie way of describing and interpreting their capabilities.
A number of other studies before and after those of Kist also highlighted
the connection between expectations, labeling, and failure. Particularly, the
earlier work of Leacock (1969) in four schools in the United States that were
different in terms of the racial and socioeconomic composition of their student
bodies originated from a very similar concern to that of the study presented
in this book. leacock's (1971: 172) initial assumption was that classrooms
are not monolithic and do not mould all children under the same impression.

I wished to study the means whereby in this, as in any other social
situation, a variety of alternative roles are structured for children. Some
of these are relaticely obvious. For instance. "fast" and "slow" children,
compliant and rebellious children, withdrawn children, and so on, arc.
accepted and expected by a teacher, who assesses a classroom in such terms
during the opening days of the school terms.

Some children will already have been discussed with previous teadiers.
and will have reputations as bright, dull, helpful, or naughty children.
Classroom gradients will vary, so that a child identified as "bad" in one
gToup might be closer to the normative expectation in another. a much
more rebellious child will play the rote of the "really bad" boy or girl.
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What Leacock (1971: 176) found by using teacher and child interviews,
as well as classroom observations concentrated on pupils and teacher, was
that although teaclwrs in affluent middle-class and poor black areas could
be equally poor, children in the affluent school would learn "in spite of
poor teaching," whereas, in the other school, children would not learn
"because of poor teaching." The central finding of her study was that academic
expectations of teachers based on the social class origin and race of the
children were crucial, hut that school life actively reinforced the children's
social positions by expecting more learning from the white middle-class child.
She argued conclusively against the theoty that poor children fail because
they are fed with counter-class values. Her material made her "realise how
oversimplified is the assumption that a major difficulty for lower-class children
in school is identification with its Iniddk-class valitt.s,' in comparison with
middle-class children who readily identify" (Leacock 1971).

In England, a similar concern for the failure of working-class youngsters
in the secondary system produced a series of school studies that looked into
processes leading to school and counter-school cultures in three types of
school organitations: the selective grammar school, the secondary-modern
school, with its intake of nongratnmar school pupils, and the comprehensive
school (Hargreaves 1967; Lacey 1970; Ball 1981). These studies examined
the relationship between school structure and group differentiation based
on ability and the generation of an anfischool culture among low-class
vt:ungsters classified as less able. The processes by which an antischool culture
develops were fbund to be complex and to involve school-related factors
such as teacher attitudes and behaviours and reactions from other pupils
to the "fated" ones, as well as parents' attitudes and relationships both to
the school and the individual youngster.

A notable stu4 of a primary school operating within the "progTessive"
philosophy of educaticm was done in England by Sharpe and GreCtl (1975).
Teacher perspectives and early classification processes were examined and
the background sitaation and possibilities of children labeled as normal. ideal.
or problematic were considered. 'The contradiction between the teachers'
official philosophy and their operational or practical philosophy was noted.
as was the tendency to reify their interpretation of the atypical children. Sharpe
and Green (1975: 221) suggested that not only is there "a developing hierarchy
of pupils but also the content of education is being selectively organised
and socially transmitted." The importance of this finding, as the authors
concluded, is that children deemed as either successful or unsuccessful pupils
earlv on will have had their future entry into the occupational structure crucially
determined.

The Country Contexts

Tlw four countries in South America (Fig. 1) that provided the seuing
for this research difkr from each other in many respects. However, here
we will only focus on some of their population indicators and on some features
of their cultural and educational development (Table 3), and we will refer
to what appeared to be an important conditioning factor for the impletnen-
tation of the research we are describing: their "political momentum."
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Fig. 1. The four South American countries studied and their capita&

Bolivia and Chile are neighbouring countries, with Bolivia still holding
grievances traceable to wars in the 19th century through which Chile deprived
Bolivia of an outlet to the sea. The major part of the Bolivian population
belongs to the Quechua and Aytnara Indian groups, descendants of whom
are also found in the northern part of Chile. This explains the characteristics
of the tr usic and crafts that are shared by population groups in both countries.
Bolivia is a bigger country (1 098 581 km') than Chile (756 946 km2); however,
in 1970, Bolivia's population totaled only 5 million compared with Chile's
11 million people. In Bolivia, the population of Indian extraction is far larger
than the Spanish groups and Spanish is effectively spoken hy Ins than half
of the people. Chile, on the other hand, is ethnically, linguistically, and
culturally much more homogeneous. This is due partly to the practice of
the Spaniards at the time of colonization of mixing with the Indian population,
but is also a consequence of the extermination in a S-century war between
the Indians and the Spanish invaders. Also, the later waves of immigrants,
mainly Germans, Yugoslavians, and Italians, have contributed to asserting
in the country a more dominant European outlook than that found in Bolivia.
Economically, both countries are largely dependent on the export of their
mineral products (tin from Bolivia and copper from Chile), although agri-
cultural production constitutes a major export commodity in Chile.
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Table 3. Population indicators for Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Venezuela, the United Irmgdom, and the United States.

GNP per capita
income (USD),

Life expectancy
at birth (ran).

Country 1982 1982

Bolivia 570 51
Chile 2210
Colombia 1460 64
Venezuela 4140 68

United Kingdom 9660 74
United States 13160 75

Urbanization,a
1982

Mite' racy School enrollment
levelsb. Twins In 6-17

(%) Year ageilroalr, 1981

Source: tine= (1980b, 1981, 1984), World Bank (1984).
population as perrtntage of total population,

bVarious ream Bolivia, 197E Chile, 1970; Colombia, 1981; Venezuela, 1971.
'Values art for 1982.
dVatues are for 1980.

Education
expenditure

as%oEGNP,
Male Female Male Female 1981

24.2 48.6 77 64 3.1
11.1 12.8 94c 96c 5.8c
13.6 16.1 83 87 2.6
20.3 26.6 75 73 5.8

90 92 5.7d
99d 99d 6.8
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To look at the capital cities of both these countries is to see how diflerent
they are in their level of development and the composition of their population.
Santiago. Chile. is a modern city with close to 4 million people. An impressive
group of skyscrapers competes, in the view of the observer, with the background
majesty of the Andes. which frame the eastern part of the city. Here also
stand beautifully landscaped gardens around architecturally interestil., houses
of the rich. Toward the periphery of the southern, northern, and western
part of the city, the visitor disceners the contrasting effects of the much bigger
stretches of poor housing and of human agglomeration. La Paz, the capital
of Bolivia, is a highland city with stunning mountain scenery arourd it. where
one can climb within the urban area from 3000 to 4000 m and experience
concomitant vanations in temperature, vegetation, and economic and social
activities. 'Hiete are very big differences with Santiago in the way the city
appears to the stranger. The La Paz shanwtown areas, located in the heights
of the city. are even more miserable than those in equivalent areas of Santiago.
The lower middle-class sections of La Paz tend more to resemble the poorer
sections rather than their equivalent middle-class areas of' Santiago. The
heterogeneity of La Paz is also evident as one walks around the centre of'
the citY and sees the Spanish and inesti/o types in almost the same numbers
as Indian men or women, who, wearing their colourful polleras (very full
skins), sell small items and traditional crafts or talk to male healers, who
practice their profession outside one of the main churches in the city.

The peopk. of Bolivia have one of the lowest average per capita incomes
in the region (USD 570), while Chileans have an official per capita income
of USD 2210. Official information, however, with its emphasis on averages.
obscures the differences between the more affluent gioups and the real poor.
Thus, fOr example, toward die end of the period (1982) in which this research
was being carried out, there were tremendous price rises in Bolivia that
incivased the rate of' inflation from 25% in 1981 to 300% in 1982, with people
having to pay 48% more for bread and 610% more for milk. The largest
increaw in salary that year, which went to the miners, was only 849 (ECLA
1984).

The Chile;m situation in 1982 was 'also very dramatic. Unemployment
rose to an unprecedented height in greater Santiago. where more than one-
third of the active population tricl over one-half of the urban labour fOrce
of Chile live. By September 1982, one out of every four workers in greater
Santiago was out of work and the officially recorded 22% unemployed was
twice as high as that of the preceding year The problem especiallv hit the
manufacturing and constluction sectors. and was made all the' more dramatic
by the flut that besides the Minimal Employment Programme of the govern-
ment, there was no other way of securing subsistence for the unemployed
and their families (ECIA 1984).

Bolivia and Chile differ rather impoitantly in their educational level as
indicated bt literacy rates and the different educational attainment of the
male and femak population. hus, although the 1970 census indicated that
Chile had 12.8% female illiteracy, in Bolivia, the rate was 58.8% (see Table 5).
likewise. school enrollnwnt in 1975 was higher in Chile than in Bolivia;
however, both countlies spend a similar proportion of their gross national
ploduct (( ;NP) 011 edUcation.
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In 1965 and 1968, respectively. Chile and Bolivia carried out sweeping
modernizing reforms of their education systems. In both cases, the main
purpose of the reforms was to expand school enrollment and increase
provisions so that children might at least finish their primary education. Both
systems introduced an 8-year primary or basic school and altered the contents
of their curriculum accordingly. In spite of disparities in the extent of the
achievement of the aims of coverage and equal educational opportunities,
both countries have not been able to overcome wastage by repetition and
drop outs. Thus, one finds, for example, that in Chile, for a cohort starting
in first grade, the chance of survival is between 80 and 90% by the end
of the school year (see Table 2) and that the repetition rate for the first
grade, using estimates of Schiefelbein and Grossi (1981),* is 23.9%. More recent
government figures (1979) indicate lower overall rates of repetition, although
the highest percentage remains in 1st year (14.3%). Unfortunately, there are
no official drop-out or repetition rates quoted for Bolivia other than the
estimates of repetition by Schiefelbein and Grossi (1981), which indicate 24.4%
st-year repetition in 1975.

The other two countries in the study, Colombia and Venezuela, difkr
in various ways from their southern neighbours. Their populations are much
less homogeneous than that of Chile, but more so with respect to culture
and language than the population of Bolivia. Colombia, especially, is con-
sidered to be the most Spanish of the South American republics, even though
the population of European extraction is not much higher than 20% as reported
in the 1970 census. Mestizos constitute 50% of the population, while mulatos,
blacks, and Indians share the remaining 30%. Colombia is located in the
northwestern corner of South America and its coasts border the Pacific Ocean
and the Caribbean. It is a rich country from an agricultural and mineral
point of view, but its economy is overly dependent On the production of
coffee. Migration from rural areas to the cities, especially to Bogota, the capital
city with 3 million people, is a cause of severe social problems. This is
particularly noticeable in the gamines (vagrant children), who wander around
the streets of the city, stealing to survive and sleeping wherever they find
a suitable place. Colombia's per capita income is USD 1460, which comfortably
places the country within the group that the World Bank calls the middle-
i motile C('OnOnly COUntriCS (above USD 410). As in the case of the other
Latin American countries, however. Colombia is haunted by the problem

`Schiefelbein and Grossi ( l 9241) explain that the data available on enrollment awl repeaters
In year underestimate the actual level of repetition. Data on teiwtition ale usuallv based on
information obtained by the teachets flom the students of each new class. Pupils who are weak
ale Often transferred by their patents to ochei schools to tepeat the veal, "fhe data sent to
the iMnistries are what the class teacher records after a show of hands. generallY on one occasion
oniv. Thus, "all complex statistical definitions prepaxd by the statistical units in the Ministry
(if Fducation iiiial b depend on the cotwept which each student has of what a repeater is."
Schiefelbein and Gtossi (1981 ) thus propose the use of three alternative procedures for calculating
repetition based on different sets of data that are available in many Latin American countries.
The first tnodel uses the ,t. disnibutions of the enrollment in each year grade.; and rerates
it to enrollments in grade g in year I, promotion to grade g t I in year t t 1. and numbet
of repeaters in grade g in year t; new entrants in grade g in war 1: and time, both the calendar
year and the age whort. The second model Operates on the basis of relating first-grade enrollment
to new entrants. The third model relates first-grade enrollment to the' transition flows to the
next period: repeaters plus promotees and drop outs equal first-grade enrollment. Therefore,
epeaters 11131, be computed as the balance between enrollment and the total numtym of promotecs

and drop outs. 'nits is the model that gives the highest repetition rates.
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Tabk Rae of n4004 fOf 09191thian PfhistrY aRd simenduy caia

Some: Minkarria de Education National. Oficina Scandal de Ramadan Edo:Wm Division de
Emadiaticas y Sum% Bova Galeinbia.

of rising unemployment and economic difficulties. In fact, in 1982, its GND
rose by only 1%. Illiteracy rates are alarmingly high in Colombia (15% in
1981), but of even more concern are its rates of school wastage. In 1980,
the national total for children retained in the primary school system was
40% (Table 4), with the lowest rate being found among the rural primary
children (16.7%) 'n turn, the 1st-year rate of repetition in 1980, as published
by the Ministry of Education, was 16.9%; however, with a different mode
of calculation, Schiefelbein and Grossi (1981) showed this rate to be around
40%. School enrollment rates in Colombia for the 6-23 year olds were not
much different from those in Bolivia (see Table 3).

At the time of the initiation of the study, Venezuela was still profiting
from the effects of the world oil boom. It was thus considered to be one
of the countries with the highest per capita income in the region (USD 4140).
Its population (16.7 million) has one of the highest growth rates in the world.
However, it is an irregularly distributed population as people move increasingly
into the cities, a fact that is noticeable in the number of tower blocks and
the poverty shack belt on the hills of Caracas, the capital city. Venezuela
continues to be plagued by problems of high illiteracy (27.8%), low school
enrollment ratios, and growing unemployment since 1979 (8.2% in 1982).
Official rates of repetition for 1976 show that for the 1st year of primary
school, there was a mean repetition rate of 10.7% (Unesco 1980a). This, of
course, is one of the lowest values of the region but is explained by the
introduction of automatic promotion between 1974 and 1977. Even within
this system of promotion, however, repetition may occur if parents voluntarily
decide to have their children repeat.

The training of teachers differs somewhat in all countries. On the whole,
primary school teachers are trained in Normal Schools, whereas secondary
teachers are trained in universities. Normal Schools are training institutions
that may or may not be of university level but provide 2 or 3 years of education
beyond the secondary level. In countries where there are two cycles for basic
education, such as in Bolivia, Chile, and Venezuela, the content of teacher
training is not subject diversified for the first cycle but is for the second
cycle. No longer does there appear to be a differential form of training for
rural and urban teachers. It is not uncommon for primary teachers in the
countries concerned to strive to improve their chances of promotion by taking
courses in the university or even by attempting to move on to a different
career while continuing to teach. This is a way of trying to overcome the
problems associated with the low wages and low social status that the primary
teacher has in almost all the countries of the Latin American region. By
far, females tend to dominate primary school teaching, especially in Chile,
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where they constitute 74% of the teaching force. Work loads in the countries
concerned do not, on average, appear lo be very high. Bolivia, Chile, and
Venezuela have teacher-pupil ratios of 20, 34, and 33, respectively. These
ratios, although not even close to that of the United States (19) are substantially
lower than the ratios in Chad (77) and the Republic of Korea (48) (Unesco
1981).

Turniog to the historical and political conditions of the countries at the
time of the study, there appeared to be noticeable differences between them.
Although Colombia and Venezuela could be considered relative democracies,
where elections were normally held, Chile had been under a severely repressive
8-year dictatorship and, at the time of the study, Bolivia had just experienced
its most repressive military coup to date (by General Garcia Meza in September
1981).

The Venezuelan study was undertaken by the Ministry of Education.
In Colombia, it was, in fact, one of the Ministry of Education officials who
personally sought the country's participation in the study and proposed a
suitable institution as sponsor. This turned out to be the educational research
centre hwated at the National Pedagogical University (CRT). However, in
Chile or Bolivia, it would have been very difficult to engage the respective
ministries of educatk,n in the project. Thus, the Chilean sponsor became
a private educational research centre, which, having formed part of the Catholic
University of Chile, had been forced out together with other social science
centres in the years after the 1973 military coup. At the time of the research,
it was institutionally supported by the Academia de Humanismo Cristiano,
a body set up by the Catholic Church in Chile to preseive the independence
of social science research. The Bolivian centre was also a private institution
that was often harassed during the military dictatorship on account of the
focus of its activities, which were aimed at education among the poorer sectors
of the countm The fact that the coup took place in Bolivia at the time the
study was entering its fieldwork phase caused work with the rural schools
to be too conspicuous fbr the safety of the researchers and, therefore, these
schools had to be dropped from the study. On the other hand, a major change
in the administration of the Chilean school system, instituted in 1981, caused
much worry among teachers and head teachers. Specifically, the shift from
centralized to local municipal control, which was involved, produced cases
of undue dismissal of teachers, which, of' course, left the others fearing for
their jobs. Also noted in this change of system was an increase in the
bureaucratic requirements and forms of' inspectorate that seemed to threaten
the teachers' independence.' In addition to all this, there was a decmase
in real wages for primary teachers that brought them down almost to the
level of an unskilled worker.

Thus far, this discussion has dealt with the background of the research
in this book. The next chapters will introduce the study as it was carried
out in the different settings by focusing on selected aspects from each countt
report. We begin with a chapter on the procedures used by the different

'This was largely because the Ministry of Ediu anon !entitled a supervisor% ole: i.e.. sigilance
(net the (pubis of i»strut lion, The municipalities, On the othel hand, weir conm-ned with
all matters relating to the smooth running of the school and. hence. also Carried out supervisory

tivities. I n ptactice. then. teachers found du-mselves subjected to frequent anti sees often similiu
types of supervision bs representatisrs from the ministts and the municipalities.
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research teams to implement the research and to train the researchers. We
then describe, in Chapter S. the settings where the study was canied out.
Chapters 4 to 7 deal with cenain aspects drawn from the studies canied out
in the different countries. They do not constitute urn summaries of each
country's report; rather, they atr selected considerations of areas that, seen
together. are relevant to the discussion of teaching, learning, and success
or failure. Thus, in Chapter 4. Araceli de Tezanos am;yses the style of teaching
in Colombian classrooms. The characteristics of school type and mode of
teaching in structurally different Venezualan schools is discussed by Irma
Hemadez in Chapter 5. The case of a single teacher considered to be different
from most others fbund in the Bolivian study is presented by Maritza de
Crespo in Chapter fr. Finally, the study that most closely followed developments
throughout a single school year is considered by Gabriela Lopez and her
co-workers in their discussion of the processes of constructicn of failure in
Chilean schools (Chapter 7). Chapter 8 then seeks to summarize the findings
from all the country studies about the characteristics of schools and teachers
and attempts an interpretative analysis of the characteristics of teaching that
appear related to school failure. We end with a conclusion (Chapter 9) that
is perhaps more of a statement about the potential of a study that, as is
often the case in Third World as well as other countries. had to be carried
out under trying sociopolitical as well as professional conditions.
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Research Procedures

After the decision was made to go ahead with a study on the processesleading to school failure or success, it became clear that there would bea need to structure a training experience in qualitative and, more specifically,ethnographic research. The researchers came from quite different back-grounds and experiences. Some were well versed in European and NorthAmerican research and social science theory. Some were more comfortablewith developing action programs than with designing research. Few, however,had systematic experience with the range of skills required to implementa long-term qualitative research project. Thus, at the initial planning meetingheld in Bogota, it was agreed that training would be provided, in Spanish,befbre the project began. Researchers at the University of Texas in Austinand at the Instituto Politecnico Nacional in Mexico City were contracted todesign and carry out 6 weeks of training activities in the theoretical frameworksand practical methods relating to various stages of qualitative research. Theprogram in Austin centred on much of the anthropological theory and researchliterature found in the United States that relates to schooling, and practicalexperiences were provided through the Hispanic community schools in Texas.The training in Mexico, besides providing further insight into anthropologicalliterature, also centred on the theoretical underpinnings of ethnography andits links with other social science theory. Among the materials used wererest' .ch reports on school-based etlmographies carried out in Mexico. Thefour country coordinators, Araceli de Tezanos, Maritza de Crespo, GabrielaLopez, and Irma Hernandez, all participated in these workshops. Havingcompleted their training, they went back to their countries and proceededto select co-workers, to train them in the same way that they had been trained,and to work out with them the design for the study in their country.

Characteristics of the Fieldwork
Ethnography as a theoretical approach and as a method of researchhas been discussed extensively. It is closely linked to anthropology, but itsuse is not coextensive with this discipline, as it also has close links to sociologicalinquiry. As far as this study is concerned, ethnography was chosen as a researchapproach because of its closeness to the phenomenological conception ofhow knowledge is constructed and how knowledge about social reality isachieve& Its emphasis on the description and onderstanding of processesand of the meaning structures of those involved in social events seemed

'See. for exampk, the work of:Edmund Husserl, Alfred Schuu, and the fater phenomenological%Ink of Berger and Luckmann. See also the critical hermeneuticid strands of phenomenologipresent in the theories of fiabermas (1971) and Adorno (1975).
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to provide the only sensible means of approaching the complexities of school
life and identifying, if possible, the conditions under which pupil success
and failure take place. The practice of ethnography as applied to schooling
ranges from the observation, description, and interpretation of singular
mkroevems, such as linguistic interaction in the classroom, to what Ogbu
(1980) calls macroethnography. Macroethnoiv2hy seeks to explore the
relationships between the single social event and other social factors and
institutions. Although disagreeing with reproductionist theory (such as ex-
pounded by Pierre Bourdieu or Louis Althusser),' the assumptions of this
study considered the conditioning effects of contextual factors of a socio-
econom; , cultural, and political type upon educational processes. It was thus
felt that the approach chosen would move closer along the continuum toward
macroetlmography and that there could be an effbrt to approximate what
Ogbu (1980) called a "multilevel" approach to ethnography fbr which the
sc ho A ethnographer

needs au "ethnogtaphic imagination." a good working theory of the social
structure of the school and of the wider community in which the school
is located.

lfis study should be "holistic" i.e. it should show how education is
linked with the ect.nomy. the political system. local social structure and
belief system of dw Iwo* served by the schools.

Because the influence of contextual factors would be taken into account
by selecting a multisite approach (Herrot and Firestone 1983), it was decided
that the selected schools in the different South American countries would
be located in both urban and rural areas. The impact of other socioeconomic
factors would be kept somewhat constant by concentrating on a low socio-
economic school population that could, of course, be subject to different
life experiences depending on the country concerned. Although it was
considered desirable, as Ogbu (1980) suggests, to attend to other historical
r(AR1 community-related influences, in practice, this was not always possible,
although all the researchers indicated an awareness and varying degrees of
attention to their relevance.

In general, the research procedures that were used involved participant
observation, semistructured interviews, and documentary analysis. The re-
search process nmved from "foreshadowed problems"' that guided an open
initial process of observation to later, more focused observations and inter-
views. As the study progressed, the descriptions and interpretative analyses
moved concomitantly from more tentative and hypothetical positions to more
clearly fonnuln:-..lo.iderstandings oft he processes involved. These were panty

. _

fA number of studies refer to the theory and practice ('`. ihnography. For an account
ot both aspects. as well as for a good annotated bibliograplr 'fainmersely and Atkinson
11983) and Goetz and IA:temple (1984).

'ot a discussion on reproductioinst theory. see Giroux (1983). 'Flw thrust of repreyductionist
theorists is that schools are instruments of the dominant powers in society that atr pan of
the capitalist economic stnoure. Their contention is that schools utilize their resources to
trpouluer the soeial relations and social anitudes that sustain the existing class divisions and
economic orgmlization of society. Among those who hold to reproductionist theory wholly or
in pan arc Althusser (1971). Bowled mid Gintis (1976), Bourdieu and Passeron (1977), and Bernstein
11977).

'As ,nseled l Malinowski (1972:8-9): "Prec-onccived ideas are pernicious in any scientific
work, but tote-shadowed problems are the main endowment of a scientific thinkei, and these .
plohicins are first resealed to the observer by. his tlworetical studies."
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based on the detection of key behaviours or events that were seen over
a period to confer meling to the situations observed. All the categories
that were used to expres such situations were fbrmulated from the data and,
although later linked to .xisting theories, were not conceptualized from these
theoties but from the events themselves, as witnessed by the researcher.

To a large extent, the data presented to substantiate discussions in the
country reports and in the chapters of this book were transcripts taken from
classroom teacherpupil interactions or from inteiviews with various actors
in the educational process (teachers, pupils, or parents). These transcripts
were selected because initially they provided material useful in the detection
of le events, giving direction to the analysis, or because they supported.
as illustrations, the interpretative categories that emerged from the various
readings. On the whole, the commonsense interpretations of the material
were accepted and no special effbrt was exerted to analyze the conversations
reported with the specific interest that a sociolinguist such as Stubbs (1 977)
might have to explore: "the problematic relationships between what is said
and what is meant." However, in an indirect way, the analysis of the
ethnographic data did lead, almost inadvertently, to concerns about the actors'
"definitions of the situation." In this case, this was the element leading teachers
to define and interpret the situation of problem children and to decide on
subsequent actions.

Although all countries had agreed to a common framework of general
questions (presented in Chapter 1) and to observing the first 4 years of school
in both urban and r!ral low socioeconomic settings, the specific model of
implementation differed from country to counny. This was largely due to
the need to adapt to local conditions, both practical and political. In the
following sections, the research procedures used for the definition and
interpretation of the processes observed are described by country as is the
fbrmat used in each context to present the final report. The description of'
the schools and teachers is, however, left to a later chapter.

Bolivia

The Bolivian study coordinator initially engaged a team of four re-
searchers (later reduced to three, Table 5) and organized the training using
the approach and materials that had been part of the training sessions in
Texas and Mexico. All researchers were involved in reading, discussions, and
practice in observation as well as in keeping field notes. Once this phase
had been completed, the team selected and approached the schools and
teachers to be studieci to explain the purpose of the work and secure their
agreement. The initial period of observation had an exploratory character
that omitted note-taking; it was meant to capture the children's adaptation
efforts at the beginning of the school year and to enable the researchers
to become familiar with the structure and mode of functioning of the schools.
Formal observations began in March 1981 and, although notes were then
taken, the observations remained largely unfocused with the purpose of simply
describing events in classrooms and playgrounds.

'Frickson (19771 describes the process as "pulling out from field notes a key incident. linking
it to other incidents. phenomena, and theoretical constructs, and writing it up so others can
see the generic in the panicular, the universal it) the concrete. the relation between part and
whole.-
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The classrooms observed were selected at random from all the parallel
classes of the 1st to 4th years in four schools in La Paz. Each classroom
was observed four times in this initial period and the length of each observation
varied depending on the situation at hand. Other school activities, such as
lining up, civic acts, break periods, physical education, and crafts lessons,
were also observed. Having completed the initial, unfocused phase, the team
gathered to read and compare their field notes, trying to detect what events
appeared especially significant within the school and classroom life. This
analysis led to the construction of a first bt of categories. The researchers
soon realized, however, that, in this process, they were still very much
influenced by their own theoretical background and that it was difficult to
fit the data to some of the categories selected. Eventually, they found it necessary
to abandon a whole group of categories and to move to a different way
of looking at the field notes. This involved a simple and straightforward
description, by school year, of the lessons observed, pooling together the
information from all four schools. Once achieved, this description became
the bulk of the first progress report submitted to the funding agency.

The second stage in the research involved returning to the schools and
observing those events that had been highlighted by the previous analysis;
four to five more observations per class were performed. This time, two
observers went into each classroom and, to attain similar first-hand experience,
the whole team of researchers worked in all of the schools in the siudy.
Having examined the field notes from this focused stage, the researchers
were able to produce a revised set of categories that would eventually help
to structure the content of the final report. This analysis also indicated the
need to explore more intensively the meaning of some of the events and
issues that emerged; therefore, it was decided that a set of interviews was
needed. These interviews were subsequently held with teachers, head teachers,
secretaries, parents, community leaders, and street vendors around the school,
as well as with pupils. The focus of these interviews was to explore the
inierviewee's perception of the role and importance of the school and his
or her understanding of failure and success in school. In attempting to analyze
the interview notes, the researchers had difficulty fitting them into all of
the categories that had previously been established for the observation data;
therefore, a more specific coding scheme had to be compiled. A third progress
report containing this interview information was then written. The final report,
in turn, resulted from discussion and analysis among the team of the three
progress reports (de Crespo et al. 1982).
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The Bolivian final report consists of two parts. First, there were de-
scriptions of the signifkant events in the classroom, of school life as observed
throughout the year, and of a set of interpretaeve elements provided by the
categorization scheme used. Data are incorporated from the interviews and
the report attempts to explore the relationships of the schools to their
surrounding community. The themes discussed in this section, globally and
not class by class, are

Issues relating to the activities of teaching: e.g., styles, contents, modes
of assessment, and observed learning difficulties;
Issues relating to the communication process: teacher to pupil in-
teraction, peer relationships, and pupil to teacher interaction; and
Aspects of the community characteristics: family structure, community
perceptions about the school, and school-community interaction.

Second, there was a focused analysis of the problem of school failure.
To understand the problem, the researchers used their field data to report
on both perceptions of school failure found among head teachers, teachers,
parents, the community at large, and the children themselves as well as the
classroom life situation that appeared to have contributed to the buildup
of failure among the children. Also considered were those situations and
structures in the school and in the community that could be associated with
"failure" experiences.

Chile
The Chilean study itself' was quite different in its procedures and focus

from the studies in other countries. Two schools in the city of Santiago were
selected for observation and within each school the 1st and 4th years were
observed. The first was a municipal school, i.e., one that had recently been
transferred from central to local control. To gain access to this school, the
researchers had to obtain permission from the administrating municipal
corporation. The second was a private but non-fee-paying school and access
was achieved through direct contact with the head teacher, who, in turn,
consulted with her teachers. The municipal school, with 1100 children, had
a greater number of parallel classes, so that three 1st- and three 4th-year
classes were observed. In the private school, with 600 pupils, it was only
possible to observe one class per year.

The research coordinator selected a team of two other researchers
(Table 5) with practice in structured observation techniques but, otherwise,
with no training in ethnography. The training session was conducted in a
form similar to that of the Texas and Mexico City experiences but over a
shorter period. The team of three researchers observed each school intensively
for an entire school year (March to December 1982), focusing their attention
on classrooin life, with some reference to other school events such as
ceremoMes and parent meetings. Parents, teachers, and pupils were also
interviewed.

To provide some practice for the two researchers who were new to the
project and to gain some insight into their differences in perspective, it was
decided that initially two members of the team would observe each classroom
jointly and produce an extended account of' each session observed. After
spending some time in this "warming-up" exercise, each researcher was
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Ca.

Public school assembly, Santiago, Chile.

assigned a class and remained as its sole observer throughout the school
year. Field notes were always reorganized immediately or no later than
24 hours after each observation and care was taken to record everything
in as much detail as possible. Some symbols were devised to make note-
taking easier.

At frequent intervals, the team would gather to read and compare notes
and try to assign meaning to events. This was carried out by posing questions
or conveying impressions that were recorded but not responded to or discussed.
As questions and notice of events mounted, there was more discussion about
what had been observed. There was an effort to relate recent observations
to earlier ones, focusing on situations that repeated themselves or contradicted
each other. For example, a given lesson activity observed in the three parallel
classes of one year would be discussed; by comparing notes, it could be noticed
how lesson activities were structured within a period of time as well as the
differences emerging from one context to another. All in all, these initial
discussions eventually led to the formulation of what were considered to be
tentative hypotheses.

A second stage was reached when a new and chronological reading
was made of all notes, looking at each class separately. This led the team
to reformulate the initial hypotheses and to produce new hypotheses. At the
same time, their reading of some theoretical texts served to prepare them
for the forthcoming process of interpretation. With all this material, they
wrote a first descriptive report that was structured around each class and
each school. The report helped to clarify the focus for the next stage of
observations and interviews.
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The third stage of the Chilean study was centred on the relationships
between teachers and low-achieving pupils.

How did particular forms of teacher-pupil interaction appear to affect
the low achiever?
How did these children behave toward the teacher?
What did other children think of them?
What was the general teaching-learning situation in these classes?

Field notes were analyzed in the same way as in the first stage, although
significant events and situations were now appearing that would eventually
shed a clearer light On the interpretation process. Once the potentially failing
children had been identified, tape-recorded interviews with head teachers,
teachers, pupils, and parents helped to achieve a gTeater understanding of'
each child's situation. These interviews, although focused on the specific issue
of failure, were open-ended in the sense that each interviewee was given
full opportunity to speak freely on topics not included in the questioning.
The interview data were also read and analyzed by the whole team, with
attention given to what appeared to be clues for understanding the devel-
opment of situations of success or failure.

After this third stage was completed, all the material that had been
gathered was read from the perspective of how failure is constricted within
the classroom and of how the actors involved in this constrlction perceive
their participation. This involved discussions of questions and hypotheses,
changes in these, checking of impressions, and reaching interpretathe
agreements. All these procedures led finally to the pioduction of an eth-
nographic report (Ippez et al, 1983) consisting of two parts:

A descriptive account by school and class using the following outline:
general characteristics of the class observed; the teaching-learning
process; the classroom climate; evaluation procedures; socialization
procedures; discipline; teacher-pupil relationships; peer relationships;
teacher -observer relationships; teacht -parent relationships.
An interpretative account of the process of construction of school
failures or, as the authors called it, "the school culture of failure,"
The account of these interpretations is largely the subject oft:hapter 8.

Colombia
As in the other countries, the research coordinator in Colombia recruited

a team. This team initially consisted of the coordinator and three other
researchers, but eventually was reduced to a team of three, as one researcher
left to take up a fellowship in France (Table 5). The research coordinator
conducted the initial training, which included iearning about the theory and
practice of etlmography. The five schools selected for the study (carried out
during the school year 1981/82) were located around the federal district of'
Bogotii and the neighbouring department of Cundinamarca in central
Colombia. Within each school, the 1 st, 3rd, and 5th years were observed;
however, two schools operated with onc and two rooms, and all years grouped
together. Contacts for entry were made through the educational authorities
and, once access was secured, the researchers held a meeting with the teachers
in each school to explain the purposes of their visits and their work. Although
some teachers well- not entirely happy about having these visitors, the
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researchers tried their best to allay their fears so that, eventually, only one
of the schools approached decided not to participate in the study.

The same research procedures were used as in the other countries:
classroom and school observations and semistructured interviews supported
by documentaty analysis. Observation was always conducted by two re-
searchers. The arrival of these researchers was unannounced and not
necessarily at the beginning of a lesson; nor was their departure always at
the end of a lesson. To a certain extent, this prevented the teacher preparing
material in advance, which, in a small rural school, might have been possible.

As in the other studies, the Colombian researchers began with unfocused
observations, striving to record as much as possible of what they saw. They
were guided by the dictum they had placed in a noticeable position in their
office: "What is not written does not exist."

Flitch observer covered different areas of the classroom, taking care not
to disturb the ongoing activities, initially, as they examined their notes, they
found they were focusing too much on what the teacher was saying. Later,
they broadened their scope of attention to include what the children were
saying or doing. Before 24 hours had elapsed, each pair of observers produced
extended field notes that, nevertheless, did not include anything that had
not already been recorded in some way. As time went on, the team realized
that a better understanding of classroom events would be obtained if not
only classroom but also other school activities were observed, e.g.. entry of
children, breaks, parent-teacher meetings, etc.

The interview sessions became a fairly important pail of the research
and concentrated on stimulating teachers, parents, and children to talk about
important events in their life that they considered to have educational
significance. Talking to teachers allowed researchers to gain insight into their
views about education and about their own school and community. They
were able to learn about what was called the teacher's "pedagogical discourse,"
to hear of their family and social relationships, and to consider how all this
might affect their teaching practice. On the whole, these interviews took about
2 hours to complete. Teachers were selected on the basis of their willingness
to be interviewed. Children, on the other hand, were selected on the basis
of opinie *IS expressed by the teachers. Parents who agreed were interviewed
in group situations. Although there was a loose question guide, it only served
to maintain sonic focus and was not strictly adhered to if the situation did
not lend itself to the proposed structure. Finally, there were informal meetings
with the teachers to discuss their views on issues such as school failure and
assessment procedures.

To a large extent, the process of analysis and interpretation followed
the pattern of the other studies, beginning with a more descriptive and ending
with a more interpretative fOcus. The reflections of the project coordinator
on this process are discussed in detail in Appendix 1: therefore, they are
not dealt with here. Several types of reports were written during the whole
research process. The reports focused on the descriptive account of the
teaching styles and on the intetpretation of school failure. The final report,
which has since been published in Colombia (de Tezanos et al. 1983), is
more than a simple descriptive and interpretative account of what was observed.
It leads the reader through the research stages and the constant processes



of interpretation and reinterpretation in which the researchers were involved.
Its final chapter includes a consideration of the ambiguity in meaning ascribed
to schooling and, hence, to success and failure by the various groups related
to the educational process.

Venezuela
The study in Venezuela was stalled in February 1982. The five-member

research team belonged to the Planning Division of the Ministry of Education
(Table 5). Although most of them were sociologists, only one of them had
been trained in anthropological methods of research. Thus, a period of training
in ethnography was carried out as with the other teams. This training session
closely followed the content and style of the Texas and Mexico meetings.

The five schools selected for the study, which are described in Chapter
5, differed not only on account of their location (urban and rural) but also
in terms of their curriculum and administrative structure. Two observers
entered each 1st- and 4th-year classroom in all schools. The initial stage
of the study, from the beginning of March to the end of April 1982, consisted
of 40 observations (45 minutes each). As in the other studies, these were
unfiwused attempts to capture as much as possible of the events in each
classroom's life. The process of working with the field notes was similar to
the method used in the other studies, with the team writing extended notes
no later than 24 hours after the observation and holding periodic meetings
to discuss notes, formulate questions, and make interpretations. The outcome
of these meetings was a largely descriptive report that arranged the data
in terms of what might be called classical pedagogical categories: first, the
interaction processes as reflected in communication styles, modes of discipline
enfbrcement, and expressions of warmth, respect, and cooperation; and,
second, teaching strategies used to produce communication, arouse interest,
and provide feedback, and techniques involved in assessment. The report
included extensive examples from the observation notes to illustrate each
category and included a bulky appendix with observation notes.

Having completed the first stage and critically analyzed their work to
date, the researchers engaged in a new 2-month period of observation (same
number and length of observations as the earlier ones) that centred on aspects
of pupil-teacher interacdon including pupil participation and the learning
messages conveyed. Observation was extended to the rest of the school and
its different routine and special event activities. At the same time, a number
of unstructured interviews were held with teachers, parents, pupils, and other
representatives from the community. The material from these interviews served
to produce a more structured interview program and this new program was
used with a group of 141 people. The content of these interviews focused
on school events, views about success and failure, and school-community
relationships. 'Mere were also questions about the various expoimental
programs in which some of the schools were involved, about the work carried
out by teachers, and about views on teaching as a task and as a profession.
Special fieldwork was conducted in relation to one of the schools that had
the characteristic of being a "community school." The people in the area,
teachers, pupils, and parents in this school were interviewed to explore how
the school had become a community school and what effect it had had on
the people living there.
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As notes were gathered. they were examined and discussed by the team
in a search for interpretative elements; this led to a reexamination of the
early categorization scheme. As a result of this work, two further focused
reports were written. The first report centred on a description of the schools,
looking at their physical characteristics and their out of class routines, and
then focused on the teachers as seen by themselves. by their pupils, bv the
observer, and by the representatives of the community. Although it looked
at the pupils in general, the report also considered cases that appeared to
be noticeable in view of possible success or failure. The second report was
really a descriptive case snidy of the "community school." Finally, by using
all these partial analyses and as a result of constant examination of their
data, the researchers wrote a final report (Hernandez et al. l983). which
was divided into the f011owing pans:

Description of the' physical facilities and of school routines:
Characteristics of' the school and community relationships;
Teacher-pupil relationships in tenns of communication and teaching
strategies; and
Perceptions about school success and failure by the rations actors
involved in the educational process.

The main difference between the Venezuelan study and those in other
countries was that, throughout its various reports, emphasis on description
rather than interpretation was preferred.

Stunmary
Summarizing the research procedures used in the four countries, there

seem to be four main elements:

The use of teams of researchers, all of whom observed, interviewed.
and participated in the discussions and the process of intenireting
what had been seen and recorded;
The division of the observation periods into at least two stages: a
general, unfOcused stage that allowed familiarization with the setting
to take place as well as detection of events that required funher
explorations; and a specific. focused stage concentrating on actors.
relationships, and issues that were considered to be relevant to the
study:
A constant playback procedure for die analysis and interpretation of
notes that involved the reading and rereading of' the field notes; and
The production, on the basis of the first three elements, of various
types of partial reports. usually from difietrnt perspectives. although
initially with a more descriptive rather than interpretative fOcus; the
resulting final report was not a sumnran: of the others. but a
comprehensive reinterpretation of the material gathered.

The Coordination Activities

Among the initial agreements of the Bogota meeting in May 1980 was
that Beatrice Avalos should act as the' overall coordinator of' the project,
maintaining contact with the research teams, visiting the sites, participating
in coordination meetings. and pooling the findings for publication;lthough
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only one meeting of coordinators was specifically fianded, in fact, there were
several opportunities for the researchers to meet, as they all had become
members of a newly created network of educational researchers working with
qualitative methods in 1.atin America. This network was also sponsored by
IDRC.

The first opportunity for contact between the four country research teams
came with the ti-week training program in Austin. Texas. and Mexko City.
Toward the end of tlw Mexico training, the group discussed the hnpletro_.n-
tation of the study in the various countries now that everyone had become
familiar with the ethnographic approach that would be used. Unfbrtunately,
not all research teams were able to begin at the same time. Complications
at the ministerial level delayed the Venetue lan study until 1982 and lack
of appropriaw fUnding delayed the Chilean study, also until 1982.

This difference in tinting made initial ,joint discussions of the projects
somewhat difficult. The first opportunity to come together again was at a
meeting of the Qualitative Research Network held in Buenos Aires in October
1981, and it served as a finum of' discussion fOr the two countries, Colombia
and Bolivia, that had progress reports at that date. In December 1981, a
full meeting of the research teams was held in La Paz, Bolivia. By the time
of this meeting, it had become clear that exciting work was being done. Since
the training program in Austin and Mexico City, the researchers had made
steady progress in choosing a small sample of schools, gaining the trust of
teachers and head teachers, and exploring the interaction of schools and
communities, teachers, and pupils, despite various Irolitical and administrative
problems in some of the participating countries and institutions.

On the basis of the work done to date, the possibilities of establishing
some common framework for the analysis of the fieldwork was discussed
and broad categories were outlined that largely served as a basis tOr the
Colombian. Bolivian, and, later. Venezuelan reports (see Appendix 2). Further
contacts among the country coordinators were possible through their par-
ticipation at two meetings of the Qualitative Educational Research Network
held in Buenos Aires in late 1982 and in Bogota in May' 1983, By this time.
a framework for publication had been agreed upon and decisions were made
about the content of each of the country chapters in this book.

Although it might have been of value to publish summarized versions
of each country's ethnographic reports. it was thought that a set of thematic
chainers might be of greater interest. In this way, the four country chapters
npresent selected aspects of time study itself 'Fhe integrative chapter (8, by
B. AY alos) is not .just a synthesis of the lbw' country chapters but draws upon
material contained in the cell country leports produced by each research
team.

The choice of' themes for the country chapters responds to three criteria.
First, they provide the reader with a perspective of how a lot of reaching
takes place by highlighting the situation in one context: the Colombian
sittlatioti and. to a lesser extent, the situation found in structurally different
types of schools in Venetuela. 'Mese chapters, as such, describe teaching
but do not deal with the problem of failure (although the reports from which
they are drawn do so). Second, they provide the reader with a picture of
a "different" teacher (in tems of the approach to teaching and the education
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of most other teachers). There was a "differem" teacher in every country.
but the most striking example was found in Bolivia. The Bolivian teacher
depicted was one who, in an unassuming way, secured a climate of friendship
and work and produced a high nunther of successful students. Third, they
provide a more detailed description of how, throughout occurrences of one
school year, some children become candidates for repetition and drop out.
This was the focus of Chapter 7 dealing with Chilean classrooms. Thus, only
this and the integrative chapter specifically address the problem of school
failure. All the other chapters, however, implicitly deal with the conditions
that could lead to failure.

A difficult task was the overall analysis of work done and the gathering
of the material that is now part of Chapter 8. This was largely the result
of reading and rereading the country reports, of using some of the noteworthy
trarrscripts of field notes (not all of which were cited in the country reports),
and ny searching fin- the common elements that could lend themselves to
the type of interpretative categories that finally emerged. The entire
of this volume was discussed at various intervals with all the country
coordinators.

Thus, this study is largely the result of the work of a team of researchers
who came to know each other very well and to share a common view about
the substance of the study and the research approach, but who also often
disagreed with each other on forms of interpretation and other procedural
matters and who approached the study in different manners and provided
different perspectives from which to look at the entire collection of information.
The outcome may not only be interesting for what it offers toward the un-
derstanding of teaching and learning in Latin America, but also as an account
of a very diffrrent concept of research where individual contributions matter
somewhat less than what is achieved as a group.
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School Settings

As explained earlier, the schools selected for the study were located in
low socioeconomic connnunities, both urban and rural. Only those in Bolivia
were solely urban; however, given the characteristics of the marginal areas
of the city of La Paz, in other contexts, these schools wen! similar to some
of the rural schools. Low socioeconomic status has been ascribed in this
study to groups and conununities where parents have little or no education
(generally not more than a few years of schooling), are unemployed, or work
as skilled or unskilled labourers. Some of the schools studied enrolled what
we called lower middle-class pupils, i.e., pupils whose parents were small shop
owners or were regularly employed in low-paid, white-collar jobs such as
government clerks. Among these, there may also have been those who were
unemployed at the time of the study. As fbr the teachers in these schools,
their social origins can also be traced to lower middle-class or even working-
class backgmunds, although in becoming teachers they would have considered
themselves classified as members of the middle class. In most cases, the
education of the teachers had taken place in Normal School and was roughly
equivalent to 1 or 2 years beyond secondary school level. In spite of these
commonalities of location and socioeconomic background, the schools and
their people appear sufficiently distinguishable to justify a country by country
description. Thus, with the exception of the Venezuelan study, whose schools
are described in Chapter 5, this chapter examines the characteristics of the
schools and their teaching activities in Bolivia, Chile, and Colombia.

Bolivia

All four schools in the Bolivian study (Table ti) we'll' located in the
highland margins of La Paz. Their communities were clearly distinguishable
entities with a life of their own. "Ilw largest, with 200 000 people, was located
in what is called El Alto of l.a Paz; the school area covered one of its barrio
(neighbourhoods), called Villa Nuevos Horizontes. About 2600 people live
in small, uniform houses built by the association of printers and factory workers
(ConfederaciOn de Vivienda Fahuil ' (JrAfica). In general, the population was
young. but did include' a few retired miners. liecause of the unfnifilled promises
of local authorities, most houses lacked main services; water, for example,
had to be obtained on a daily basis from a cistern lorry. There was no sewerage
and there was very little lighting in the area. The people had a chapel and
a health post. However, as no provision had been made for a site or for
building, the sc hool had to function in six of the unoccupied houses of the
neighbourhood, 'Flue surrounding streets were thus turned into playwounds,
allowing the local women to sell sweets and fruits to the school children.
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Table 6. Characteristics of schools, teachers, and pupils in the Bolivian study.

Pampahasi La Ponada Villa Nuevos Hodzontes

Location Urban Urban Urban
Quality of building

(space, light. facilities) 'nadequate Average Inadequate
Size (no. of pupils) 235 618 460
Pupil socioeconomic status Low Low Low to middle low
No. of classmoms

observed per year (1st to 4th year) 1

Teacher qualifications Normal Schoola Normal School NOMA' $06001
Teacher-pupil ratio')

1 st year 84, 74 120, 41 113, 52
2nd year 64, 25 145, 41 108, 34
3rd year 44, 33 145, 34 88, 38
4th year 30, 43c 102, 45 84, 38

iTeachertraining college.
°The first number represents registered pupils: the second number repments the children stesai.11y sten in class.
Me 4th and 5th years were in the same room



Because of the improvised nature of the school, the classrooms were extremely
small and the pupils were forced to take turns for seats during lessons.

Toward the western pan of the city lies the sector called Pie del Alto.
Here, there were some 3500 children of school age in a community of 9000
people. Men worked as labourers, artisans, factory workers, or municipal
employee's. while the women worked as street vendors, seamstresses, or knitters.
There was light, water, and sewerage, but the services were not sufficient
for the whole community. People were vociferous in demanding improvements
and, because of this, had been accused of being a rebellious group. Compared
with other areas of the city, however, the people of Pie del Alto were somewhat
better off: they had a good transponation system aml their school was among
the better built and equipped of those visited in the Bolivian study. Its two-
stotry building housed three school shifts (morning, afiernoon, and evening)
and included a separate kindergarten. The rooms were big and lighted;
however, the school lacked enough desks, sufficient seating space, and it'
to repair the broken windowpanes, through which the cold winter a
blow mercilessly. The head teacher's office contained a number of good hoe Ns,
but pparently they were rarely used. The municipal library was also under-
utiliied The playgrounds were spacious. but, unfortunawly, were located on
a cliff that merlooked a polluted stream used few drinking by chickens, dogs,

sheep, and for laundry by the local women.

ii nonhern La Pai. also in the highland area, lies Tahuanthoyo. This
is a «nnpletels rural community. Its small and coloudess houses lacked proper
roofhig there was no water, electricity, or sewerage, and only one line of
buses transported people into the City'. Some 2500 people lived here (400
families), most of whom were migrants from the Altiplano. They %WIT normally
or occasionally employed as Contittuction labourers or as municipal workers.
Women. besides their household activities, were knitters or street vendors,
especially at the Sunday market. Like the other communities, Tahuantisuyo
had a neighbour committee, a parent-teacher association, and a mother's
( Rib, l'hese institutions were active in the care of their local school. If the
sc hoof sto( out as a protected enclave, it was because the people of these
( ommittees had p()Oled theit efforts to build a surmunding wall that protected
the children from the cold winter wind. The old part of the school had
nine small classrooms housing the 2nd to 5th rears; the new part, built by
the pareuts. housed the three Ist-year classes. There was an enormous open
area that served as a plavgiound. The efforts of this extraordinary commuility
had also pt ovided the school with solar-hcated showers, although inany of
the ( lassrooms. because of unreplaced broken windowpanes, continued itt
be \ 01d.

School routines and classroom activities

Each of Ow schook observed hae the five classes that make up the Basic
(:%( lc of the Bolivian primvxy school, with at least two parallel classes fOr
t%u h rear. No criteria for placing children in one or another of the parallel
(lasses weir olnious. The of the classes ranged from 71 children in
a 1st-rear class to 33 pupils in a 3rd-year class. In the lower grades, the
nunilwr of boys and number of girls were similar. In the higher grade's,
however, there' tended to be Illure boys than girls.
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In spite of slightly different rituals from school to school, most children
began their day once the bell rang, running to form lines in front of their
rooms or in the playgrounds, which were segregated by sex. They then waited
until their teacher appeared (sometimes yety late) to allow entry into the
classroom. At the beginning of the week or on special occasions, a formal
school -assembly might take place before entering the classroom. Once in
their rooms, lessons began somewhat like this:

Tearher [to the class]: Sit down!
Tivicher: Good morning!
Otos: Good morning, madam!
Teacher: What day is it today?
(lass: Friday, the Sth of May 1981.
Teacher [begins the roll call, referring to the children by number]: One,

two)
Pupas: /fere, here . . .

Teacher (Act the roll call is finished]: All tight. now open the windows.
I know many of you did not bring your notebooks, but use the rough
ones and transfer writ notes when You get home. We will now move
on to lesson 4 on antonyms.

A COM111011 scene in all school grounds was the presence of women
who, canying babies on their back, walked backward and fbrward peering
through the windows to we what their children were doing. At break time,
like at any other school, wearing their aprons or overalls, the children rushed
outside to play and perhaps to buy something from the WOMell vendors;
this was the world that, as the observer saw it, seemed to belong to the children.
A different situation was that of' the classroom; this clearly was the teacher's
domain. The teacher's almost total control was evident when she was called
out of the classroom for one reason or another; the children would then
break loose, shouting, moving around, or playing, until the teacher returned
and brought them back to order with the customary "Silence, silence! Where
on earth do you think you are?"

The c,mcept of discipline shared by teachers, pupils, and parents
emphasized order within the school, silence in the classrooms, and tasks
that had to be carried out exactly as prescribed. However, the school operated
with few established rules, so that enforcement of discipline was largely the
result of the personal judgment of the' administrators, the regeaks, and the
teachers. The regentes, who could be defined as inspectors and disciplinarians,
were main'y charged with stopping noise and ensuring that no child ran
away from school. Within the classrooms, the more authoritarian teachers
enforced their concept of law and order by ear pulling or detentions during
break time.

Teacher: Where is your homework?
Thipik I will do it next time.
[The teacher pulls his ear.]
Pupil [as the teacher pulls his eat I: Auuuuu!
Thicher [pulling his ear again. says to another pupil]: Why are you doing

your homework.:"
Pupil; 1 couldn't
[The teacher hits him on the head and goes on checking homework in

the same way.]

Teaching-learning activities welt' very similar in all classrooms and were
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based on recitation (question-answer sequences), dictation, and copying from
the board. Math exercises were done by individual pupils at the board or
as seat work, and language was learned by endless copying of the same words
into their notebooks. This repetitive teaching style was characteristic of the
1st and 4th years alike. When asked, however, teachers distinguished their
styles as being "inductive" or "collective," "analytic" or "investigative" in
4th year and "verbal" in 1st year. although their understanding of what this
meant was largely confUsed.

Interviewer: What methods do you use in teaching:
Teadwr; The analytic one.
Interviewer llow would ytni describe it?
Thicher It consists of analyring things.
Interviewer.- I low tin you dev:dop your lessons?
Thither: Well. 1 use the method .. . well ... it would be going from the

easy to the difficult ... that . . . that is all I could say.
Another teacher: I use the ecletic. analytic. because we must know the a:ea

in which we work. I wot-k with both methods.

Most of the teachers were unhappy about the Official syllabus they were
required to follow, considering it to be "pompous," "obsolete," and "irrelevant";
however, they were slavishly dependent on its guides to the point of not
noticing the occasional obvious error.

Teacher: This, about which we are speaking, the little animals and the timber
trees which grow umouched by human nand air what we call natural
resources: because, as wit see, we do not plant timber trees, but, instead,
we plant potatoes.

As previously mentioned, most classroom activities were entirely con-
ducted by the teacher with little attention being paid to the attempwd
contributions oldie pupils. Yet, if left alone, it was common to see the children
trying to deal with their learning problems or showing signs of a questioning
attitude.

Pupil (u) another as he irads &tint a newspaper handed to him by the
teacher]: "We are Bolivians from our very bud"; what does this mean?

Questions such as this were seldom spotted by the teachers ot used as
input fOr their teaching activities.

The most ftvquently used means of assessment was homework. Teachers
considered it to be an important learning device and spent 20-30 minutes
every day correcting homework. In doing their homework, it was expected
that the chikiren would be helped by their pareras. Parents did their utmost
to comply with this requirenwm, which often exceeded the capabilities of
those with little or no education.

Iniervreuwr lit) a parent]: no you help Your children with their homework?
Parent: Yes. I have to help them a bit with ni wik, in whatever way we

can: especially my wife helps lin children a lot. As she has more education
than me. it's she who helps most.

In spite of' such parental interest, teachers often failed to understand
their limitations and so cotnplained about their lack of "cooperation' ; "Parents
rarely help, they don't insist that their children do their honiework. This
is a problem for us."
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The progress of children in school was registered in a booklet called
Lthreta de mlificariones, which noted both marks and attendance. Those children
in 2nd to 5th year who failed to reach an acceptable standard repeated the
year. Children in 1st year, according to the law, were to be automatically
promoted. In practice, however, parents whose children were considered to

weak were persuaded by teachers to have their children repeat 1st year.
These repeaters were seldom officially recorded as such.

lkyond their concern about "getting on" With the job of teaching, teachers,
with some exceptions (see Chapter 7), did not appear to know or care much
about their children's everyday life or to recogtfize the difficulties vosed by
their experiences. Only when there were problems of attendance did the
teachers inquire about the home situation. Lack of response from the children
to their learning requirements was often attributed in a depreciatory way
to "innoversion" or "bilingualism."

Interviewer Ito a teacher]: Do vou have problems of Inlingualistn?
Teacher: Yes, of course, there is a big probkm because no matter how nuich

I explain things they do not understand. Whv% Because they cannot speak
Spanish well. When they are here. they speak the little bit of Spanish
they know, but when they get honw and their patents only speak Aymara,
then that's all they' speak.

Pupils, parents, and the community
Front semistructured interviews with teachers, parents, pupils, street

vendors, and other community members, it was possible to learn about then
life and their views of' the school and its role in the community.

The average five-member family in the Bolivian communities of this
Su* lived in two-room houses, which, in most cases, lacked basic services.
The low f ini1v income caused even very small chilthen to work both in
inid Out of the home.

Intemiewer (talking to a pupil!: Woat do you do on Saturdays and Sundays:'
Bow I go to work,
IntiTeiewer: Where:.
Boy: On the 28th line lof buses].
Interviewer: Do your parents buy your school materials%
Bey: They help, sotnetitnes they' add on . but because I work I have some

money and buy them myself.

Most of the older children rarely went to the cinema and the few who
had it t ss to a set watched television for entertainment. The younger ones
had few toys or distractions other than self-devised games. Poor life conditions
also affected their health; many children showed signs of undernourishment
even thought their parents did what they could to provide at least three meals
a day but these were generally meatless and rarely included cheese, eggs,
or milk.

l'he communities had lively organizations such as neighbourhood com-
mittees, mother's clubs, youth clubs, and parent-teacher associations. By
pialicipating in one or another of these organizations, the people developed
real concern for their schools. The school was often seen its "a place to
learn" and as being "useful," People considered that if they had been able
to attend school, they would have been spared from the harsh lift they were
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leading. They hoped that, for their children, school would provide an
opportunity to become "anything . . . a doctor . . . a carpenter . . . a locksmith."
Only one of the community leaders interviewed considered the school to
be a place where learning should contribute to social well-being.

Leader: The main puipose of thy school is to instnict in cultural things
and then in social ones; pupils should leant to Ix. fOnned, that is, they
should receive there what later could help them to fulfill a role which
should always include the defence of their social class.

Interviewer: What do you mean by defence of their social class?
Leader: Well, . . that is the proletariat. What we always talk about is that

we must defend the proletariat; you know, in our country we have always
been left aside and this continues to be so.

Most of these conmiunity groups were conscious that for schooling to be
efficient, school buildings should be adequate.; therefore, they gave much
of their personal free time to help with maintenance, decorating, or replace-
ment of broken windowpanes.

The schools also reached out to the life and needs of the community
by organizing occasional literacy courses or by offering talks to various
community organizations. Two of the head teachers were personally active,
for example, in petitioning on behalf of the community for running water
and electricity. The teacher's contacts usually related to discussions about
the children's progress, which involved visiting their homes or asking their
parents to visit the school. Vet, although so many mothers hung around the
schools dming the day, there seemed to be little concern for making their
presence useful.

The largest obstacle in the children's life at school was probably linguistic.
In most homes, the only language spoken was Aymara, so there was little
help or understanding on the part of the parents about what went on in
school, Those parents who spoke some Spanish tended, in turn, to regard
Aymara as a hindrance to moving on in life.

Interviewer: What language do you speak to mut children?
Pa Yew; OnlY Spanish!
bitentiewm And what about Annara?
Parent: If I speak it. they don't understand 01, lather, if they understand,

!hes' don't talk.
hiten,iewer: So the% can't talk? Ate dim losing their language? What do

You think about this?
Anent: It's better fin- them not to speak it!

Chile

The two schools in the Chilean studv (Table 7) were located in an old
central neighbourhood of Santiago; the other, in one of Santiago's densely
populated marginal communities. 'Fite people of these areas belonged to the
lower middle or working classes and had be-..en seriously aflected by the
country's economic recession.

'Hie municipal school began as a nonfee-paying private school but was
later turned over to the State and, at the time of the study, had been recently
placed under municipal control. The school had over WOO pupils, who attended
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Ts Me t Chasactedsdes of schools, teachem and pupils in the Chilean study.

Municipal Private

Location
Quality of buikling

(Macewitreht, iiicitAies)
Size (ntx or pupils)
Pupil socioeconomic sums
No. of classes *Weaved

1st year
4th year

Teacher-pupil ratios
Year 1(A) 41, 41 44. 44
Year 1(1) 46, 32
Yeas l(C) 45, 39
Year 4(A) 42, 42 40, 35
Year 4(B) 44, 43
Year 4(C) 42, 42

Teacher qualifications Normal Schoolb Normal Schoolb
Teacher years of experience

Year 1(A) 8 8
Year 1($) 17
Year l(C) 27
Year 4(A) 9 4
Year 4(B) 7
Year 4(C) 16

Metro PikAA

Inadequate
1100

Low antl.siitidle low.

3
3

Metropolitan

Average
600

law and middle low

1

'The Btu value b for the beginning and wood value is for the end of the :tar.
bUniversity leveL

the school in two shifts. Its premises were small and the kindergarten and
one of the Ist-year classes were housed in a separate site, two blocks away.
Eight of its 32 teachers, most of whom were women, had a secondary teaching
certificate (involving university education).

The school was administered by a coordinating committee composed
of the head teacher, the guidance counselor, the head of the technical
department, and the school's inspector. Planning of teaching activities was
done jointly by all teachers in the same year level. The school was considered
to be one of the best in the neighbourhood, but had been forced to increase
the number of children accepted to qualify for a better State grant, thus
undermining, according to the head teacher, the quality of the education
provided. At present, most of the classes had over 40 pupils.

The classroom space and equipment varied from room to room. The
two I st-year classes observed were very different. One of them was arranged
in rows of two-seater desks aligned in the traditional way; it had a display
area but no cupboard space for materials. The other Ist-year class was located
in the annex building, which was also used in the morning for the kindergarten
class. Because of this, the classes shared the same decor and the I st-year
children were able to enjoy the freedom of tables and chairs instead of fixed
desks. The third 1st-year room was dark and cold and its only ornaments
were a few posters with lettering on them. The children in this class sat
in traditionally aligned rows of desks. Of this classroom, the observer noted,
"It seems as though reality can be reached here only through what the teacher
says; it is as if the world in this class had been bracketed."
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The private school in the Chilean study belonged to a foundation that
owned nine other primary, secondary, and vocational schools. It had 600
children who came mostly from working-class families. The school claimed
to have its own objectives besides those of the government: these stressed
respect for individual differences and personal development needs, as well
as concern for the cultural and social life of the community. The physical
facilities of the school were adequate and the two classes observed (1st and
4th year) had 44 and 33 children, respectively.

School routines and clagsroom activities
Both schools operated in the afternoon shift, which was 41/s hours long

for the municipal school and 4% hours long for the private school. The
schools differ little with respect to their daily routines (Table 8), which consisted
of three blocks of lesson time of about 1% hours each separated by 10- to
15-minute breaks.

The Monday initial event was a patriotic assembly where everybody sang
the national anthem as the Chilean flag was raised. School authorities used
the occasion to impress upon the children the importance of patriotic, moral.
and social values.

Guidaner counselor [to assembled school]: When we sing the national anthem
we show our Chilean character and our respect .. . . This week we will
be concerned with integration. I am happy to see that all the children
play together.

[Another occasion]
As is usual at the beginning of the week, we select a special theme. This
wevk, it will be a week of solidarity or friendship or comradeship. You
will hear three of your mates. Listen to them!

[Three boys read out something about solidarity and friendship that they
had written themselves. When they finish, they are applauded.]

Extracurricular activities were common in both schools, especially around

Table & Typical timetable for all classes.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1st year

Homeroom
acthities

Maths Spanish Maths Spanish

Spanish Spanish Maths Spanish M aths
Spanish Science Maths H 1st ory An
History Science Maths History Physical education
History Music An Handicrafts Physical education

4th year
Homelooni

activities
Physical

education
English Spanish Writing

Spanish Maths Spanish Maths Social sciences
Soda'

sciences
Maths Natural sciences Technical

education
Social sciences

Social
sciences

Maths Social sciences Natural sciences Music

Natural
sciences

Technical
education

Spanish Spanish Spanish
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the time of patriotic festivities, when a lot of preparation was required.
Sometimes teachers felt that pressure was excessive in this respect; the head
teacher of one of the schools explained:

We are a bit overwhelmed with so much extracurricular mtivity in this school.
We also lack space. We have to work with several differem groups at a
time: the transit brigades which are trained by a policeman, the band which
is rehearsed by an arniy instructor in preparation for the 21 st of May parade
(a tuitional naval festivity), a choir which rehearses the Red Cross hymn
and a gardening group that works with its instructor. We are in the ecology
month and I would like to see the school filled with plants. We also have
a sports and folk group.

Life in the playground was like that in any other school, with children
running about, playing. conversing, or eating the food they had brought from
home or bought at a kiosk. The children appeared to prefrr playmates of
the saint' sex. a situation that perhaps was reinforced by the requirement
to form lines according to sex when entering the classroom after break. Both
schools emphasized external order and discipline. Tlw municipal school
organized its children into security brigades charged with enfincing discipline
in the playground.

Inside the classrooms, the children experienced very teacher-centred
fOrms of relationships that could be kind and. at times. eating, or, as in
the exatnp ',.. below, harsh and authoritarian.

(A I st-vear class is asked to bring money to buy paraffin tor heating the
I omit. The teachei scolds those who did not bring the motley.]

Teacher Listen children. I want Marcelo Barra to collect the monev tor
the paraffin: but I see some of you did not bring it.

Pupil [shouting from his desk]: Nancy brought it but won't give it in!
Thwher. Your mothers give you the money at the beginning of the' month

and vet von do not bring
Teacher [with thleatening tone]: Don't let me have to get up and scan h

your pockets.
Teacher [to Marcelo]: Walk through the lass again!
Teacher las one of the pupils produces the money': I Aiok how the money

is appealing!

In the municipal school, children were free to move around their
classrooms in the annex building only; this was because they shared fUrniture
with the kindergarten. Children were allowed to circulate freely, although
occasionally their teacher reminded them to be still and quiet. There was
no rigid adherence to a timetable as in die rest of the school, probably because.
in the annex building, there was no bell to remind pupils of the time, This
allowed the' teacher to vaiN the content and length of the lessons depending
on what the situation required.

The modes of enforcing discipline. i.e., attention, silence, or work, we're
different frotn classroom to classroom. There was no apparent established
code of behaviour. so each teacher had his or her own norms that might
or might not be made explicit to the children. There were extreme cases
of ;irbitrariness where both the norm and the correction appeal('d to be
more an exercise of the teacher's whim than an objective rule, e,g constant
requests for silence when the room was calm or children being scolded
undeservedlv.
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Corporal punishment is not allowed in the Chilean system of education.
but, in some instances. teachers did use mild forms of physical correction
such as a slap on the head or the pulling of ears or hair. A commonly used
form of controlling misbehaviour that was fbund in Colombian classrooms
(see Chapter 4) was to have childr,,n chi:nge their posture or do some
movement exercise.

Tewher Now, all of You! Cross your arms! Last week, we were working
on these words . .. It was ThursdaY or Friday.

Teacher [to a pupil]: Don't throw yourself about! Sit down straight! Don't
lie about!

In all the classrooms, the pattern of teaching was similar, with an emphasis
on recitation. syllabic reading. dictation, and the copying of exercises from
the board. A typical learning and assessment device was the cuestionario, i.e..
a set of questions and answers the teacher Wrote on the board for the children
to copy and metnorite. The euestumario was used later as a means of testing
whether the children had learned the material.

F. )Vhat is climate? It is the general state presented bv the weather,
2, is the weather? It is the state of the air in one or two days.

There was only one classroom where misbehaviour was clearly linked
to poor teaching strategies; curiously, this teacher appeared to be one of
those who were genuinely com:erned and cared for the children.

Teacher: Let's see boys, listen to what we will do today!
[The teacher turns to a girl and asks something unrelated to what lw has

just said.
Several children: Loreto!
Teacher: Yes, the marks tot art! I will mark every piece ot work. You will

not haw a sunnuafive test. Lets see, let me haw a Spanish book! In
this lesson ....

[The teacher interrupts himself to ask sonic children to stop talking.]
Teacher: All right, get your drawing paper out! Which are the warm colours?
ISeveml hildren raise their hands.)
Teacher: acqueline:'
[The girl does not answer: sonic children talk.)
Teacher Silence. Gonialer!
(ark Yellow, red, orange!

This lesson continued in a confUsion of questions, calls fbr silence. and
activities that were either carried out incompletely Or not at all, while the
teacher tried fruitlessly to stop the disorder.

Teaching in most classes tended to follow a similar structure, with
instructions being provided at the beginning of the lesson. These instructions
were followed by homework checking. by some sort of pupil activity such
as reading, or bv questioinng. This, in turn, was followed by explanations,
writing a cuectionario on the board for the children to copy. or by requesting
that the children copy something out of their books. The teachers' under-
standing of "teaching children to think" appeared. on the whole, to be very
confused. Mostly. it seemed to be imerpreted as leading the pupils to "analyie"
something within the teacher's personal frame of reference. This meant that
the children were submitted to probing sequences that generally terminated
with the teacher's summary in her Own words or in the textbook's words.
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Teacher [asking questions contained in the textbook]: Let's sec; why is
movement important to animals? Who can answer this question? Don't
shout as if you were out in the market!

Pupils [shouting]: Me. me, me!
[As the teacher calls on different pupils. they respond.]
Pupils: To survive'. To catch prey. To live. To eat. To go home. To defend

tlwmselves.
Thicher: Yes, it is essential fin animals to he able to do several things such

as hunt. live ... so now we will write the answer to this question on
the hoard?

Tearher [urtitittg]:
Question: Why is movement iinportant to animals?
Answer: Movement, in animals, allows them to search actively fin food.

Comprehen.iion in reading was often relegated to secondaty place; as
long as intonation and punctuation were respected. In the same vein,
presentation and cleanliness of a task were more important than its content.

Only in (ffie of the classrooms ( 1 st year) were assessment activities a
natural pall of the teaching and learning situation and not purely a threatening
condition fOr giving marks. The teacher introduced the children gradually
to the notion that a test situation required certain rituals such as silence
and individual work, but she took care to avoid associating evaluation with
competitiveness.

Teiithei: Now hildi en, we ale going to work, we ine going to do something
where you will not move nor talk to each other. I'ake out your pencils
and erasers and whatever mloured pencils you have I will give you
a sheet of paper. Inn don't turn it until I tell you to do so.

Tem-her: 1 want evenone to read carefully and to do what is requested on
your own, so the teacher will know who needs more help to learn their
lessons.

Alfiniso: Yes, because' we have to learn little by little; isn't it true, Miss?

I.00kMg at other feature's of classroom in these Chilean schools.
it was interesting to notice how spontaneous fiwnis of collaborafion developed
among the children: e.g., using each other as sources of information befbre
going to the teacher.

Pupil [to another]; Is there a full stop after this?
Pupil: Yes.

1011 another occasion, the pupils are looking words up in the diction try.]
Pupil [to another]: What is
Pupil: A vermin! [Looks at notes.] Yes, a vermin!
Pupil [laughing]: A vermin?
Another pupil [distracted]: What is that?

In some classes. boys .were treated differently from girls. For example,
in one case, the practice of continuously questioning boys rather than girls
had led the teacher to believe that "although there were intelligent gills in
her class," they were "less so than the boys." Yet, in this class, the boys
had in fact assumed a mediating role by which they transmitted to the teacher
the questions the gnis wanted to ask. In another class, there was a definite
grouping of pupils into the "boy" and "girl" categories.

Boy: Teacher. you said you were going to questitm the girls today!
Teacher: Question about what?
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Gir/s [almost all of dieml: No, that was to be for science!
(Teacher calls the roll: bovs first, then girls.]

This type of categorization was expressed in another class, where girls were
called by their first name and the boys were called by their surname.

Turning to the teachers and to their self:perceptions, there were those
who felt happy with their work, satisfied that by the end of the year their
children would have learned to read. Others, however, felt quite tired: "l'hey
are so difficult! I am so tired! I don't feel like doing anything!" A noticeable
charactetistic of ;natty teachers was what one might call professional loneliness.
l'his came actoss strongly in the way they related to the Observers who visited
their classes. In practically every case, there was a friendly reception and,
in time, they were eager to speak about themselves, their difficulties, and
their insetawities, and to seek advice.

Teacher Ito the observer]: Do vol., write down even-thing I say? Even the
fact that I shout everv (nce in a while? I feel bad about inv shout.
ing . . . . They [the pupils) make me shout so much. I find tinsell onstamly
having to tell them that I will have to punish them if ....

Colombia

In the Colombian study, five sclmols were obsen'ed (Table 9). lite only
metropolitan school location in the study was in One of the oldest neigh-
bourhoods of Bogota. !laving been the habitat oldie rich in the 19th
the area was now a run-down living quarter fin the lowest wage earners
of the city. Most houses were in a bad general state of repair. having been
built with discarded cartons and conugated zinc sheets. The school, however,
was new and tnnctional, with enough space and equipment for its 490 pupils.
The sun leached the upper part of the building, so that the first-floor rooms
were wann and well lit; the ground floor, however, was cool and dark by
comparison. The playground, although spacious, suffered from winter flood-
ing. There were at least three parallel classes for each of the 5 years of
the primary level and the average lunnber of children per t lass was 30. All
the teachers had a Normal School teaching certificate and some 13 years
of experience, although at least two had reached retirement age. Ten ol-
die teachers were also pursuing part-time university studies to improve their
status and salary.

Two hours away from Bogota, to the mn-theast, at an elevation of about
2000 in, is the municipality of Ubate. Its name, which stems from the Chibcha
language, means "bltiodsbed" and reminds the natives of the violent clashes
between the Indians and the Spanish at the time of the conquest. Uncle!
the rule of the Muisca Indians, Uhate had been a tloutishing community;

tts es cr, the weed of' the Spanish encomenderas (feudal latithnmerst brought
decay. The present official existence of the city dates hack only to 19r)2. Its
people are farmers who produce potatoes, wheat, bat ley, mid corn, and raise
cattle: some are coal miners. Most of' the faints are small, although a few
lie oil rich amid (Atensive plots of land.

The svhool in the town of Ubate was a full 5-vear primary institution
with Iwo classes per yeat . en average, eluit teacher had 30 children per
class mid two-thirds of these pupils welt. girls. The children SVC'll' aged from
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Table 9. Characteristics of schools, teache rs. and pupils in the Colombian study.

Po licarpo
Salvaderra Chaleche El Cedro El Cerro La Conconiia

Location Urban Rural Subtuban Rural Metropolitan
Quality of building

(space, light, facilities) Average Good Inadequate Average Good
Type of school (no. of rooms per Mu Itimom One room Multhoom Two mom Multiroom

school year) a (i to 5) (1 to 5) (1, 5, and 2,5,4)
Size of school (no. of pupils) SOO 52 115 65 490
Pupil socioeconomic status Low and

middle low
Low Low Low Low

No. of classrooms observed per year
(lst, ;:strd, and 5th year) 1 1

Teacher qoalifkations Norrnal Schoolh Normal School Normal School Normal School Normal School

aThe experimental Escuela Nueva program implemented in rural areas operates in one- or two-ruom schoolt .

bTeacher-training college.



7 to 16 years. Tlw school building was a refurbished colonial house. The
old balcony and windows were still there, but the rest of the building had
been altered to provide appropriate conditions for school activities. Each room
had two or three windows, twin desks, cupboards, and pictures of the Sacred
Heart and national heroes such as Simon Bolivar and Fedetico Santander.
'Mere was a kitchen, but there was no office for the head teacher, no library,
and no rooms fbr the medical smices. Most of the children who attended
this school were born in the region and their parents worked as farm labourers,
house semants, or auto mechanics. Half of the children lived in Uhate and
those lnrther away had about a 1-hout walk to school every day. Over half
of the teachers were more than 40 years old and had 20 years or more
of experience. The teachers all had Normal School certificates (Higher or
Rural certificates) and two of them had completed their secondary baccalaureat.

Also in the disuict of Ubate, along the road joining the towns of Sesquile
and Guatavita, was the next school included in the study. Before the arrival
of the Spanish, this part of the country was populated by Indians who worked
with gold, The area includes the famous lake, which presumably still hides
an enormous treasure in gold, recounted in the legend of El Dorado. The
area suffered a major upheaval when, in 1967, the Guatavita reservoir was
built, swamping. as the people say, "the best land" around. The outcome
of this situation was a heavy migration toward other nearby areas or to Bogota.
People were still moving out at the time of' the studv because of bad crops
and severe drought. The parents of' the children who attended this school
were very pool and many were quite undernourished. The school, which
operated within the Escucla Nueva program, had one teacher. The Eseuela
Nueva program began in 1976 as a development of the earlier olw-room
school system, which had begun experimentally in 1961 in the province of
Santander. As the Escuela Nueva program operates now, it offers full primary
education (6 Years) to rural children within a system of flexible administrative
and teaching activities linked to the. needs of rural communities. Building
on the tradition of the one- or two-teacher school patterns that existed in
rural colombia, teaclwrs in the Escuela Nueva program are being trained
in the principles of Fmsenatita Activa (activity-centred instruction). For this
purpose. they receive from the Ministry of Education a set of' teacher's guides
and worksheets or texts for pupils that present the curricular coments in
the form of objectives and specified learning activities to attain these objectives.
As stipulated in the program, the teacher's role is to stimulate and guide
pupils in the use of their materials and in the choice of learning activities.
Teachers must also carry out continuous diagnostic assessment.
organi/ed in groups of Once or four, work gm these activities. Their progress
to the upper level depends upon successful completion of their projects. Strictly
speaking, in these schools, there should be no repetition but simply a faster
or slower rate of progress through the syllabus and its related activities. There
also should be no rigid timetable's, so that different groups of pupils could,
at the. same time, be involved in difkrent activities.

In the Escuela Nueva program, it is envisioned that links with the local
community be stimulated by engaging parental help in the school, by having
pupils carry Out various types of improvements within the community, and
by collecting and storing information about the community within the school.
It is also envisaged that the school should organiw projects that arc beneficial
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to the community, such as opening up its library or constructing the agi icultural
calendar for the region.

Pupils in the Escuela Nueva system should be involved in various activities
related to discipinic. cleaning, decorating. and gardening. as well as to the
organi/ation of cultural events. Pupils and teachers should also set up the
rincows de trabajo, i.e., corners within the classroom allocated to the different
subjects and containing materials such as flora and fauna specimens or posters
showing the results of investigative activities of the pupils.

To teach in this po)grani. teachers attend four l-week training workshops
dealing with the principles of the program, the use of its materials. and
information abom its communication strategies. To ensure that the system
works well, a regional coordinator and a team of co-workers, acting as
supervisors, visit the schools, maintain contact with the teachers, offer lectures
about various topics, iiid help the teachers cam out their activities. To date.
mole than 1600 niral schools are Operating within this St helm. (tor (tetails
on the Escuela Nueva program, sec. Mora 1951).

Lessons in the Escuelit Nucva program normalls were developed foe
all Years together in one big. %cell-lit classwom, d1though, if necessary, a second
lot int was used. The teacher held a Normal !ichool certificate and was also
attending night lectures at the university in IlogotA: because of this, she lived
in the city and travelled everv day by bus to the school. She had experkoce
teaching in the traditional school but preferred the Escuela Nueva sv stein.

Some 20 km north of Bogota lies the municipality of Chia, whet e. at
an altitude of 3100 in, the fourth school included in the studv was located.
To reach this school during the winter, it was nec....ssarv to walk up the road
for an hour: only during the summer could a inotor vehicle be used. The
people in the arca are of Muisca Indian origin. They are small farm ()WIWI'S
or labourers. Their main crop is potatoes because other produee, such as
fruits, vegetables, and cereals, is not marketable, because of- the lack of
appropriate technology.. Cattle raising and claim fanning are also important
activities and there %vete sonie indications of flower cultivation. ln summei .

water is scarce and tins affects agriculture as well as the availability of drinking
water. There were :o sewers or drainage facilities. The school building had
a good roof by': no proper ceiling and consisted of two well-lit rooms. It
finwtioned within the Escuela Nueva program and had (15 pupils. In the
classrooms, the pupils worked at individual desks and could use the books
placed on shelves in each r)om. The big assenthiv room was used not mils
bv the school but also bv the.. local community association. Anothet
room was used by the teachers as a staff room and as a storage area foi
teaching materials. Toilet facilities were inadequate. especiallv in the summul
when there was no water. Around the school buil:ling, the fields served as
gardens as well as an improvised soccer ground All the pupils lived in the
area, so the longest journey fot any one of them was about a 30-minutu
walk. The two teachers had Normal School certificates and some experience
in rural schools and, at the time of the observation, hoth had been at the
school about -I rears.

The final school studied ;it t;olombia was a sen,irural s hool located
in fipaquira. In the past, this region had been noted fon the production
of salt. Its people. of Muisca Indian descent, still remember the great ovens



used for the salt. The cultural and political autonomy enjoyed in the past
because of the marketing of salt was largely lost when the government
nationalized the' industry and subjected the area to the federal capital's control.
What once had been a beautiful region was now a victim of industrial pollution.
The town of Zipaquira is laid out in the typical Spanish style of a central
square with architectural symbols of the local powers around it: the church
and the town hall buildings. The townspeople work either as small entre-
preneurs or in transponation services. The school was housed in a building
that had been a Catholic seminary. This buildMg was inadequate because
of its small site and dark rooms; it was also insufficiently equipped, especially
with respect to desks. All 5 years of primary school, with some 120 children
were distributed in 15 classrooms. Most of the' 14 teachers had Normal School
venni or specialized musical and technical training.

Schu outines and classroom activities
"lit oormal school day for children in all the schools observed began

()S00 anti tinted just before 1300. with one or two break periods. However,
especially it) the ntral and semirural schools, this order was not always
observed. For example, in one of the schools, teachers arrived about 30 minutes
late each day because of transportation difficulties. The children, nevertheless,
were. instructed to deal with the situation by proceeding on time to their
t lass: oom and beginning work they had been assigned the previous clay.
At another school. the observers frequently found the teachers sitting out
in the sun chatting, while the children were in the classrooms carrying on
with their work. At certain times, once a it mth, teaching activities in these
schook were suspended to allow teachers to collect and cash their paychecks.

Much of the style of teaching found in these classrooms is described
lam in Chapter 4. What stands out, in general, is the conflict experienced
lw the teadiers between a syllabus that they considered should be covered
in the school year and the obvious need to pct. teaching according to the
childi en's situation iuid capacity. An added burden on the teachers was the
large number of forms sent out by the central bureaucracy: completion of
the..se forms took up much of their preparation and marking time. 'lids. in
part, might explain the tedious pattern of teaching that wits found in many
class! (HMIs and is described in the fiillowing chapters. Also, the lifeless r iode
of conducting classroom activities was related to what was handed down to
the teat hers by their authorities within the system. An example of this was
gleaned at a meeting of' teat-hers with their district supervisor. Sonic of his
let tine to the teachers was as follows.

Nu wriqiur. lite Ministry of Fducation has placed me in this municipality.
One of my tasks is to examine together with the teachers the way in
whi,11 pupils learn. I don't only mean the preparation of a lesson hut
,dso tlw nwntal phenomena [hat go with the learning process. In mkt
tot this pnwe of learning to take place, it should have the following
characteristics. This mental pi ocess should hake the following,
le writes on the boar(i.]
a) their must be a sensation
b) theft must be a pen('ption

) there must be an abstrat tion
I le goes on speaking.]

I heir must be some judgments about what is bring leaf nt [sic].
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In the fifth place, there must he an expression, a generalization and
the last stage, in which we are failing, is the application.
[He goes on speaking like this for about 30 minutes. while some teachers

tried meekly, but vainly, to put in a word.]
IHe eventually turns his attention to geography.]
Supervisor Evety geographical fact has these aspects: second, in relation

to maps, they must be placed in the relation in which they really are:
the ncwth to the north. The map must be laid on the floor in relation
to the cardinal points.

Pk' writes on the' boarci.]
maps
world-map
lithographic map
individual map

In relation to this, I have a congestion [sic] as to whether the child should
do it himself or copy it; if he does it himself the country's shape will
lw disfigtwed. lf he copies it, the shape will not be disfigured.

Teartier-s: Disfigured?
Supervisor: hi relation to the pmblem with Venezuela [referring to a

boundary problem between Colombia and Venezuela], little attention has
been paid to the disfiguremem of our country'.

Teather [whispering to the observer]: He's improvising!
Supervisor: This is a pure speculation of mine: by copying it, the shape

Of our country will not be disfigured.
Thuher [at the back]: He doesn't know how to trace!

The conceptual confusion and the authoritarian mode of communicating
his message are clearly scorned by the teachers in this meeting, yet the very
same tedchers conducted their lessons along similar lines of confusion and
with similar dogmatism.

Pupils, parents, and the community
The typical mode of communication between schools and parents was

meetings; at these meetings, the children's reports were handed out to parents
and problem cases were discussed. Most of the teachers, perhaps because
they did not cniginate from the commuMty of the school, had difficulty in
understanding the local situation and apprrciating its culture and history.
They spoke, therefore, as outside professionals and placed demands that they
considered important in view of the school's interests but that did not
necessarily relate either to the parents' needs or wishes: e.g., money, help
with the school garden, and products to be sold in the school cooperative,
which then would be bought by the donors themselves.

One of the most difficult situations in the communication between schools
and parents, particularly in the Fscuela Nueva type of school, was to convince'
paren'A of the value of the "progressive" educational policies established by
the State. From the opinions expressed in meetings and interviews, it seemed
that the parents whose children attended a rural school resisted the' idea
of school reptoduchig community daily life (e.g., providing practical knowledge
about irrigation and crops). The function of the schools, they considered,
was to teach children how to read, add, subtract, and multiply. They objected
to methods they thought were in.. jective for this purpose, such as reading-
readiness exercises, There were cases where parents took their children out
of the school because they had not learned to count. In view of such situations,



some teitchers felt it better to forgo the less tangible objectives of the so-
called "progressive" education and concentrate on the traditional ways of
teaching maths and reading.

The rural schools in the study seemed largely unaware of what the
community in which they functioned was like and, hence, did not find
meaningful modes of establishing links with it. For example, in one community
where most women were knitters, the teacher was bent on having the children
learn how to till the land. On the whole, it appeared that traditional views
of what a comnmnity should be prevailed, with little attention gr:en to the
changes produced by migration or nansistor radios.

Outside the school, the Ilk of the children varied from situation to.)

situation. The ulbati children easily fell prey to the underground culture
of the city. Many children whose families were not firmly structured ran off
on their own to lead the life of gamines while continuing to attend school.
The rural child, after performing as a child and pupil in the mornings, returned
home, only to go out again to the fields or to earn money performing some
other task. On market day, many children were required to stay away from
school to help their parents sell their produce.

As they reflected upon their experiences, the children varied in their
appreciation of the role of the school. For some, "it is important to stay
in school to learn things and be better." For others, school "only helps to
become a servant of rich people," but, for many, the school was considered
a place in which to be children.

Interviewer [talking to RamOn]: Do you like school?
Ramim: Yes, madam!
Interviewer: Why do you like school?
Rambn: Because there are many children and wc play and we make hiends

and we play and we get gifts .. .
Interviewer: Yes, and who gives you those gifts?
Ramôn: Tlw other children.
Interviewer: And what do they give you?
Rarnim: Refreshments and Tan [a soft drink].
Interviewer: And don't you get that at home?
Ramim: Uh?
Interviewer: Don't you get refreshments at home?
Rambn: No.
Interviewer: What do you drink at home?
Ram6n: Agua de panela [a residue from sugar processing] with milk.

The children in this study were mostly brought up in homes that exercised
a more authoritarian type of' relationship than that conventionally fOund in
middle-class homes.' Lirgely, hard work and the struggle to survive make
it diflicult for parents to relate to their children in ways other than by satisfYing
their basic needs. In school, however, these children were able to experience
a more personal kind of care and attention from their teachers. In this respect,

'As explained by de Teianos et al. (1953: l22), as a result of her visits to homes and interviews
with parents: "Among these social groups there practically is no dialog-ue with childten except
for the giving of orders, Silence towards parents is considered a form of respect for their- author..
ity . . likewise, affective contact between parents and children is very restricted. Given their
economic situation these parents have little time to give their children when they are together:
time is for working not for enjoying leisme.-
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it did seem that schools had a deeper existential meaning tbr the children
than the dull contems and teaching methods found in their lessons might
lead one to believe.

de Tetanos, A., Munoz, G., Romero, E. 1983. F.scuela y comunidad. Un problema
de sentido. Centro de Investigaciones, Universidad PedagOgica Nacional, Bogota,
Colombia.

Mora, J. 1981. Caracteristicas curriculares del programa de educacidn primaria en
Colombia: amilisis descriptivo y comparativo. Facultad de Fducación, Universidad
del Valle, Cali, Colombia.
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Styles of Teaching in Colombian
Classrooms

Araceli de Tezanos

It is common understanding that the concept of school failure has strong
cultural contents.

In searching for an understanding of the issues related to children's
failure in school, it seemed essential to describe the style of teaching' found
in the Colombian schools observed. In this chapter. we first present a set
of expanded notes from an observation of a 3rd-year lesson to illustrate the
style of teaching used. Second, we engage in a first-level analysis of these
notes from two perspectives: the theme of the lesson and the teacher-pupil
interactions. Third. an interpretation of these findings is attempted along
the lines of the research questions common to this study.

The Observation

The structure of the following lesson includes five clearly delimited steps;
setting the classroom climate, checking homework, development of main
theme, note taking by the children, and review of main theme. Each of these
steps, seen from the perspective of didactics, has a specific goal; in addition.
each step acquires its meaning from the overall purpose of the lesson that,
in turn, gives unity to the lesson itself.

Setting the classroom climate
Machrr All stand! Arms up, down! Sing!
M4pits [suggesting songs]: "The canaries," "The crary witch"!
Mather: The canaries!
[The children stand and sing as they clap their hands.]

Otecking homework
Request
Mulier: We had some homework to do, didn't we? What was the litnnework

we had for today?
Pupils [together): Maths .. , do numbers.

'This description, conceptuahted as "forms of delivet-y," wits developed in the full report
of the study of de Tetanos et al, (198:4), It refers to a set of recurrent patterns in the teacher-pupil
interactions Observed within on ethnographic perspective,
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Oral correction
Boy: From one hundred to ten thousand.
Teacher: How many units are there in one hundred?
Girl: One.
Thacker: How many units ... units?
Girl: One.
Boy: Ten.
Pupils [together]: One hundred.
Teacher: One hundred what?
Pupils [together]: Units.
Teacher: Oh, one hundred units, so then how many units do the hundreds

have?
Boy: Ten.
Another boy: One hundred.
Teacher: One hundred what?
Pupils: Units.
Pupils: Hundreds.
Teacher: So we have one hundred units; how much do we have if we add

another one hundred?
Teacher: Let's see who will come and write the number, the first number,

let's see. Come over ... .
Boy [at the back]: 1, 1 would like to . .

Teacher [cleaning the chalkboard]: You would like to Come! Let's see!
(The boy goes to the board and writes "100."]

Looking at exercise books
Teacher: Now, all of you, open your exercise books! We are going to check

your homework to see how you did it.
Girl: I had up to ten thousaml.
Teacher: Let's sec. Let's see because you're supposed to get a mark for that

work, no?
Pupils [together]: Yes, senorita!
Teacher: Let me have a red pen.
[The teacher begins to look at the homework moving through the tows

of children.]

Development of main theme

Teacher: So we were saying .

Teacher: So come over, let's see . . .

Pupils [calling out]: Me senora Elvira, let me!
Teacher: And draw a unit, will you draw a unit?
Pupils: Me, senora Elvira, me!
[A boy goes to the board.]
nacher: Draw anything, whatever you want.
Another b(ry [calling out]: And afterwards, me!
[There is noise from the children.]
Teacher: Well, now look at this little picture, let's see!
Boy: A girl!
7thcher: So, what does it seem to you?
Pupas [together]: A girl!
Teacher: A girl, a doll, what else?
Pupils: An element.
Teacher: What does this girl, this doll mean to us in maths?
Pupils [together]: An element.
Teacher: What?



Pupils [together]: An element.
Teacher: An element, a what?
Pupils [together]: A unit.
Teacher: And there is only one what?
Pupils [together]: Only one object.
Mather No, is it an object? Can a person he an object?
Pupils [together]: No, only one unit.
Teacher: Only one picture, no?
Boy: It's only one doll.
Teacher If there is only one doll what does this doll represent?
Pupils [together]: An element.
Teacher Let's see; Carlos, what does this drawing represent?
Carlos: An element.
Thicher [with acknowledging tone]: An element, say it in another form!
[The children seem doubtful.]
Pupils [together]: A set.
Teacher: A what, a what?
Pupils [together]: A unit.
Teacher: A unit, then here there is a unit because there i5 only one .

object.
Teacher [showing the pens]: If we have here . .. what do I have in my

hands?
Pupils [together]: Two pens.
Teacher: Let's see, count them [she shov,s one and then the other].
Pupils [together]: One, two.
[The teacher picks up the pens she had left on the desk and shows them

to the children as they continue to count.]
Pupils [together]: Three, four, five.
Boy [at the back]: Three elements, Ibur elements, five elements.
Teacher: So, will you count again?
Pupils [together]: One, two, three, four, and five.
Teacher I have five what?
Pupils [together]: Elements.
Teacher: No, what is it?
Pupils [together]: Pens.
Teacher: Pens, what are they used for?
Pupils [together]: To write.
Mather: Yes, to write. So in relation to sets, what do I have?
Pupils [together]: A set.
Teacher: A group of what?
Pupils: Elements.
Pupils: Pens.
Teacher: A group of what?
Pupas [together]: Of several elements.
Teacher: Very good! Here I have a group of several . , . ?

Pupils [together]: Elements.
Teacher [as she shows the pens]: How many elements do I have here?
Pupils [together]: Five.
Teacher: Five, and these five little pens represent a .

Pupils [together]: Set.
Boy: Element.
Teacher: A what?
Pupils [together]: A set, a set.
Teacher: Let's see, the girl at the back, what is a set?
[[he girl at the back begins to answer but cannot be heard.]
Teacher: Ile quiet, only one should talk!
Girl [at the back]: A set is a group of elements.
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4

An outdoor class in Bogota, Colombia

Teacher: Of several elements. Is that all?
Girl lat the back]: No.
Thacher [to another girl]: Let's see, your highness, what is a set?

A set is a group of several elements.
7 ...richer: Of several elements, and here how many elements do we have?
Pupils [together]: Five.
Teacher Let's not say element! Let's say it differendy.
Pupas [together]: Units.
Teacher What?
Pupils [together]: Units.
Teacher: Units, a group of several . . ?

Pupils: Units.
Teacher: How many units do we have here?
Pupils: Five.
Teacher: Five, because the unit is represented by each one of these?
Pupils: Pens.
Teacher: Pens. The unit is represented by each one of these pens. So if

we have here five pens, how many units do we have?
Pupils [together]: Five.
Teacher Five what?
Pupils [together]: Units.
Teacher So, come here Esperanza and draw a .. .
Pupils [shouting]: Patricia, Patricia.
Teacher [without acknowledging that she had mistakenly called the girl by

another name]: . set. Whichever you want.
Girl [with protesting tone]: She is called Patricia not Esperanza.
Teacher: How many umbrellas did you draw?
Pupas [together]: Four.
Teadier Those four umbrellas then, what do we call them?
Pupils [together]: A set.
Teacher: A . , . ?

Pupils [together]: A set.
Teacher: A set of how many umbrellas?
Pupils [togethet]: Four.
Teacher: So, go to the board!
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Pupils [shouting out]: Me, senorita.
Teacher: Go Nubia, and write below!
[Nubia goes to the board and writes under the umbrellas in the drawing

"a set of umbrellas." Nubia reads out what she has written.]
Thither [to the pupils]: Very well. Read out what she wrote on the board,

slowly, without running.
Teacher: Very good. So what do we have there?
Pupils [together]: A set of four umbrellas.
Teather: Let's see your highness [she walks toward a student at the back

of the room]. Will you give me an example? Whatever you highness wants.
Boy: House.
Teacher But how many little houses? Let's see!
Boy: Fi. . .ve.
Mather A set of five. . .

Pupils [together]: Houses,
Teacher [addressing another boy]: Give me an example of another set, your

highness.
Boy: Two medicine chests.
Teacher: All right, two medicine chests; and you your highness?
Another boy: Four oranges.
Teacher: Four oranges.
Another boy: Six bananas.
Teacher: A set of six bananas; very good! Let's see?
Another boy: Eight dancers.
Girl: A set of five apples.
[As the children call out the examples, the teacher repeats them.]
Teacher [pointing to a boy at the back]: You, there, your highness!
Pupil: Four trees.

Note taking
'leather: Now, take out your exercise books!
Boy [at the back]: Maths?
Thither: The maths one. Yes, sir!
[The children take out their exercise books.]
GirL The clean one?
[As opposed to one used for rough calculations.]
Teacher: Yes, the clean one.
Boy: Senora Eivia, do we begin on a new page?
Mather: I'm going over right now to see what you are doing.
[The children are making a noise; the teacher returns the pens she had

collected earlier.)
Girl [referring to her neighbour]: Senora Elvia, she did not get her pen

back.
[The teacher ignores the observation.]
Teacher: In the exercise book with dean lines, skip four lines, four . .

[The teacher moves around the rows and shows as an example the exercise
hook of a boy in the first row.]

Teacher: If you have little space lefi, then go on to another page!

Review of main theme

Teacher: So as we said before, there are several kinds of . .. what?
Pupils [together]; Of sets.
Mather: Of sets. How does one make up a set?
Pupils [together]: Units.
Thacher: U . . .



Pupils [finishing the word]: . . nits.
Teacher So here, by how many elements is it represented?
Some pupils: By three.
Other pupils: Four.
One pupil: One.
Teacher: Which is the unitary set?
Pupil: A unit.
Teacher: The one which is represented by only one?
Pupils [together]: Unit.
Teacher: What then is the name of that set?
Boy: Homogeneous.
Pupils [together): Homogeneous.
Teacher: Homogeneous. And the other?
Pupils [together]: And the other?
Teacher: The homogeneous one is the one which is made of several elements

bdonging to the same species.
Girl: Eight flowers.
"lacher: For example, eight ..
Pupils [together): Eight flowers.
leacher: They all belong to the same species because they are all flowers,

no?
Teacher: Another set?
How Seven erasers.
Teacher [talking to another boy]: Let's see, your highness.
Boy: Nine pencils.
Teacher: Nine pencils.
Pupils [togethet): Five pictures,
Thuher: Five pictures. So that set of five pictutes, all the set belong to the

same?
Pupils [together): Species.
Teacher Species. And because they belong to the same species. what is the

set called?
[Pupils are saying something but it is difficult to heat- what.]
Teacher: Homo ... ?

Pupils [together): . . geneous.
Teacher: Homogeneous. ho a homogeneous set is one made up of elements

belonging to the same%
Pupils (together): Species.
111w teacher writes on the' board tuining her back to the students.)
Teacher: So, mite as a heading.. .

[Some children read out what the teacher writes.)
Tew her Read what is here. Slowly, all will ... theme, those children who

are writing!
Pupils [read out together]: Heterogeneous set!

The Analysis

Borrowing from traditional smwtural analysis, we began by examining
the notes of all the lessons observed to discover their developtnental stages
and the degree to which these stages related coherently to a central theme.
We did not expect, however, such coherence to mean the treatmem of one
single set of contents; i.e., a geography lesson might well include notions
of physics or a language lesson might permissibly refer to mathematical
concepts.
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The thematic unit
In examining the transcribed lesson, it is not difficult to find its theme.

The questioning about homework referred to numbers. The lesson devel-
opment was about set theory, begiiming with a reference to units, something
with which the children appeared to be familiar. From there on. the teacher
moved to the concept of "homogeneous" and "heterogeneous" sets as laid
out in the syllabus and the teacher's guide. Her instructions to write in the
exercise book referred to the types of sets she had been talking about, as
did the review at the end of the lesson. In spite of some linguistic inaccuracies
(she referred indiscriminately to units and to set elements), the children did
not seem to be confused judging from their ability to provide appropriate
examples.

The stnicture of the lesson, which deafly follows the literary stages of
"introduction," "development," and "conclusion," was also observed in other
lessons. In a 5th-vear class, we fimnd, for example, the following stages:
preliminaries (handing out books, collecting money), development of main
theme, and assignment of homework. There also was thematic coherence
in this lesson that centred around the topic of bones. The lesson's only
departure from the theme occurred at the end when a completely different
content (a language task) was used to assign homework.

The situation, however, was much less clear in another observed lesson
((escribed fUlly in de Tezanos et at. l983). This was a Ist-year class and
the lesson had already begun when the observer entered the room. At that
moment, the following sequence Of events was witnessed: a drill exercise
during which the children repeated the names of the fingers; development
of the. main topic on uses of the fingers; a review of what had just been
taught; flintier development relating to other pans of the human body; an
invitation to play a game; game; introduction of a new topic (sun, sky, moon,
and night).

Although during the first pan of the lesson there was a central theme,
after playing the game (introduced prestumibly because the children appeared
to be tired), the topic was abandoned and a new one was introduced. The
second topic was also not completed. Thus, it was possible to see three
minilessons within this one lesson. In the first othiilesson, the introduction,
development, ;md conclusion segments were kept, as was thematic unity. The
second minilesson, which continued the development about other parts of
the body, was much more disorganized, even with thstortions in content.
It was followed by the game intermission and the third minilesson, which
had no introduction or conclusion.

Another form of lesson organization was found in a 5th-vear class, where
the. main topic development served to innoduce a nw theme. The teacher
began this lesson by checking homework and then used a song to motivate
the. children to enter into the central topic,

Teacher That song helped you to warm up a bit; what did you do besides
singing'f
Pupils: Movements!
Teacher: What did von use in order to do those movements'r
Pupils [responding indistinctly]: Our head, body, limbs.
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After this dialogue, the teacher was able relevantly to say "What bones
are we going to consider today?" It was apparent, however, that the topic
was not entirely new to the children as the teacher was able to carry out
a questioning sequence without encountering response difficulties. The lesson
kept its unity and structure until the stage where children were asked to
write in their exercise books. Then an interruption and summons to leave
the room prompted a change of activity.

liwther Wait a minute! I will give you some work. Better. some language
work!

The anatomy class had suddenly been transformed into a language lesson.

Teadwr [writing on the board]: Use these words and relate them to each
other in order to make up a short story!

Tem -her [as she wrote the word "country"]: As most of you live in the country,
if should be easy.

Teacher [continuing to write]: Country, animals, river. small house, grand-
father, children, trees, blue sky, landscape.

In another- lesson, a group of 3rd-year children were working on fractions.
'fere, girls and boys were more evenly distributed than in the other classes.
The structure of the lesson included the motivation activity of a cucumber
being shown to the class, while the children were told that this cucumber
had to divided by a thrifty housewife: "three parts for today, and the fburth
we keep fbr tomorrow."

The development of the main theme in this class was introduced with
the question "if one doesn't use' a whole unit. what do we call its pans?"
After this, the concept of proper and improper fractions was developed,
followed by a session of practice at the board with children being called
to write' various types of' fractions.

readwr: Raul, come to the board!
IRaul walks to the board and deans it.]
Teacher: Let's see, Silvia, give him a proper bac lion!
Silvia: Four-fourths!
Tewher: Proper! M arin a:
Afarina: Three-fifths!
Tearher. Into how many parts does the unit have to be divided, Raul:
Pupils [raising their hands and calling out]: Me. teacher .
Trather [to Raul who has not been able to answer]: Sit down!
Anuther pupit [comes to the board and answers]: Five parts.
[The sound of a bell calling teachers to a meeting signals the end of the

lesson and the teacher hastens to assign a piece of homework].

Finally, we look at a I st-year lesson centred on a copying exercise'. Its
parts included some preliniinary remarks on the task to be performed by
tire children and an announcement that while they were doing their copying.
the teacher would be marking. During the lesson, the children copied a text
from their reader. After completion of this task, the teacher walked around
looking at and correcting what had been done, while requesting some pupils
to read aloud what they had written. Just befbre Poing out to play, the children
were asked to pedbnn arm exercises.

An initial reading of the notes of this Ist-year lesson seemed to indicate
that the teacher's main concern was to get on with her marking. After looking
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at our notes more attentively, however. not only could we detect a lesson
structure, but it seemed that the teacher had given her marking activity a
teaching purpose.

Teacher [to the pupils]: Why a copy exercise? Because last month we wei
not very good in our reading and writing. If something is supposed to
he spelled with a "b" then you should not use a "v" just because you
like that letter better.

[In spoken Spanish, "v" and "b" are easily confused.]

In general, most of the lessons we observed conformed to what might
be found in traditional pedagogical texts inspired by lierbartian didactics.
It is doubtful, however, that teachers were consciously aware of the theoretical
justification for their lesson styles; therefore, their teaching style was pre-
sumably due to experience.

Teacher-pupil interactions
The second perspective used to examine the lesson scripts centred on

the questioning process, seeing it both as an indicator of pupil participation
during a lesson and as a mediator for the appropriation of knowledge.

We first considered the teacher's questions, of which the following
sequence was typical.

Teacher [to the class]: What is the number%
Pupas [together]: One hundred!
Teacher: 'Fen units, isn't it?
Pupils: Yes.
Thacker: If we add another hundred, what do we have?
Pupils [together]: Two hundred!
Teafher [pointing to another boy]: So come over here. your highness, and

write two hundred!
Teaclier [while the boy writes on the board]: Plus arother hundred units!
Pupils [together]: Three hundred!
Macht-r [saying in a hurried tone to the boy at the board]: Three hundred

and if we add another hundred units!
Pupils [together]: Four hundred!
Teadier [to another boy]: Tell me, your highness plus?
Pupils [together]: Five hundred!
Pupils: Going up?
Teacher That's right! Plus another hundred%
Pupils [together]: Six hundred!
Teacher: Write six hundred, your highness, let's see.
[Pupils begin murmuring.]
Teacher: The number on top of the others!
Teacher: Plus another hundred:
Pupils [together]: Seven hundred!
TeacluT: And if we add another hundred:'
Pupils (together): Eight hundred!
Tewlier: So, with what number did we begin?
Pupils [together]; With one hundred!
nacher Plus one hundred:
Pupils [together]: Two hunched!
Teacher: Plus one hundred?
Pupils [together]: Three hundred!
Teacher: Plus one hundred:

6-1
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Pupils [together]: Four hundred!
[Teacher continues in this way until she reaches eight hundred.]
Teacher: And if we take away one hundred from the eight hundred. What

do we have left?
Pupils [together]: Seven hundred!
Teacher: And if we take away one hundred?
Pupils [together]: Six hundred!
Teacher: Minus another hundred?
Pupils [together]: Five hundred!
[Teacher goes on this way until she leaches one hundred.]
Tearher Minus one hundred?
Pupils [together]: Zero!
Teacher: Zero , .. no? Very good!

This whole qtwstioning sequence, which lasted about 10 minutes, was
part of' the second segment of a lesson and was centred on correcting
homework. The questioning style was iterative because the same question
was asked again and again: "plus" or "minus" 100. There was no teaching
dialogue that might have involved the filling of gaps or the allowance for
student ideas.

The following sequence belonged to the third part or main development
of the same lesson.

Teacher: We here, this girl, this doll in maths. what does she repteset&
Pupils [together]: An element!
Teadfrr: An element. A what?
Pupils [togethed: A unit!
'teacher: And why is there only one unit?
Pupils [together]: Because there is one element!
Tear-her. Because there only is one?
Pupils [together]: Element!
'Iacher: And there is mils. one?.
Pupils [together]: Element. Only one 01 iect!
Teacher: No! Is it an object? Is a person an object?
Pupils [together]: No, onl y. one unit!
Tewiler: Only one small picture. no?
Pupil [together]: Only one doll!
Thacher Ves! There is onlY one doll, so what does the doll represent?
Pupils (together]: An element!
Teacher: 1,et's see Carlos, what does this picture represent?
Cur/as: An element!
Teacher [with acceptance tone): An element! Say it in another way!
P-he children appear doubtfUl.
Pupils [together]: A set,
nacher; A what? A what?
Pupils [with some fear]: A unit?
Teacher: So hete there is a unit because there only is one objeo.

This mode of questioning was no longer of an iterative kind. The teadiei
had engaged in a sort of Socratic pursuit of knowledge. When the nature
of the questions is considered, however, it is not difficult to see how the
Socratic purpose is violated: "is it an objectr: "can a person be an objecC'";
"only one small drawing, no?"; "ves, there is only etIC doll, so what does
the doll represent?" What is the reference point of tiiis sequence of questions?
Is it an object, a person, a picture, or a doll? If the purpose underlying Sot vatic
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dialogue is to clarify and signify through means of remembrance and effort,
then this sort of dialogue is really a distortion or trivialization of Socratic
method.

The style of the diildren's questions was no different from that of the
teacher.

Thcpit: What shall we write?
Pupil (showing his exercise book): This way senora Elvira?
Pupil: How many lines?
Pupils: Should we skip a line?

It was very difficult to find in any of our observation notes pupil questions
that were different from these. Questions were almost always about formal
aspects of the tasks they were asked to perform or about classroom behaviour
norms. 'Fliere were never any questions that related to the main topics of
the lesson or to their learning activities. In this way, neither the teachers'
nor the pupils' style of questioning could be taken as an indication of
tneaningful participation in the learning process. The teachers rarely asked
"why" questions and the pupils never inquired about the contents of their
lessons.2

The type of responses given by the children differed depending on
whether they were within an iterative context or faced with some sort of
triviali/ed Socratic dialogue. In the first case, responses were specific and
generally one or two words; e.g., "three hundred," "four hundred." In the
second case, responses sometimes .-tmld be diversified to include several
responses in one: "exercise books," "units," "three times, four, one."

How did teachers deal with pupil responses? On the whole, teachers
would acknowledge the words thry considered to be appropriate. We em-
phasize that this acknowledgment as only to the words; hardly any attention
was ever given to the conceptual meaning being conveyed. Also, the teachers
hardh ever stopped to clarify or to explain why other words were not acceptable.

'Feather: I have five what?
Pupils (together]: Elemems.
Terwher No. what is this?
Pupils (together): Pens.
Tearik7: Pens. what do we do with pens?
Pupils: We use them to write.
haritn: To write, ves! So, with regard to sets what do I have?
Pupils (together): A set.
learlie7: A group of what?
hipris: Elements.
Pupils: Pens.
Tea4 her: A group of what-r'
Pupth (together): Olseveral elements?
'few her: Veil' good!

No explanation is given in this sequence' about why the word "pens.'
is ,u.«.ptable in One context and "elements" is acceptable in another. No

'A tutal 61) sets of exictuicd notes View analviett. None included the question whs
orning nom itic pupils Nee de Ftvanos ('t al. 1953).
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room exists in this son of questioning for an indication of reflectiveness;
responses are part of a guessing process in which the child engages every
time he or she is called to answer a question.

Another type of dialogue we encountered in classrooms centred around
instructions given individually or collectively about the formal aspects of their
work.

Teacher: Please draw a margin in those exercise books that don't already
have one. To draw a margin, how many little squares should you leave?

"pits [together]: Four!
Teacher Write with large handwriting. Please write with big letters because

it is a heading, and headings, you must not forget, should have bigger
letters in order to show the difference between the heading and the rest
of what you have.

Teacher [to a boy]: Here there are letters that are long downwards and
others long upwards; do it this way as all letters ate not the same. Can
you see the letters?

"pas: Yes. madam!
leacher: You must write the letters of the word closer together. Can't you

see how they have been written on the board? Why don't you imitate
what's on the board? Now leave the other line and underline it, so that
we can show a very elegant heading.

leacher: Did you finish counting the lines?
PupiLs [together]: Yes, madam!
Tauher: Now you will write with blue. Nice handwriting, slow, don't run.

You must do letters not hooks.

Summary

Up to now. we have attempted to describe the classrooms observed in
terms of lesson structure and participation modes. That is, as pointed out
initially, we have tried to translate classroom reality to the reader. However,
it is crucial to understand the significance of the events described. This need
to interpret what we have seen has made us relate our obsemations to questions
about schooling, teaching, and the contents of teaching and learning.

Classroom occunences are, in reality, the most significant of school
activities. It is in the classroom that the traditional role of the school is carried
Out, i.e., where the transmission of knowledge and accepted social practices
takes place. From our observations, we can provisionally say that school
activities centre around the transmission of knowledge. All that teachers are
concerned about is to teach something they consider to be useful and valuable
fo their children. To do this, teachers generate situations that, on the whole,
reproduce what they experienced as pupils: i.e., a teacher who scrutinizes
the memoties of a group of children to find words that are considered
appropriate to making them "good citizens of the future." In this way, it
is justifiable to assert that teachers in Colombian schools do apply some of
the "substantive contents" of pedagogical tradition, but they do so uncons-
ciously, without having really learned about them through their training
cuniculum.

If One looks at the deeper meaning of the pedagogical tradition .as

synthesized by I onthardo-Radice (l933), when he suggests that a lesson does
not consist of the objects we present but of the concepts the child already
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has and transforms as he looks at them (a concept needs to be affirmed,
made precise, and deepened, i.e., transfOrmed, so as to solve an in ner question),
then we must say that the teachers' endeavours are mere formalism; their
sok concern appears to be to show something, to question, and to respond,
repeating this model ad infinitum, without much concern about what is being
taught.

The characteristic structure of this teaching pattern also points to the
impact of the "behavioural objectives" instructional model implemented by
the teachers, consciously or not, as a result of their training and the format
of the official curriculum. This model emphasizes the hierarchical organization
of information, relating it to a set of preestablished objectives expressed in
observable and quantifiable behaviours that are supposed to indicate whether
pupils have learned what has been taught. The stimulus-response pattern
is at the 1 cart of this model, with its emphasis on proper procedures for
the transmission of information. Within this perspective, the school, as the
material frame for classroom activities, finds its purpose in efficiently ad-
ministerit,.; the process of information transmission by seeking an improved
time-work ratio from pupils and teachers.

The Interpretation
The suspicion that we have not yet conveyed tlw whole meaning of

what we observed and that, therefore, the deeper roots of school failure have
not been discovered led us to attempt a second stage of- interpretation (for
its theoretical justification, see Appendix 1).

Thus, we reread our ot)servation notes and singled out recurring events
that appeared to have sonw special significance for the understanding of
the teaching process. These we called "key incidents." Proceeding further,
we grouped these key incidents according to their nature. We called these
groups "significant moments," i.e., processes that characterize the pattern of
social relationships in the classtootn (see Appendix 1).

The most important significant moments related to the teaching processes
are those we have called irony, intermittent deafness, repetitive nominalism,
arbitrary responses to teacher questions, and gymnastics as a mode of
discipline. In the following sections, we include excerpts that illustrate what
is meant by each of these groups.

Irony and intermittent deafness
1st car

hip& To cat them!
Teacht7 [with tone of irony): ls that something to cat:- Do you ex them?

Maybe that's wli y. yout'!, are so small!
[The :diet children laugh.)

3rd veal
Miche? [with tone of. ironyj: ;um'. let me COngTatulatc ou WI not bringing

%our honiewm k!

5th Yeat
*Leather [to a child who is «mghingl: Now everyone has a coughing siwll!
Teacher: Hat! Very good! Are then: other bones that arc not fiat:
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PupiL Curvd Ones!
[The teacher ignores the answet.]
Thither The what%
Pupil [together]: Maxi litrs!
Tendur One what?
Pupils [together]: Nasal .

[The teachor ignores the answer.)

In all these cases, the common element was that when faced with the
teacher's ironic tone or comment, the children became silent and fear was
reflected in their faces. To us, it seemed that these simations were evidence
of an attempt at drawing children into submission. Often, it was the lack
of knowledge and yet the need to maintain a knowledgeable appearance
that induced teachers to adopt such a form of symbolic violence. The pupil
who answered the teacher's question by saying "to eat them" was referring
to her hands. Although her teacher had previously tolerated a whole array
of erroneous answers rewarding the use of fingers, in this case she used
irony to reject the pupil's answer, However, her next sentence to the class
was itself grammatically incorrect: "now, throw us that little story about fingers."
Thus, this teacher did not even exhibit the intellectual authority to justify
her rejection of the response.

Ignoring pupils' responses was a commonly observed event. It took place
within very different contexts: an erroneous answer that was not noticed,
unconcern about having mistaken the identity of a pupil, or no response
to questions about formalities of the work assigned. To us, this attitude
expressed vet another arbitrary mode of bringing children into submission.
The teacher listened or responded only when he or she chose to do so.
Conceivably, many children would experience this as a mode of rejection
and the child who needed attention would the it resort only to responses
the teacher might like.

Repetitive nominalism

Teacher: into how in inv pars was it cot
Pupil: Four!
l'eadwr: Four.

As niav be noted from earlier excerpts in this chapter, repetition of words
was common. Moreover, it was (lifficult for us to find anywhere in our field
notes an expression of the intent to convey meaning to what was being
repeated. We are not denying the need to commit facts to memory; the names
of bones, for example, may have to be memorized. However, the educational
use of memory must include links to imagination and creativity, the basis
for cultural transformation. Seen this way, memory relies on the capacity
to internali/e meanings; only then does it contribute to the progress of
knowledge. he concept of memory underlying the practices we witnessed
was one centred on repetition. with meaning being imposed externally instead
oflwing internally constructed. Its only purpose was the senseless reproduction
of words. The repetition of the word "four" in the example probably did
nothing to help the child understand the concept of a fraction, as was intended:
however, a picture the teacher later drew on the board of an object to be
divided probably did so (Piaget and Inhelder 1967).
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Arbitrary responses
1st year

Teacher: And if I say that all the children in this class are a set. Who ate
the elements?

Pupils [together and referring to a previous example.]: The apples.

3rd year
Teacher Yesterday. I told you about sobriety.
Pupil: Sobriety is when one eats too much!

5th year
Teacher: What else? Let's see! Which are they, those that make the nose?

Also, there are tinws when you have a cold and when you go to bed
at night you cannot sleep because they are blocked .. . and you talk
hoarsely. What are those two called? You there [pointing to the hack
of the room]. You . . . can you hear? At home, when they become inflamed,
there ...

Pupils: Nose drops!
Teacher: No, that's what you use when you want the inflammation to go

down. But when you have a cold and go to bed, you can't sleep because
your ... are blocked? What? Let's see?

Pupil: The bronchi.

These responses appear to denote the children's need to say something,
to take pan in what happens in the classroom. The children do not think
when they cry out their answers; all they want is to indicate that "yes" they
also "know," they also "understand" what is going on or what is being discussed.
Yet, one might question whether such responses are really arbitraty. In fiict,
most responses follow the children's logic and their understanding of what
is happening. In the examples, the reference to nose drops relates to their
interpretation of a question about having a cold and not being able to sleep.
The child who answers "apples" in the question about elements does so
because of a sudden change of context in the question and the lack of any
significant cue to the change. There are also cases where it is the arbitrariness
of a question that leads to an arbitrary response.

Looking at these situi..:ons more globally, one might say that, in fact,
there are two linguistic codes in operation; o,,e that is built on commonsense
knowledge (even folklore) and another that is built on subject-matter contents.
These codes are constantly intermingled, so that teachers ask que.3tions from
the commonsense code of daily experience, while requiring their pupils to
respond within the scientific code.'

Exercises as a form of discipline
1st }eat

[the class is noisy%)
Teacher: Let's put the pencil down. Put your hands up, like this (the teachet

facing the class throws her hands up]. Stand up!
[The pupils wave their fingers as they raise tlwit arms.]
Pupil: My hands are not tired!
leacher: I asked you to leave your pencils, to stand up and to imitate my

movemetits!

'Funhet development of this concept is being prepared for publiciuion.
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[The children perform the exercises the way the teacher does.]
Thwher: Let's clap and hear the noise that our fingers make. The right

hand first, then the left one. Let's sit, stand. Arms up, lower the left aim
and with the right one make a circle, round and round. Now the other
way, without making a noise, Diego. Now your hands are rested and so
are you also. Let's go back to work!

[The children sit and start working again.]

3rd year
[Boys and girls in separate lines walk to the 000r for recreation. The teacher

stands before them.]
Teacher: Arm exercises to a count of ten!
['hile teacher counts and the children touch different parts of their body

(head, shoulders).]
Teacher: Again! All in time! 'there are still sonic boys who are not paying

attention!
[The children repeat the exercise.]
Teacher: Please, now, all should leave in complete order. You know how

you should behave during recreation. Hands at your backs! Girls, follow!

We often fbund situations such as these as children returned from play,
began then day, or during their desk work. These sudden, unpredictable
gymnastic exercises disrupt the children's activities and their purpose cannot
be understood as traditional, i.e., the healthy physical development of pupils.
Furthermore, their irrational character is apparent if one considers that
physical education has a specific slot in the timetable. These gymnastic
exercises actually suggest themselves as images of discipline and order in
the classroom and seem to mediate the teacher's autlunity.

Conclusions

In an effon to give meaning to the constitutive elements of' the "styles
of teaching," the first fact to consider is that they do not belong to the
substantive contents of pedagogical tradition. This forces us to search for
an explanation that will enlarge the understanding of' the teacher-pupil
relationships within Colombian schools. The explanation is built upon the
following question: Why do these elements emerge?

The first attempt to answer this question i based on the assumption
that the image of the Colombian teacher contains, in itself, a contradiction.
Tlw terms of' the contradiction go from "to repu.sent tlw embodiment of
knowledge" on the one side to a "negligible social support for the teaching
role" on the other. Having to perform within the parameters of this con-
tradictory image, a teacher's (fail,' activity consists ofsearching for behavioural
norms that reaffirm the first term of the contradiction; therefore, irony becomes
a mode of exercising authority by suppressing a possible follow up to the
teacher's discourse.

What we have called "intermittent deafness" might, however, be linked
to another condition. A plausible explanation could be the difficulty that
teachers have of attending to simultaneous and different answers given by
30 to 40 children, this being one reason teachers sonletinies insist on individual
responses. It would also seem that teachers have a compulsive need to keep
within the lesson topic they have set and, so, perhaps unconsciously, select
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only those responses or possible questions that do not disrupt their discourse.
Their intermittent deaffiess is also linked to the way in which teachers handle
their pupils' arbitrary responses. Teachers seem unable to channel incorrect
responses and so do not stimulate reflection about the errors made by children.
This is partly an indication of the superficial knowledge that teachers appear
to have of their stibject and of the pedagogical know-how that mediates the
transmission of knowledge. Thus, teachers become simply informants of results
without knowing how these results came to be; hence, their use of repetitive
nominalism. which ignores the relationship between things and words and
forgets that words "of themselves do not confer either knowledge or feelings
[and that.] things of' themselves do not produce either understanding of
intimacy in relationships. Both words and things have to come together in
teaching if' there is to be education" (Stoecker 1964).

Lack of knowledge about the relationship between words and things
underlies the evaluation procedures used by teachers that seem to centre
on the number of words a child is able to repeat. Words, in turn, have to
be leanwd in an atmosphere of "discipline," "order," and "attention"; to
this end, the teacher invokes the power of gymnastic movements, where what
counts is not the intrinsic purpose of the exercise but its disciplinary potential.
This style of teaching, which we found in every classroom, seems indicative
of the teachers' understanding of what it is to teach.

If one considers the propositions of traditiomd pedagogy as expressed
by kerschensteiner (see Stoecker 1964), "teaching consists of a coherent and
systematically constructed introduction to cultural meaning structures," then
there was no genuine teaching in the classrooms observed.

One of the main flinctions of schools is to stimulate students to become
cultivated human beings, i.e., suhjects who achieve a Socratic "know thysdf,"
which is historically rooted both in their own individuality and in their
participation in social processes ((;r1insci 1970). To accomplish such a purpose,
teachers need to see teaching as involving knowledge of broad and coherent
fields that is appropriated from the perspective of their modes of construction
and not from their results (Stoecker 1964); otherwise, the school loses both
its formative purpose and its social anchorage. The school's formative purpose
recognires that knowledge of any sort is nor just a set of' (-mums about
which information is conveyed. but that it has the power of' changing the
knowing subjects in ways that enhance or diminish their human quality. Social
anchorage refers to the commonsense knowledge already held by a child
and the mode in which it can be related to the appropriation of legitimate
scientific knowledge. We should also add that such scientific knowledge is
historically produced according to societal needs and, in turn, produces results
that affect society.

Thus, as a teacher prepares and develops a lesson, he or she should
clearly consider the following conditions:

The children's commonsense knowledge;
The modes of cultural appropriation of reality that children have
already achieved;
The children's concrete situation;
Basic pedagogical sir-manes (didactic elements);



Elemental contents of the subjects; and
The tbnuative value of such contents.

It is difficult for a teacher who is confused about modes of appropriating
knowledge to handle the children's commonsense knowledge. Such a con-
fusion may .also inhibit the teacher from relating teaching to "concrete
situadons," as counseled by didactics. "Concrete situations" should not be
taken, as they often ate, to be materials or educational aids: concrete situations
refer to the knowledge the child already has about reality. A teacher hill
be able to contextualize socially his or her pedagogical activities if knowledge
of the children's concrete situation can be linked to their developmental
stages of appropriation of knowledge. To do this, a teacher needs to add
effective knowledge about the contents of subjects being taught. This is the
onlv way that a teacher can really understand the formative value that subject
knowledge has for the development of an individual human being who is
histotically conscious of self and society.

Thus, to view tlw meaning of school failure solely as failure to complete
the school %var or to remain in school beyond that year is inaccurate. If
all that a child has learned has been to repeat and to equate knowledge
with successfill memontation, then another kind of failure may be present
even when success is accepted. We challenge this view of a child's passage
throu 4,.. school and, therefore, question the kinds of successes and failures
that are produced in Colombian primary schools.
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Schools and Teaching in Venezuela

I:ma Hernandez

In this chapter, we explore the relationship between characteristics of
different types of school structures and the particular way in which the process
of education takes place within their confines. The schools that were included
in the Venezuelan study are, in a way, the product of different stages in
Venezuelan educational development and they reflect the educational phi-
losophies of competing governments as one has replaced another in the
last 50 years.

In the urban and suburban areas of the capital city of Caracas, we worked
in three primary schools: urban basic, creative basic, and urban conventional.
In the rural zone around Turmero in the State of Aragua, we observed two
primary schools: rural conventional and rural basic. Our observations included
the 1 st and 4th years in each school.

The main distinctions between these schools relate to their structure
and their degree of advancement into the reformed system implemented in
Venezuela in the early 1970s. Thus, the schools that we have labeled "basic"
are those that will become 9-year primary schools caring for children between
6 and 15 years of age in a terminal phase that, throughout Latin America.
is the basic level of education. As defined by the Venezuelan Ministry of
Education's by-laws, basic schools are institutions where

a minimal unnpulsory education is provided for all citizens with the purpose
of' contributing to a well-rounded development of the personality, preparing
them to value ow- historical heritage and to take pan constnictively in the
community by means of those instruments that make for effective work
or fbr a successfnl pm-suit of further education.

Basic schools have three cycles: the "instnimental" cycle covers the 1st
to 4th year of school; the "consolidated" cycle extends through the 5th and
tith years; and the "independence" cycle covers the 7th to 9th years. Our
observations were held only in the instrumental cycle, where curricular
contents are centred on literacy and numeracy skills, and, thus, are the sante
as those in conventional schools.

The two conventional schools in the study belong to the group that
remains within the tradition of the 6-year structure. In addition to this
conventional-basic distinction, we fimnd that two of the bask schools also
differed from each other. The creative basic school was part of a national
experiment designed to encourage the development of critical attitudes and
free-expression activities of a cognitive, emotional, and physical nature
(Ministerio de Education 1981). The rural basic school, although confoiming
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to the principles of basic education, had a history of its own as a "community"
school.' One of the oldest among the schools we observed, it had gone through
several structural phases. From its initial status in 1946 as a one-teacher school,
by 1950, it had become an eseuela conrentrada, amalgamating several of the
one-teacher institutions within the same locality. In 1961, together with a
proper school building, this school received full status as a primary school
and became a pilot centre for an experiment in vocational training related
to local and regional development. This project also involved a transformation
of the rural basic school into a productive school, where the crops planted
by the students were to be used partly for maintenance and learning materials
for the school and partly as personal savings for the pupils themselves. Thus,
education consisted of a formal program provided in the first 3 years and
geared toward acquiring literacy and numeracy skills, and vocational training
in agriculture, metal, wood, construction, and electrical activities or in home-
related tasks especially designed for the girls. Children were to participate
actively in the planning of the various activities and these activities were
to relate to the needs of the community. Today, this school, although retaining
its specificity as it community school, is moving toward the 9-year structure
of basic education.

In this chapter, we describe these schools and their routines; we then
desciibe the teachers, the children, and their environment. Finally, we consider
descriptively and interpretatively the characteristics of the teaching styles
observed in the classrooms and the' way in which these styles could relate
to the construcfion of notions of success and failure by the children.

The Schools and their Routines

Physically, all schools ffinctimwd in buildings especially designed for
schooling; in each case, however, tlwir features reflected the period in which
they were built and the state of expansion of the educational system at that
time. Two of the buildings, the rural basic and what) conventional schools,
had been erected when the drive for quantitative expansion had not reached
its peak (1940-1965) and the piiman concern of the prevailing educational
philosophy was the child as the centre of the educational process. These
schools, with One- and two-storey buildings, respectively, had spacious play-
grounds, enough classroom and laboratory space, and a libratv; they had
ample corridors for the children to hi and plenty of light and fresh
air.

The other two urban schools (basic aii(l creative), although built with
enough room for teaching and administration, had much less space for moving
around and for games, sports, and other such activities. They had been built
during the period of reform (1973-1975). when official policies emphasited
the need to expand the system and provide educational seivices for everyone
w Ito Clitlilt'd thenl.

I he legal Ir.isis tot this tspe ot smuttily is found ln the Les Organic tit. icituat ton,
2$ .fune 19$0. anti the Sixth National Development Plan ( NMI -1985). Iioth of these dot merits
vinphasiie the t nu and social purpose of rdtwation nd its role as .1 "means toward tlw
implovement of t onnItunitS Iifr and ptimorthal fautot in national development.- The% set
out .1 legal strut lute t lled (:oniunid:ut hiticatisa. whit h is the association ot teachet s. parents.
students, and communin members in the running ot the school.
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The rural conventional school, built in 1967, was housed in the typical,
prefabricated, light building that had been designed to replace the old country
houses used by most rural schools for their activities.

The general atmosphere we observed in these schools was, in pan, a
function of their different physical facilities. The spadous schools enabled
pupils to congregate more easily at the centre of the playground; thus, they
were more communicative and sociable and more prone to interact with
differem age groups. By contrast, we found a cliquish type of group structure
in the less spacious, tiered-built type of school arid more cases of misbehaviour
during breaks.

On the whole, the schools were adequately supplied in terms of furniture
(tables fOr the 1st years, deslc_s for the 4th years), green chalkboards, storage
space, cupboards. and display areas. Being located in rundown neiglthour-
hoods, the quality of construction of the urban schools contrasted sharply
with the rest of the houses in the area, a fact that had become a cause
for resentment among the community members.

The classrooms

The two schools operating with the conventional stnicture hardly differed
in the layout of their ist- and 4th-year classrooms. First-year children in the
urban school sat at tables in a cozy classroom and enjoyed a "home-corner,"
a "toys-corner," and a colourful display board, and the rural children shared
desks and tables in a room that also had bright-coloured displays. The 4th-
year urban and ninil classrooms were arranged in the traditional form of
rows and desks and had display areas on the walls. In all classrooms, the
teacher's desk was situated in front, toward one side of the room, depending
on where the door was located. The teacher was thus visible, although not
as Obviously as would have been the case had there been a platfbrm for
the desk.

'the classroom in all three basic schools observed were very similar to
those found in conventional schools: tables for the smaller children and
desks fbr the .hh-vear children. Most of the rooms had equally attractive
display areas and plenty of bookshelves.

Daily routines

Most of the school buildings housed two separate schools (with different
populations), which flinctioned in a morning shift from 0700 to 1200 and
an afternoon shift from 1300 to 1800 . After hearing the bell, children in
the urban sc hoot rushed to form lines segregated by sex and year. In some
schools, singing of the Venezuelan national anthem was followed with a
flag-taising cet emony. Patterns in the rural school were somewhat different.
In the rural basic school, fbr example, the children arrived around 0700
and slowly organized themselves to perfbrm various duties lasting about
20 minutes. When finished with these tasks, they were called by a teacher
to sing the national anthem: they then heard a talk on 5oine theme and
various announcements. The other rural school allowed children to walk
directly into the classrooms without lining up, at the request of the earliest
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arrived teacher. We noticed that teachers in this school were often anywhere
from 5 minutes to 1 hour late, alleging "distance" and "transportation"
problems.

The time allocated to breaks was 30 minutes in all schools but one.
Normally, as soon as the bell rang, children ran out to the playground. In
the uthan schools, there was a canteen where the children could buy a drink
and an arepa (a sort of Cornish pasty with cheese or meat); the rural children
normally brought their own midmorning snacks. Breaks in the morning were
usually from 0900 to 0930. 1y the rural basic school allowed 10-minute
breaks every 90-minute teaching period. The teachers took turns supervising
the playground, mostly concentrating their efforts on stopping fights among
the children.

The ('nd-of -dav bell rang in most schools from 15 to 30 minutes before
the prescribed leaving time. In two of the schools with a morning shift (ritral
basic and uthan conventional), children were taken to lunch, but only in
the rural basic school did all children actually have lunch, In the urban
school, the children known to be physically feeble ot very poor received
a free lunch.

The Teachers

All the teachers we encountered, except for those in the rural conventional
school, had been trained in Normal School (teacher-training college).

.nie 1st-year teacher in the urban conventional school acknowledged
1) ill. interview that she had chosen to become a teacher because of pressure
r....a her mother. She seemed interested in and concerned about her work,

however, and her students appeared to like her. She was 37 years old and
had been teaching at the same level for 5 years. The 4th-s ear teacher, however,
was no longer satisfied with her profession. She had 'fleeted to be a teacher
and sought improvement through taking a nunther of in-service courses; but,
after 23 years on the job, ti of those at the same year level, she told us
"I like my work, but I'm tired." Despite this assertion, her pupils had good
words fOr her: "slw is good, she dresses nicely, and gives good explanations.
She's thevere [a good sport], she cares for us, and explains what she writes
on the board."

The teachers in the rural conventional school were both younger and
each had received a different type of training. The I st-year teacher, who
was 30 years old, had finished her secondary school only 3 years earlier;
she then spent I year at a hwal training institution to obtain her teaching
cenificate. At the time of our observations, she was enrolled in the university
as a student of English (a course leading to a secondary teaching c('rfificate).
She came from a poor family and had achieved her present educational
status by attending night school. As she talked to us about her educational
views, we could sense some insecurity. This was reflected in the need to
espond with 'set" phrases reflecting the recommended views about education,

which, presumably, she had learned during her training. The 4th-year teacher
was 25 years old, had finished her secondary schooling 2 years before we
met her, and, at the time, was enrolled in a teacher-training course. She
was definitely unhappy about being a teacher. "I like to teach, but I wish
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I could have prepared tbr another profession; this one offers very little pay.
A teacher, by vocation. I definitely ant not!"

In general, teachers in both these conventional schools seemed to operate
on the basis of a philosophy of teaching that saw their position as being
somewhat messianic, i.e., as providers of enlightenment for the children: "I
selected this profession because I felt I had a vocation for it and a desire
to act as an apostle by doing good." This very philosophy, however, appeared
to foster receptive and passive attitudes in the children, a result of rather
authoritarian modes of interaction.

Teacher: You have done something you never did before! All of you stood
up without permission to sharpen your pencils!

[Another occasion]
Teacher: Don't write in your book!
Teacher: May. what sort of position is that? You should sit straight.
[A pupil raises his hand to call the teacher.]
Teacher: I'm going through the rows. Just wait until I have finished correcting

and can return over there.
[Another occasion]
Teacher: You are an intelligent boy, polite, quiet; but you behave badly and

that cannot be accepted; your shirt is very' torn, you must sew it. Tell
your grandma to conic to the school tomorrow!

The teachers in the three basic schools we observed had all been trained
in Normal Schools and had taken at least one other in-service course. Two
of them had enrolled in university courses leading to a degree in education.
Their years of experience varied from 12 to 22 years.

In the urban basic school, the lst-year teacher we interviewed confessed
to not being terribly happy with her profession.

I don't consider myself to be a good teacher. I think I should be better.
I chose this profession but as time goes by it is as if one were losing one's
vocation: or I don't know if it is because one does not see the same kind
of results that we had as young teachers. I have 22 years of experience.

In spite of this assertion, this teacher was kind and encouraging toward the
children in her classroom and sought to involve them actively in the lessons.
The 4th-year teacher, on the contrary, although describing herself as satisfied
with her work and as "demanding" with the children, showed, in practice,
a tendency to downgrade them.

Teacher: We will now begin the exercise!
Pupils: 'reacher, we haven 't finished yet !
leather: What? Are you still on the date?
Teacher: I'm sure that Salvatierra has not finished because' he got tip to

do sometlnng else when I was outside of the room.
Saivatierra f standing up]: Yes, teacher!
Teacher: What were you copying?
Salvatierra: The comments to the paragraphs.
Thulter: And were you supposed to copy all comments? Where wet you

when I gave instructions?
Salvatierra: Here, teacher!
'leacher: It chesn't seem to be so because you did not understand what

I told you to do. Let's see Perez, what is it that we had to do%
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Fern: We were going to read these and these paragraphs Ihe shows them
in the book]. We were supposed to make comments and to copy the
third paragraph and its comments.

In the urban creative school, there was a dynamic lst-year teacher who
was happy with her profession and described herself as "a good teacher,"
Her pupils clearly felt she was helpful and encouraging compared with other
teachers. From our observations, we saw this teacher trying seriously to apply
the teaching methods recommended for this type of school. The 4th-year
teacher also declared that she liked t?aching in spite of havin,4 to cope with
difficult situations brought about by the children she had to teach. Her pupils
declared that they liked her and felt content with her. Our impression, as
observers, was that although recognizing the value of being a teacher, she
appeared somewhat sad and perhaps frustrated. Also, in her teaching style.
there was less individual el, 'gement given than what might be expected
front a school dedicated to ( 'rig the children's creativity.

Teacher: Do you know what I . here?
Pupils: Milk tops!
Teacher: What do we usually do with these%
Pupils: We throw them away.
Teacher: Well, we should use diem! How could we use them?
Pupils: o make a drawing!
Teacher: What else can we do%
Pupils: Place a coin so it gets marked!
TeacluT: flow is this different from a diawing?
Pupils: It will be marked raised!
'reacher: Yes, it will he raised, in relief!

In the rural community school. the 1st-Year trachet was 38 veal s old.
Teaching in this school was the longest period slw had ever .pent in wit,
place.

I have tried to give as much to education as I can. gnen ills aptitudes.
mv training. mv vocation. I like my profession: I have been teaching fin
21 rears of which 10 have been teaching the 1st vears. I chose this pi ofession
because I always wanted to be a teacher.

Her pupils had many good words thr her; "Gur teacher is nice and Yell
pretty"; "She helps us to learn to read and write, she corrects me"; "I like
mv teacher, she's good and pretty.% "The teacher helps us when we most
need het; in difficult cases, she corrects what is wrong, and that's good, she
helps us to learn." Our observations of her teaching showed her as someone
who tried to induce children to learn and who appeared to he, at the same
time, a pleasant and stimulating person.

Teacher: What you most like is to have a nice school and classrooms.
Pupil [standing]: We could make Our room look nice!
Teacher: OK. we will write the sentence [moving to the board].
'hywher [writes on the board]: To make our loom look nice
Teacher: Now, let us read this'
Pupils [reading out]: To make our room look nict
Igor [stands and savs]: That's part of my idea.

The 4th-year teacher in this school was also trained in A Normal St luuil
and had taken a number of later in-service courses on methods of' teat hing
and on evaluation techniques. She was 19 years of age. Talking about herself,
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she said, "I chose my profession because I like it; I have been teaching
for 21 years and have always tried to do my utmost as regards my work."
Her pupils also were content with her: "I like this teacher very much, because
in the other school where I was they would not let me do anything"; "She's
a good sport"; "She helps us to imagine things."

On the whole, as we shall see, the teachers of this school were very
supportive of the philosophy of the "community" school and worked hard
to ensuie that children were given the chance to be active and creative within
its confines.

The Children

The & hools differed in the so, ioeconomic background of their pupils.
In two of the schools, the urban creative and the rural conventional, most
of the hildreti came from very poor unstable home situations. These children
all showed signs of irstlessness, aggressiveness, and were quite noisy when
on their own. In the creative school, they were allowed to manifest their
spontaneitY. The I st-year children were still quite uncontrollable, but the 4th-
Near pupils had become receptive and sociabk., although demonstrating a
strong questioning behaviour. In the rural conventional school, children
appeared subdued and timid during their lessons, but were aggressive and
even disrespectful when On their own.

Idalia, who attended the. mban creative school, was judged by her teachers
to be "restless" and to "fight a lot" with other children. Yet Idalia an 11 year
old ut the .1111 year. stated that she was happy in school and liked the teachers,
wmparing the situation favourably with a boarding school' she had been
sent to for 3rd year: "In the other school, there were many problems aud
the teacher never s..opped them. The children were very rude."

I-ernando, a pupil at the rural conveinional school, came from a broken
family His father was in prison fbr trafficking and his mother lived with
someone else. During the day. while Fernando's mother was at work, the
Once ( hildren in the family were left with theit grandmother. Fernando liked
school. his mates, and his teacher, hut he disliked the head teacher, whom
he described as "bad": "She scolds die 6iildren"; "She doesn't come to school."

The poimlations in the other schools were socioeconomically hetero-
grocous. Some children aate from a lowc.r middle-class background, some
had a stable' family life, alld others lived in abject poverty with only one
patent (n under the care of a grandmother or aunt. The following description
of some pupils in the what, basic school was given to us by onv of the
tea( hers who was especially kind and concerned for the children.

I .Veno (lives in One of the tower blocks of the neighbourhood) His
parents care for him. He is well behaved, very intelligent, quick,
emotionally stable, prompt in his work, always dresses well, likes to
he good, smiles, has a sort of inner peace,

1%(.actiltig s( htkois u thy !Atm Aontli( ,oi countrvsidc arc tdten iirtentird cul ti if & h ltitcn
m)( air 11(,1 at II Ow private ti(Ntrding sc hook vIstwhetv



Juan Alberto He comes from the other extreme. Lives in the barrio,
but his parents care for him. He and his brother are good dancers;
they love to perform; they are well behaved, don't object to being
reprimanded if they are at fault. If they are not, they argue back.
They are not rebels.
Bolivar Bolivar has this nickname because he always pays for
everything with a bolivar ]the local currency]. He lives in the barrio.
He is a sad boy, has no father, must warm up his food when he
gets home. Is alone most of the time; is a somewhat sickly boy.

Alfredo He lives on the Panamerican [the motorway that runs through
the American continent] and sometimes has to wait over an hour
fin motorcars to let him across the road and come to school. He
gets up at 5 in the morning, is 8 years old. He has his breakfast
when he arrives in school and can get an artpa and a glass of milk
at the canteen. He is a serious child!

The background of the children in the rural community school was varied.
Some parents owned land, but most were skilled or unskilled rural labourers.
We fomid that the lst-year children were inure open and spontaneous than
the 4th-year children, who, in turn, seemed attentive and responsible for
the tasks they were asked to perform. They seemed to like. school and all
those we intemiewed had good words for their teachers. For some of these
children, however, life was not without problems. Lisbeth's mother was "in
a sanatorium," "she has neme problems and her father is an alcoholic";

'she lives with her grandmother and her aunt Blanca, who is responsible
tbr her in school. Carlos, a I3-year-old child, liked school because' lw "learns
things." An orphan who lived with his grandmother, he was the eldest of
five children. In the afternoons he worked the land, cared fbr the' chickens,
and sometinws had to go out to sell them. He earned bolivares a week
(20 Venezuelim bohvers (VEB) = I United States dollar (USD)), front which
he kept 10 and gave the rest to his grandmother. Ile liked his classmates
because "they are good with me" and "they help mc."

Teaching Styles and Construction of Success and
Failure

From the point of view of material I...edifies, all the Venezuelan schools
visited were at least adequate, although the teacher-pupil ratio was high (Tahit-
i()) f, v what might be considered a reasonahle average in more privileged
situations. Teachers, therefore, in spite of the quality of their training and
all their goodwill. were limited in what they could do in classwoms of
:i0-40 pupils.

I.argely, the object of teaching did not differ from s(hool to school, being
cenned on lecturing and question-answer sequences: e.g "What else did
we learn yesteniav?": "How many sides does a polygon have?"; "The first
what . ,?"; -How many paragraphs does this reading have?"; "What is the
name of this gas, John?"; "Did you finish revising?" For the most part, it

was the teacher who led these sequences, which, at t twit worst, called fin
one-word answers: e.g., "five"; "the first"; "it's narrative"; "yes." Obviously,
other fOrms of teaching were used, such as practice ext rcises with correction



Table 10. Characteristics of schools, teachers, and pupils in the Venezuelan gudy.

Urban basic Greadve basic kind basic
Rural

conventional
Urban

conventional

Locadon Urban Urban Rural Rural Urban
Qua litY (sPace, light, facilities) Good Good Good Average Average
Size (no. of pupils) 850 1292 414 436 1021

Pupil sodoecon imic status Middle law Low 1. ow Middle low Middle low
No. of classrooms observed

lst year
4th year

1

1

3
3

1

1

1

1

3.

Teacher-pupil ratio
lit year 38 37 40 42 39
th year 40 SS 35 38 38

eacLer qualifications Normal Schoola
and university

Normal School
and other

Normal School University Normal School

oreiwbet.trainiN convge,



at the board or seats, dramatizations, and free group activities and discussions.
As we shall see, however, the type of school and the individual teacher's
characteristics determined how strong the doses of repetitive recitation were
to be during lessons. What is of concern in the analysis of teaching from
the perspective of its contribution to success or failure experiences is the
way in which teachers address children and the messages they communicate,
not just the overt and content-related messages, but those that convey
information about a child's standing in the class as well as the encouragement
or discouragement mechanisms used. It is these aspects that we discuss in
the following paragraphs.

The predomMant teaching style in the I st years of all schools was similar,
centred on the purpose of having children learn how to read and write.
The syllabic method was used for reading and teacher talk; questioning and
responses about factual matters largely dominated the teaching patterns.
Intermingled with what were obvious teaching-learning purposes, there was
evidence of other intentions related to the communication of values, to the
teaching of norms of discipline for school, and to the teaching of behavioural
norms for home.

Teacher: Now we will have dictation; write your names and dates down in
your exercise books!

[The teacher walks around the room looking at what the children are doing.]
Teacher: Ma, me, mi, mo, mi.
Pupil: Teacher, the "m"?
Macher: Yes "ni," my mother [she repeats this twice]. The first one is "my

mother." The second one is "I love my mother" [she repeats this three
times].

[The teacher turns to a group of children who are talking. One of the
girls points to another.]

Girl: She! She doesn't know anything!
Ttywher: Leave' her alone!
[The girl shows the teacher her (Ain cise book.]
Girl: Is it this way, teacher?
Teacher [affirmatively]: trli, uh.
Teuclu7 [talking to some boys]; I love, I love.
Teacher: I love my mother.
[A boy stands and shows the teacher his book]
Teacher: Huh, that's good!
[The teacher turns to another boy.]
Teacher: Why didn't you bring your pencil? You're bothering! Be quiet!
[l'he teacher looks at this boy's exercise book and notes that he still is

wilting the date.]
Teacher: You can write the date later. I love my mother. Third line: My

father loves me.
Children Itogethet j: My father loves me.
[The teacher walks around the classroom tepeating this sentence over and

over again.]

n the conventional schools, the analysis of classroom interactions showed
how the. purposes related to the correction of behaviour could take on very
strong forms of control.

Thicher [to a 4th-year pupil inquiring about his seat work]: Diti you finish
vont- questionnaire?

Pupil: No.
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Tau 'hen Then, get on with it!
Teacher [to another pupil]: Did you finish your work? Stop being lair! If

you are going to sit there, then work! Did you hear me, Mike? Work!

The latter part of this excerpt also illustrates a fairly common practice
that we have characterized as a "teacher monologue." The following examples
are even more illustrative of this practice, which, in fact, js another form
of disavowal of the pupils' possible contribution to a lesson.

Tew-her [to a 4th-year pupil trying to read out loud]: Read out loud! I can't
hear you! I don't know whether you are able to read or not! Don't read
the punctuation signs! I'm going to be frank with you: first. I can't hear
you!: second, you're moving like a slow wagon!: third, you don't stop
at punctuation signs!

Teacher [turning to thc other students]: Do you realtie that what
is said to you is for your own good?

Teacher [to the boy who was reading]: Sit down!

It is conceivable that the practice of' "monologuing" was not necessarily
a sign of disrespect for children, but more an indication of teacher frustration
with the lack of response from pupils. In reality, however, it seemed more
to be unconcern, responded by dullness and. therefore, leading to frustration.
Unconcern for ,.he children was also discernible in instances where teachers
seemed overtly not to care about what happened in the classroom, ignoring
events they should have attended to. This attitude is what we have called
a laissez-faire style,

Pupil: Teacher. teacher, he took my pencil!
rflw teacher ignores the call.]
Teacher: Magali. carry out that Operation!
Magi& [remains seated]: No. no!
[The teachet corrects another student who is reading.]
Thaehei: This is la" and this is "lo.-
[The children talk and do other things.]

tAinnber occasion]
[A number of stuns ate on the board for the' children to copy and w-irk

out. Not all pupils are invok'ed in the' work, however, there is a group
that is telling stories and Jokes. The teadwr ignores the disruption .ind
works with a boy em reading.]

Pupil [shouting out to the teacher]: Teacher. teacher! Ile took mv pencil!
leather [ignoring the call, speaks to another girl in the class]: Magali, tn

to figure that out!
Magali: No. no (remains seated].
[The teacher ignores Magali's response and k ontilittes to work with the

pupil who is reading.]

The classroom climate in these sitions was tel and the children
appeared tired and frustrated, thus reinfnrcing the teachet's own sense of
h-ustration and ahniessness, Often, to cam on a tlioo.;logne was a was of
reacting to continued pupil silence when that teacher had endeinoured to
extract responses to specific questions.

In contrast with these forms of authoritarianism in the con%entional
schools, the bask school teachers seemed more plum( upied with involving
children in lesson situations. In these schools, classroom activities. although
very similar in structure to those of the conventional schools, did seem to)
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reflect the =re progressive philosophy of the school as well as teacher
differences 41 style and personality.

-Me dynamic lst-year teadier in the urban creative school appeared to
follow the principles behind the experimental program of the school. Reading
was taught m)t with the syllabic method but with the global approach. The
children's activities were set out individually according to their ability to read
and write. There were usually three groups of children working together
in her class.

Teacher (goes to table I and provides the eight pupils with a bag of letters
and word shape's]: We must try to find these letters that make up your
names! Put the letters on one side and the words on the other. Put together
what 1whrngs together!

Teacher [goes to table 2 and tells its nine pupils]: We are going to make
a list with the names of the people that live in your house.

Teacher Icontinuesl: Well, we'll include those people who, although they
do not live in your house, are your relatives,

'Teacher (moving on to table 3 with 21 children]: We arc going to do an
activity for which I will hand out a sheet of paper.

[The children in table 3 are learning to read.]
Teacher: We'll write the word "peluche.- Let's see, Nereida, how does the

word "pel why" sound to sou?
INereida ren riris silent. The teacher turns to aimther
Teacher (.,o to the board Eli and write "petite:he!**
'leacher Ito the other pupils): Just watch, don't scratch out what you has e!
Teacher: 1,ces see Nereida.
Nereida [goes to the board and writes ]: bulia
Teactu'r [to pupils]: Do von think she could have written this in a different

WaV.f

AIN (goes to the board and writes]: l'CHR
'readier Couhi that have been written in a different way:
(The boy makes att affirmative sigh.)
Thmher: Do N'ott think the word "pellet IC has an -a":
Pupils (together): Yes . no,
(A pupil goes to the board and writes "PUCII."(
Tfywher Yesterday we wrote th c word "dog." Can ansbody write "dog"?
(In Spanish, "dog- is "perro," ord similar to what the children are trying

to write.)
Teachtr: Jennifer. go to toe board and write "dog,"
[Jennifer goes to the boa d and writes "perm")
Teacher The .-erd "perro is like "peluche." (She points to the word "pitch"

written earlier on the board] What does "p" need to read "pe"?
Tow her: Come here David and add to "p" what is needed for it to re'ad

"Pe."
David [goes to the board and writes]: pe
Teacher What does "pe uch" need to be«mie "bleb'
Drwid {writes on the hoard]:
Teacher Is the work complete? Who knows what is missing:
Rasa (gets up and goes to the board and writes): peluche
(The teacher calls on another girl to go to the board and asks het to read

out the word: she does so correctly.]

A stronger form of control was exerted by the 4th-vear teacher in the
same school during a workshop activity.

Tewher: What do vou use to make a rdier-
pupils !main silent.]
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Mather: What do you have in your hands?
Mather: Ah!
Teacher: I'm going to give you a blank sheet and you must make your own

design.
Pupil: I want to do a bolivar coin].
Teacher: Well, then you must make a bigger design and not just trace the

coin, otherwise it will be too small.
Another boy: What should I do?
Teacher: Anything you like.
lefu-her [to the pupils]: You must work out yourselves h nv to get the relief

on the aluminum sheet. I'm not going to help you.
Boy (walking up to the teacher]: Teacher, look!
'Mather: Good!
Pupil: Teacher, can I do a ship?
Teacher: Whatever you want.
[The children continue to work on their designs.]
Thwher: Don't yet do the work on aluminum. You must first prepare the

design on the sheet of paper!
Mather: Only those who show me their work on paper and which I approve

may do it on aluminum.
Pupil: Teacher, ook!
Teacher: It's all righ:! But I want to he able to feel with my fingers that

it is in relief. How can that be done?
Napa: Teacher, look!
Mather: (..;ood, but try to bring the t .lief out!

The type of school activities appeared to affect the behaviour of pupils
in this creative school. During the ordinary lesson situation, there always
seemed to be noise with children intervening sp,mtaneously and in a somewhat
disorderly manner; during their workshop activities, however, there was much
more concentration and silence.

In the rural community school, teaching was heavily affected by the nature
of the school. Classroom activities that, in the basic schools, arc organized
around "centres of interest" (unidades generadorus de aprendizale) were spe-
cifically related to local, agricultural. and other vocational needs and problems
of the surrounding community. The school also engaged in a series of activities
related to community development, such as providing recreational oppor-
tunities. family counseling, and literacy training, and organizing other types
of cultural events. Throughout the observation of this school, we fotind how
these broad aims were carried out and how they affected teaching practices,
so that the contents appeared to be more related to the panic-ular nature
of the scLool and to the children's background,

(Tlw daily activity is written on the board: Environmental Conditions Needed
for Good Health.]

Teacher: What should the environment be like?
Pupili: Clean, without flies or bugs,
Teacher: Should the windows be open or closed?
Pupils: Clo wd.
"eat her: ',Vital?
Pulds:

ause we might be "ktuwked out.-
[In Spanish, children used a colloquial expr( ssion: porque tiembla ci catho.1
Pupil: Teacher, my mother can't leave the windows open becausr crooks

with mandrax pills [drugs] might come in.



leacher: Alt!
Pupil: Teacher, what does that about "conditions" mean?
Teacher: Refore going to bed, what must you do?
Pupil: Brush my teeth!
Teacher: That's a condition!

ln the community school, small group teaching was a common practice
not only fbr the 1st but also the 4th year.

[The children eoter the room and immediately organize themselves into
three gToups.]

Teacher: We are going to review fractions! [The teaclwr draws three squares,
colours them, and wriws on them.] 3/ 3: 2/3; 1/3.

Teacher: Juan Ramon. can you explain this?
Juan Ramon: Here, there are three-thirds because there ate three coloured

squares.
Teacher [moving to another group]: Can you tell me what you would compare

with this?
Pupil: It could be a whole biscuit and a fraction.
Thather: What does the whok biscuit look like. Is it the same as the tractional

parts?
Another pup/ [from the same group]: Teacher, I would like to explain!
Teacher: Yes, do so!
Pupil [going to the board and pointing to the squares with a ruler]: This

three-thirds, two-thirds, anti one-third.
leacher: Gilbeno. can you repeat what the fractions on the boat(' are?
[Gilberto repeats correctly.]
Teacher !picks some chalk and writes]: 3,3
(4/berto [ writes]: 1 /3
Teacher: I told you three-thirds.
Gitbov, [mites]; 3/3
leacht,r: We see now three-thilds,
leacher: Look for three-thirds on the boatti.
[Gilberto finds it and reads Out.]
Teacher: There it is wtitten ill letters, look for it in numbers, Look, find,

and then write!
Gilberto [writes): 3/3 is three-thirds.

Practical activities brought the childivn and the teacher together more
intimately than found in other school situations. One morning. for example.
We encounterecl the 4th };ar engaged in cleaning the school because on
the previous Friday, they had noticed it was dirty.

(A 50v tells the teacher he will ask the gardener to lend him the hose
to water the gal dens and yard.)

Teacher: Yes, go ahead!
[Pupil goes to the hose, connects to the tap, and begins to water. Other

teachers are watching the children.]
Teacher: Jo.. Luis, water the plants carefully and when you finish go to

the classroom.
[The teacher tells two other cfIdren to wash their hands if they have finished.

Some children swop enthusiastically, collecting the thy leaves in a neat
pile and picking th,!in up with their spades to throw them in the tubbish
bins. A girl brings a broom and cleans the hallways near the main entrance.]

Full bay [to another close tn hind: Where is the paraffin?
Second hay: What do ,ou want it for?
First bay: The teacher wants it.
Second boy: No!
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4, 1

Teacher, parents, and pupils collaborate in repairing a rural community school in Venezuela.

Teacher (overhearing this): I heard what you said!
[Second boy surrenders the bottle of paraffin.]
Teacher: Now line up because the committees have all finished their work!
Teacher: 1 want you to watch carefully during break time those children

who throw papers around and tell them that they should thot do so. It's
enough for today!

[The girls form two lines as do the boys. When this is completed, they
begin to sing the national anthem conciocted by the music te:er. Having
finished singing, one of the boys tells the children who ave their hands
up saluting the flag that now they may rest. The chile. en then walk into
the classrooms. As they do so. they mark their attr odance on a board.
The teacher explains that there is no roll call and that the children just
take their attendance cards to the board.]

Teacher: Everything here is very dirty. Clean your desks with a cloth.
[A boy stands, takes a cloth, and cleans some of the desks.]
Teacher: So ho A' did you spend your weekend?
Pupils: All right, teacher!
Thacker: Did you do your homework?
Pupils: Yes.
[They take out their exercise books and place them on the desk.]
Teacher: Each group will check their work!
jThe teacher explains to us that this is a normal practice and that the children

correct each other by drawing a black line in those books where no
homework can be found and by drawing a blue line where there is
completed homework.)

Teacher: Did you finish? Your group, Luis . . . have you finished? Lii, Yolimar?
[The teacher goes to the board and says as she writes.)
Thicher: This was the homework Those who were absent on Friday must

write it down and do it for tomorrow!
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In slummy, although schools did 110t differ markedly in the general
style of conducting their lessons and the recitation method was clearly the
prefelTed mode of teaching, the nature of the school did allow for some
variations. The experimental innovation characteristic of the urban creative
and the rural community schools was clearly apparent in the structure and
type of teaching activities; difficult children seemed more comfortable in these
settings than in the more traditional settings of the conventional schools.
It is difficult to conclude, however, that school differences went beyond what
has been described, as it was clear that differences among teachers were
also an imponant factor in the style variations fbund in classrooms. These
style variations, in turn, did not affect what was still an important factor,
even in the most progressive school: that teachers clearly controlled the nature
and scope of learning activities.

Judgment and encouragement mechanisms
Despite the accepted versions of what constitutes school success or failure,

which we shall consider further on, there is much inforimuion that pupils
receive about their standing from the ways they are recognized, encouraged,
and corrected dining lessons. Teacher and school differences were noted
in this respect, as the teachers of the conventional schools tended to be
more arbitrary in their judgment and encouragement stategies than teachers
of the basic schools; this was especially true of the teachers responsible for
the younger children. The fbllowing examples illustrate what we might call
denigratory forms of assessment of what a pupil is doing.

Teacher: Read Out loud! I can't hear you! I don't know whethei you are
able to read or not. Don't read punctuation signs! I'm going to be frank
with von: first, I can't hear you!; second, you're moving like a slow wagon;
third, von don't stop at punctuation signs!

Teruher [turning to the other pupils]: Do you realize that what is said to
you is for your own good?

Teacher hio the pupil who was reading): Sit down!

[Another occasion: dining a reading lesson]
Teadwr: Ninoska. read!
[Ninoska reads in a Yety low tone of voice.)
Teacher: Do you hear Ninoska? I don't. I can't heat anything. If you civet

become president and cleliver a speech hosv ssill anybodv hear you?
Another pupil: She will have a microphone.
leather: Silence!
[Flu- pupils art restless; two in e Lighting with each other; the teadier ignot es

them.)
'reacher: Gregorio. read!
Teaclwt [to Gregorio as he reads): You don't lead badly. There are others

who are worse! Sit down!

A contrasting mode of dealing with the difficulty of speaking out loud
experienced by children from poor backgrounds is provided in the following
exceipt from a lesson in One of the basic schools.

[Pupils are seated in circles and thy teacher discusses with them their reading
difficulties while tequesting suggestions for improvement. [

l'eacher: E] izabeth, what was Daianira suggesting to Enrique?
Elizabeth: Well, that should practice his lessons at home in (mkt for

it to go well.
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Juan [as he raises his hand]: To stop being afraid he should read to his
aunt or to his mother.

Teacher: We are talking critically about what must be done to improve reading.
Why do you think he is afraid?

Mario: Because he reads so low!
Teacher [turning to the other children]: Why do most of you think Enrique

is afraid?
Pupils [together]: Because he said so!
Teacher: So we are able to judge what is the matter based on what he said?
Luchin [requesting to speak]: If the teacher asks him to speak out in front

of other people, she wants those people to help him; if he says what's
wrong, then the others may make fun of him.

Mather: What would you recommend?
I.uchin: To keep quiet!
Mmija: He must tell someone, he must!
Teacher fto the affected boy]: Do you agree with that recommendation?
Enrique: Yes.
Pedro: I could see that when a lesson was about to begin, he would stand

trembling of feat.
[Enrique makes a gesture toward the teacher and she' turns to him.]
Teachei: Is that true?
Enrique: It used to be
Teacher: Let's think about the suggestions V011 gave Enrique regarding

reading. Hector and Enrique. to whom did you give more suggestions?
Pupils [together]: To Enrique. Etnique is better at reading than lkctor.

Other messages relating to a pupil's capability were transmitted via
favouritism toward some pupils and disregard for others. Patricia was a favoured
pupil who successfully (ompleted her year. She came from a disadvantaged
background but had a stronger personality than other children in her class.
Her apparent self-confidence led her to assert her role as a student using
her teacher's words: -It is to learn in order to become a professional anti
to depend wholly upon myself." Patricia was clearly acknowledged as a steering
factor in her class and singled out for special responsibilities such as taking
over a younger class if a teacher was absent. Her teacher considered her
more as an aide than as a pupil.

[The teacher walks back to the end ot the room with 5011W white papers
and begins to cover the display board,]

lto Patricia): This paper is dirty. Why?
Patricia: It was the morning shift that did that!
Teacher: Did von bring your scissors%
Patricia: I forgot them.
Teaclurr Why? You knew that today we 'were doing the display for the boar&
leacher [tinning to the other children whom she has ignored until now

and preparing to walk out of the room with Patricia]: You! Work on
the language lesson that was set for the exam!

[Patricia comes back into the room; the teacher f011ows her holding a pair
of scissors in her hands. Patricia goes to the teacher's desk (the teaeltei
is now cutting some strips of' blue paper). The teacher and Patricia talk
about something. The teacher hands Patricia a blue strip and she goes
off to the display boat d where she begins to take the white paper off ]

Thutter [talking to a boy who has stood up]: Did von finish revising
the questions%

Pupil: No.
Teacher: Then revise!
leacher: Valetuuela, did von finish?



Valenzuela: Yes!
Madirr: Mariana, did you finish?
Mariana,- Yes!
Mather Then, come and help me!
[Valenzuela and Mariana walk toward the teacher's desk.]
Patricia: Mariana, come here!
!Mariana turns, but does not move away from whet e she is.1
Patricia [visibly angry]: Mariana!
Teacher: Mariana, go and help Patricia!
[Mariana obeys and starts to help Patricia remove the white paper from

the board.]
Information about a child's disadvantaged background or limitations in

intellectual behaviour were used by some tea,..liers as indicators of his or
her potential failure. The inadvertent consequence of this judgment was either
to treat a child kindly but without encouragement or to recriminate him or
her constantly fOr poor learning or misbehaviour. Children might then be
classified as potential failures and, in some cases, as in that of Fernando,
the prophecy would be fulfilled.

Pedro Fernando
lie is 12 years old and is the 10111 Fernando has been 2 years in this
of 13 brothers. He lives with his school. He went to a concentrated
brothers because, as he explains, "mv school for his first 2 years. Fernando's
mother had cancer; one night they teacher says of him "he doesn't do
took her and the next day she was his homework," he "shows no interest
dead; my father left, he lives alone." in the class." and he "is absent
But he keeps in contac, with his minded." Fernando comes from a
father: "He gives us pennies for fbod broken family; his mother lives with
and when he doesn't, my older a man called Luis, but Fernando
brother buys it." lie says that he works doesn't know his surname. She works
with a gentleman: "I help him stick Irird. leaves home very early, and
blocks and prepare the mix. he pays returns home at 8 o'clock even/ night.
me 20 to 30 bolivares a day, I keep Ile and his three siblings (two girls
the money' or give it to nw brothers and a boy) are left with their grand-
for them to keep." Pedro thinks the mother. When he comes home. Fer-
school "is great, I have friends and nando watches TV until Mosquita
have always gone to the saint, one." Muerta [a program at 23003 commIt's on.
He likes maths, language, and hy- Sometimes he visits his father, who
giene; the teacher "is caring, she lives alone, and helps him clean his
explains everything that she puts on house, put the rubbish out, and clean
the board." For Pedro, failure is his yard. Fernando likes school but
'when sometimes something falls not the head teacher. whom he finds
apart" and success is "when I am "bao "She doesn't come to school."
promoted to othei years"; he tells Ile likes his teacher and classmates:
himself, "I have to study in order to "They are good with me and I am
be able to go to work." Pedro's teacher good with them." iv also says "I came
thinks he is a hard-working boy. about niv mother; when she comes

Pedro passed his 4th yeam with home late I am worried. She leaves
15 points. work at six but sometimes she comes

home at eight." To this boy, to be
successfid means "to pass the year
even if it is not very well" and failure
is "to play ball, not study, and to have
bad marks." Fernando explains that
he goes to school to learn to write
and to cowit so that he will he able
to work.

Fernando failed with 5 points.
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Another way of considering a child's background was to deal with
behavioural limitations (which could be traced to the' home) in a manner
that included an explanation of the behaviour being taught. This was evident
in the lessons of one of the teachers in the urban basic school. Although
placing emphasis, like other teachers. On behavioural norms, she attempted
to stimulate thought about them.

Teacher: First of all, we must recall the norms of good speech and
attentiveness.

juanito: To he attentive when someone is talking,
Luis: To raise your head when you want to say something.
Teacher: To pay attention to what someotw aslo you.

[Another occasion]
Teacher [during a sewing lesson]: There are many boys whose mothers will

not allow them to sew buttons oz a seam because these mothers say it's
"women's work," Rut that is not so. There is nothing wrong with sewing!

Teacher: They also do not let boys enter the kitchen, but boys must help
at home.

This same teacher was often seen using current affairs as a subject for
discussion with the children and appeared concerned for the children's
perception of the world around them.

Teacher: I don't know whether- vou heard last night that schools today are
to organize a small act of' solidarity with Argetuina. Solidarity means that
we shotild stand by them.

leather. Rosalia?
Rosa (ta: My mother saki that they [the Argentinians) are going to fight for

the Malvinas [the Falkland Islands].
Teachet [looking at another pupil]: Sec how these children know what is

happening!
Marin: Argentina will fight the English!
Teacher: Miguel, why are they fighting?:
MOJA: For a piece of Venezuela.
Teacher No, my lovely, not fbr Veneiuela; for a piece of' land that is an

island, What is the island called?
Pupils [together]: Tlw Malvinas!

Conceptualization of success and failure
On the whole, there did not appear to be great differences between

sc hook in the way in which the actions involved defined the conditions fOr
success and failure. The official definition of success in terms of number
of points gained was accepted as an indication of whether chiklren could
or could not pass from one class to another. What was of interest, however,
was the definition that parents, teachers, and children gave to "success" and
"failure" beyond that of passing from one year to another, as well as their
understanding of who was mainly responsible for these outcome's.

Among parents and teachers, success was seen in terms of long-range
objectives such as "behavioural change to enable children to have a stable
filture," "fulfil the desired aims so that they may be dignified citizens Of
the future," and "see children educated, with a career and a family." Failure,
in its long-range meaning, was obviously seen as the contraty situation to
success and, especially, as children conducting themselves in ways considered
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to be objecfionable: "I feel failed or, better, disappointed when I see a pupil
behaving differently from what I would expect him to do."

In practice, however, teachm-s operated with colicepts of' failure that were
inure closely linked to the fulfillment of immediate requests. For example,
in communicating the punish! .tent for not bringing homework, teachers could
also deliver a message' of mistrust in the ability of a particular pupil to improve
his or her learning or behaviour. In the face of misbehaviour, the message
conveyed might be that the teacher's favour was lost: "You are an intelligent
child, but you misbehdve, so I can't forgive you!" Immediate failure, as in
learning to write, was conveyed to the child as a promise of future failure:
"You cannot write, and so vou will not be able to sign youm name when
it comes to exercising your citizen rights."

Strictly speaking, failure, in terms of repetition of the veal, should not
Occur in the fir4-, vears of primary school in Venezuela. Yet, in the
conventional scho we f000d children who had probably repeated more
than I year, given their age, and who, in any case, were experiencing failut
in individual content ;treas. The atnibution of responsibility fin- failure among
them varied, although INC often found children telling us that it was then
teacher's fault that this had happened. However. declanitions such as the
following showed the contradictory nature of their perceptions: "It's int%
because if I misbehave my parents will be summoned. I responsible tor
myself, for what I do to my mates. One must try to work and not tepeat
the same class. I will learn or not ckpending on how well I pa% Attellti011
to what she (the teacher] says."

For most children, to fail was the same thing: being lefi behind, not
ivaching the "pass" mark. and, as expressed in the pre«.ding example.
involving the sadness of being "tok l. off" bv parents or teac het s. I hen
conclusion, therefqte, elicited presumably from the many classroom messages
offered, was that had they worked harder. this exprrit'llUc.' Would not fiaNe
been theirs,

Conclusio ns

Although this chapter concludes with thoughts on failure, it should mg
be interted that unconcern for the ehildren's success Was a dominant feanne
in the schools we visited and among the tem hers whose classes we obseived.
Objective conditions for a duller fOrm of learning experience were f.c
in the convc.ntional schools as repetition and drill were prauk ed in more
-,intliontarian contexts than those fOund in basic schools. These foi
however, wc.'re to a large extent what teachers «nisidered to be appropt late
for a child to learn how to read, write, and count. Such minimal tognitive
objectives were also those of the basic schook, although in Au' om eative and
community schools, fi or example. other contents welt,. also taught that had
gicater practicality and attractiveness for the children. Also, nime variations
to the recitation styk. of teaching were found.

The disturbing teflection that c omes from talking to tem
and parents and seeing life in the so hools and classrooms is mit that lcacliPt
are responsible for failure. but that they are unaware of the wa iii whie ii
they contribute to the outcome. Most ol the teachers we talked to seemed
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to care for their pupils and, with more or less of a sense of frustration, for
their work. But there was a whole unexamined area relating to their mode
of addressing and correcting pupils and the potentially discouraging messages
conveyed through this mode to their pupils.

Ministeril de Educación. 1981. Modelo normativo de educación basica. Oficina Sectorial
de PlanificaciOn y Presupuesto, Division de Curiculo, Caracas, Venezuela.
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Teachers can be Different:
A Bolivian Case

Maritza B. de Crespo

In wL might be co.lsidered one of the most beautiful spots in the
world, above the city and almost touching the sky, we found a school in
the midst of the Altiplano landscape that was different. Its difference, however,
was not related to its location or to the quality of its buildings, for, as we
shall see, the area and the school were very poor. Its difference had to do
with what teachers and pupil!: were doing and the way in which the school
related to the surrounding community.

The people of Pampahasi (about 5000) live in mud, self-built houses
with corrugated zinc roofs. Their fathers, mostly of Aymara and Quechua
origins, came from the rural areas hoping to do better near the city of La
Paz. Until recently, they had neither light nor running water, but because
of their concerted efforts as a community, they now enjoy These comforts.
Those who find work are construction workers, miners, vendors, municipal
employees, or servants in the more affluent homes of La Paz. The community
believes in organization and has four neighbour committees, four mother's
clubs, a parent-teacher association, and a series of soccer clubs.

The school was set up some 5 years ago by the same headmaster and
teachers who were there when we did our fieldwork. It is a centre for community
activities of all sorts, including courses offered, on a voluntary basis, by the
tei:chers. Thus, on Wednesday nights and Saturday mornings, the school is
busy with local mothers who have come to learn to read and write. Few
of t1 e children attending the school are fluent in Spanish and at home they
speak one of the main indigenous languages: Quechua or Aymara.

To understand the theme of this chapter, which is about the school
of Pampahasi and one of its teachers, we must say something about the style
of teaching we encountered in most classrooms of the other schools we
observed (for a description of the schools, see Chapter 3/. Throughout our
2 years of work in those schools, we found very little difference from lesson
to lesson in the way in which teaching was conducted; it was almost always
mechanistic, monotonous, and authoritarian, and largely centred on ques-
tioning and repetition, as seen in the following excerpt from a I st-year class.

Mather [writing on the board]: MA - MA: ma-me-inimo-anu, PA - PA: pa-
pc-pi-po-pu, DE - DO: di-do-da-du-de

Teacher [pointing to the words and syllables]: Now, all of you, repeat!
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[Pupils repeat loudly as they follow the teacher's fingers on the board]
Thacher Good, now let's see if this row can beat the other.
Pupas [repeat shouting]: MA - ME .

Teacher: What were we talking about?
Pupas [together]: Etc., etc.. etc.
Teacher: Etc.? Is that all? Go on writing!
Teucher [dictating]: "Through means of a pleasant sound
Teacher [interrupting the dictation]: I think it is better if you do sonw drawing.

You may draw a charango [native instrument], a piano, or a guitar.
[Pupils begin to draw.]
Teacher [after a while.]: Put your books awaY! Now, what is a sound:
[The teacher begins to talk about what slw was dictating earlier]
Macher: Now silence, what is a sound?
[Pupils remain silent.]
Teacher: What is a sound?
[Pupils talk among themselves but do not respond.)
Teacher: Shh! I am asking you!

Juan: The vibration of one body against another.
Teacher: Let's see. Who can tell what is a sound:,
[Pupils remain silent.]
Teacher: 1.et me see, who can tell me what a sound is-r

[Pupils still silent.]
Pedro: The vibration .. .

Teem lwr [interrupting]: Of what?
[Pedro does not respon(I.)
Raul: Abe vibration of two bodies!
Teacher: All tight! And what are unpleasant sounds?
Pupil: Tilt.
Teacher: Yes. but not just tin: also the screeching of a radio Chroni, is a

noise
Pupil: %Mich is unpleasant to hear,
Teacher: Very good, and what would be a pleasant one?
Pupil: A record.
Teacher.. Yes! Also a piano. Now, how is a sound transmitted?

This example not only illustrates a form of tea: hing based on questions
and answers in which the children habitually are drilled, but it also presents
an example of' an arbitrary mode of teaching whereby activities are
varied without an evideta purpose as, in this case, going from dictation to
drawing to questioning.

The noticeable feature about the stYle of teaching in most of the
classrooms we observed was its support for a form of submissive acquiescence
similar to the manner in which the childrens' parents had to relate to the
fmarone.s (employers or white-collar workers) in the city. The children were
exposed to fixed sets of belief's expressed in school rituals and in sentences
they must endlessly repeat. They had to learn about a culture considered
to be superior but were not given much help in establishing meaningful
connections with their own culture. This domination was not only brought
about through the content and mode of learning but was also sanctioned
through the system of rewards and punishments: "If you don't read this out
correctly, I will give you a 001- (a bad mark).

Attempts at resisting the drive to passivity among the children were often
suppressed.
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Teacher [to children]: Shut up! Shut up! Edwin stop talking . , . We will now, . . .

write.
Pupil [dictates a word out loud]: Seso [brain].
Thither: No, no. You will write "tomato" using the "t" in "tic-tac."

ikcasionally, children were able to salvage the initiative to improve their
learning.

[While a teacher is correcting homework, she asks pupils to find words
in the dictionary. We overheard a group working.]

First pupil: Whoever finds the word first will be the winner!
Second pupil. And we will give him this pencil!
Pupils [together]: Right!
Second pupil: I,00k fbr the word "headmaster!"
[The group begins to look the word up turning pages very quickly.]
Third pupil: fiery it is. headmaster. I fbund it. Give me the prize!
Second pupil [handing out the pencil]: Yes, we'll play this way!

As most teachers do, those we observed considered themselves central
to the organization of the teaching-learning process, although not necessarily
responsible for its outcomes. Simply being there, a teacher would lead the
children to behave in certain ways. The moment the teacher walked into
the room, talk, laughter, and movements abruptly ceased and the children
turned expectanth to await the coming ocders. "Silence, silence! Where on
earth do you think you are?" is the call that transforms dynamism into rigidity
and submission. Teachers futwtioned in different ways, including various
mixtures of authoritarianism and benevolence. Most of the time, however,
they strived for total control of the classroom, deciding whethei to involve
pupils in their lessons and whether to sanction or deny value to what the
pupils did.

Teadwr: Repeat the seventh table!
[Pupil begins to recite the table.)
Thu-her: Louder!
[Pupil continues to recite in a low voice.
leacher: Are von not fc hng well?
PuMl: Yes. it's my throat.
Teacho [moving closet to the pupil]: All right. «mtinue'

[Another occasion]
Pupil: Me, miss?
Taulicr: You, be quiet! Silent t' HI tell sou! Hiodoro. vont ears arc dins!

[Another Occasion]
Few-he,: Julio. what's going on? Don't von know: Um not going to write

on the board. I'm going to dictate.
[ Die teacher writes the word "plane" on the board.]
Teacher: This is a sublwading [she repeats this three' times]. Claudia, take

ott that hat, it's covering sour face, von can't see anything. Miguel Angel.
what's wrong with you'f Dionisio, what are von consulting abouf:' Mariela.
oh those' friends! So. here is the subheading. Benha. a subtitle' Bertha .
This is a heading. It's about time that von undeistand

Despite this overwhelming domination of' the classroom and their virtual
forcing of children into submissiveness, teachers theoretically imagitwd the
good pupil as being alert, asking questions, and providing examples of creative
learning. With this image in mind, they attributed the difference between
their ideal pupil and their actual pupil to background limitations.



Teacher [referring to a pupil with leatning diffkultiesj: This child has
problems at home, with his family. He seems to have traumas due to
the little help he gets. The second case, is a boy who repeated his first
year ... and now, although in second, cannot cope with reading nor
writing. I think he must have some family problem.

To a large extent, it seemed to us that while teachers considered the
poor background of a child as responsible for failure at school, they made
little effort to help children integrate their home and personal experiences
with what was beinj taught in school. Few children would have seen a piano,
so to use- it as an example seemed out of place; this was also the case in
a particular reference to a thousand peso note (local currency).

Marut: In our shop nobody buys with thousand peso notes.
Juan: Are there any thousand peso notes?

"Lois." said h,s teacher, "is nil in reading and nil in writing," yet Luis
led a life that involved responsible out of school activities and showed an
interest for events it; the outside world.

Interviewer: You want to learn, don't you?
I,uis: Yes, but not in cla;s. I don't like my lessons.
Interviewer: Why don't you like your lessons?
Pupil: Because they' are boring, always the same, and the wacher always

repeats the same things.
Interviewer: Oh, how is your teacher?
Luis: Good, she is Wry good, but she doesn't know things.
Interviewer: She doesn't knowr iNhat is it she doesn't know?
Luis: She doesn't know who was killed the other day.
Interviewer: Who was killed?
Luis: You're just like her. It was that person whom they threw a bomb

during the parade.
Interviewer: Oh. yes. Sadat. Do von know why they killed him:
inis: Yes, because he was a friend of the gringos [the Amelicans].
Interviewer; And your teadier didn't know that.
Luii: No. she doesn't like to speak about those things.
Interviewer: Why do von say that?
Luis: Because when I try to talk to her she s'ars "shhhh better keep

quiet-

( later]
Intervnwer: Do you talk to your tea her:
Luis: No!
Interviewer: Why is that?
Luis: Because I can't!
Interviewer: Why?
Luis: Because I can't , only sometimes!
Intervirwer: Oh, sometimes! And what do vou talk about tlwn:
Luis: About lessons only. but I don't remember.
Interviewer: Does she talk to you about your homework?
Luis: No, she only corrects my notebook.
Interviewer: And when she looks at it what does site say?

"Wrong" someday's. Sotnedays "good."
Interiiewer: And does she call you to the board?
Luis: Only once. have I been called!
Interviewer: Only once this year?
Luis [aflinnadvely1: Mtmnin.
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[Later]
Interviewer: And do you talk to your dad?
Luis: Yes.
Infrrviewer: What about?
Luis: About reading, adding, subtracting!
Infrrviewer: Don't you speak about football, your home, other things?
Luis: No, only sometimes about football.

[Later]
Interviewer: With whom do you prefer to talk?
Luis: With my friends!

[I zter]
Interviewer: What do you do on Saturdays and Sundays when you are not

in school?
Luis: I play a bit, then go with my dad to the Alto.
Interviewer: To the Alto? Is your home there?
Luis: No, my home is not there! I go there to sell machines.
Intemiewer You sell machines? You help your dad in his work?
Luis: Yes, w sell machines.
Interviewer: And how much does the machine cost?
Luis: It sells at about eight thousand pesos!
Interviewer: What kind of a machine is it?
Luis: A sewing machine.

As we reflected on the material in our observation and interview notes,
it was easy to detect the nature of the power structure that supports the roles
these children will play as they grow up in a society that diminishes participation
(or the poor and indigenous groups. It was also easy to notice the cultural
competing forces in their lives: that of the school or urban culture and that
of the Aymara community) These examples lead us to suggest that as early
as primary school, the destinies of Aymara children are moulded as they
are shown the superiority of urban Spanish culture and are socialized into
accepting that their ethnic origins make them servants of that culture. In
summary, as witnesses to authoritarian, one-sided modes of communication
requiting specific responses, we understood how children might find it easier
to be compliant and uncritical and, like their parents, remain silent.

A good example of the distance between the two worlds was given during
a meeting one of the schools of the mothers' club. The attendees at this
meeting were distributed into three distinct groups. The women who spoke
only Spanish and wore skirts sat in the centre of the room. They were the
only women that spoke out and influenced the outcome of the meeting. The
women seated on the' floor at each side of the room, toward the front, spoke
Spanish and Aymara; they spoke to the women in the centre of the room
in Spanish and spoke among themselves in Aymara. The group of wonwn
seated on the floor at the hack of' the room wore the Indian pollera (full
skirt) and spoke only Aymara. These women never spoke out during the
meeting or to anyone' in the other groups; they only spoke among themselves.

The feeling of belonging to the lower echelons of society and, therefore,
having little influence was voiced by the mother of a child in one of the
schools.

'Other studies On the Bolivian rural education system have reaffirmed this view. even when
experiences such as the Ayullu School, based on the indigenous system of social organization,
had been implemented (see Huacani et al. l)78).
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Yes, I'm on good terms with the teachers. I am a humble woman and should
not argue back. I don't like to argue when they [the teachers] explains
us about the euaa [money for school activities]. They just tell me how much
it is and I give it.

Teaching in Pampahasi: A Different Style
Senora Rosa had been lucky to begin her pvlessiona?career in the

provinces in a school where there was a desire to ch1nge established practices
for the benefit of pupils. After completing her 2-year "apprenticeship" there.
she went to another pmvincial school where she was able to try out new
teaching techniques: "The nuns allowed me to carry out group teaching;
they placed emphasis on personalized work. We were able to work with parents,
and engage with them in educational activities." As a young teacher having
taught for only 7 years and haying been in supportive school environments,
senora Rosa had not suffered the frustration experienced by many of her
colleagues.

The headmaster of the school at Pampahasi, where we found senora
Rosa, was a warm-hearted, sincere educator. lie was one of the few teachers
we encountered who felt happy with what he was doing.

Yes, I am happy'. From the beginning, from the time I began as a teacher.
I tried to serve education and to perform effectively . I like to work
in poor neighbourhoods because I can adapt to such situations. I come
from that cilium. so it can be said that I can adapt, I can talk, I can speak
in the vernacular language's.

Senora Rosa was teaching 4th- and 5th-year classes in one room when
we observed her lessons, She had thinv 4th- and thirteen 5th-year students
and was responsible for a 3rd-war group. Her teaching style conformed to
the npical questioning pattern found in other classrooms, but we noticed
that she was concerned with introducing meaning and relevance to her
questions and with allowing her pupils to contribute to the lesson.

Teacher The first, the first number. Which is it?
PupiLs [some together]: Oiw.
Teacher: And the second One?
PuMts (more of them together]: Iwo.
[They cominue in this way until the teacher reaches I n
'Tew.her And number eleven, what would it be?
Pupils [several together]: Eleventh.
'Teadit7.. And twentv?
PupiLs [thinking]: Mmmm.
Girt. Twentieth.
(The transformation from "twent; to "'twentieth.' is mine difficult in

Spanish than in English.]
Boy: Two-tenths.
'reacher: What Ema has said is right. but she must pronounce it caretu:h.
[The teacher refers to the correct pronunciation of the "N sound

whidi in Spanish tends to be confused with -V soundi
Bov: Can you teach us twentv, thirty., firm?
Teacher Yes. we will go on. Now, what would thirty be%
Bor Thirtieth.
Teacher Very well, but repeat with me thirtieth.
liwelu7: Do vou remember who arrived in the tenth place in the: cal race?

lOO
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[She refers to a race held the previous Sunday.]
[Pupils remain silent for a while.]
Boy: Carlos the Chinese.
Thither: Who arrived in the thirtieth place?
[Pupils remain silent.]
Teacher: Well, you will have to find out. You will have w ad the newspaper.

Why do you say first, second, third, or fourth?
Boy: In order to learn how to write.
Another boy: Because it is orderly.
A girt Yes, to order.
Teachtr: Yes, we know that these numbers allow us to establish an order

and that is why they are called ordinals.
Teacher: Now, let us see the order in which you have finished your

compositions an activity in which they had been engaged earlier].

Several things make this example atypical. First, the teacher alerts children
to changes they should think about as they recite the ordinal numbers. Moving
from the 19th to the 20th ordinal in Spanish involves a change in the word
ending as well as a change in the rationale for deciding how the coming
ordinals should be named. The teacher stops when she reaches the llth
ordinal and emphasizes the question. Children need to recognize that,
although the first 10 ordinals involve adding the ending into or avo to the
cardinal number, when they reach the 20th ordinal, they must use a totally
new word, vige.iimo, and proceed in this manner to say trigesimo (30th),
ruadragesinw (40th), and so on. Second, the teacher drills this lesson by using
examples relevant to the children's experience. For example, she refers to
the winner of' last week's car race, which most children in the community
would know about. Finally, her questioning mode is less reliant on factual
information and more reliant on reasoning, while providing new information
Or telling children how they can obtain information: "Adela, you will have
to find out! You will have to read the newspaper."

A contrasting segment is presented at the beginning of this chapter (p. xx),
with the ritualization of activities such as dictation, the arbitrary changes of
activities. the usc of examples removed from the children's experience (such
as a pimio). and the forcing of' the chikiren's responses into a predefitwd
mould.

Reading the newspaper was an activity that senora Rosa encouraged,
mostly to develop language skills. Ilie children were asked to bring clippings
about news the, found imponant and these were discussed in class. She
also encouraged group activities involving leadership roles as well as personal
responsibility. A good example was the pantomime activity. After showing
the children what to do, senora RoYa asked them to form groups of 5-10
and elect a representative. 'File groups were to enact a storY in mime and
the rest of the class was to discover what each stoty was about. After allowing

for the children to prepare their sketches, each group was asked to
perlomi.

Tpachrl: We shall begin with Tito's group.
[Tlw polio performs their act]
'reacher (to the rest of the class]: What did you see?
Boy: They went to the woods, they got tired, they had a drink. they au.,

they filled their rucksacks, returned, had a drink, and went to sleep when
it got late.
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Teadwr Who else can tell me what he or shc saw?
Boy: They went to the woods, they walked a lot, they had a sandwich, had

a drink, and went to sleep.
Teacher Now, can you criticize the group's performance. For example, who

did not do anything, who did not work, who made mistakes. Especially,
who expressed better on their faces fatigue, happiness, thirst, hunger;'

Sandra: Hugo did it best.
Tuo: The girls were talking; they did not carry their rucksacks, they did

nothing. lingo and Walter were the best.
Teacher: Now, let's have the group explain to us what they wanted to show.

An obvious purpose of this activity was to stimulate the children's
imagitration and their narrative skills. However, unless one understands that
the children in this class could speak little Spanish and lived in an isolated
community, it is hard to grasp the full importance of activities such as this.
In addition, opportunities were given for criticism, as in the last of the actors'
performances and the girls' inactivity, and for eliciting the reasons for carrying
Out certain actions, as in the explanation of the meaning of the' show.

In exploring senora Rosa's concept of teaching, we relied not only on
the Observation of her classroom style but also on her out of class activities,
on her relationship with parents, the headmaster, and other teachers, and
On what the children had to say about her; we also considered her own
view's about education. We found that senora Rosa had a better working
relationship with her headmaster than did the other teachers in this study.
For example, senora Rosa agreed with her headmaster that the' curriculum,
although a framework for teaching, need not he adhered to slavishly.

I think it [the cuniculuml is well conceived. but it does not relate properly
to different environments. So we have to take horn it what is needed. in
accordance with what this area and its pupils require. Of course. I know
that not even 20q of the pupils here will reach the university'. but that
is why we take more care than needed, so that they learn the basic four
operations, so that they can survive if they have to sell potatoes. mid we
concern ourselves that they also learn to write and measure, and think
anti express themselves

On the strength of her belief that to educate properly she must understand
her children, during her free time, senora Rosa enrolled in a course On
learning disabilities at a nearby medical centre. As the course progressed,
she endeavoured to convey something of what she was learning to her
colleagues at school. The school also followed this line of preoccupation
and had enlisted the services of the same medical centre to diagnose children
with learning disabilities or other related problems.

A special concern of senora Rosa was her relationship with the parents.
Most of the teachers in the other schools referred to parents as begin
"irresponsible, uncomimmicative, averse to participate in school activities and
who couldn't care less fOr them, who let their children do as they please."
Senora Rosa thought otherwise: "With parents, we have very good relation-
ships; we have a lot of contact, they are very open. they trust me quite a
bit."

For her pupils, senora Rosa acted as a bridge between what occurred
at school and what occurred in the rest of their world (the street and their
family). From parents she elicited a sense of trust that enabled them to speak
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In Bolivia, Indian mothers often spent much of the day around the school. Here they are seen
watching their children during &rah time.

ef their family situation, while also helping them to know and understand
something of what she was doing with their children at school.

Throughout our conversations with this teacher, we were able to detect
her care for the children and her belief in their value as individuals. This
attitude strongly contrasted with the denigratory attitudes observed in other
classrooms, aptly summarized in a mother's frustration at the labeling of her
child by the teacher.

The teacher is bad. She tells him "you are an ass." I think they have
traumatized Boris . He has been told "you're an ass" and that's it .. .

and Boris came back one day and said to me: "I'm an ass mumi, and I'm
not going back to school!"

Senora Rosa believed that "as teachers we must treat our children with
respect and affection, they are persons, or don't we know it?" She also
considered it imponant to "know what they think, wlv.i they feel, what they
suffer. These, our children, suffer a lot and it seems s though we teachers
do not know it and that is why we are strict with them and scold them . . . ."

To believe in somebody else is to recognize their rights as an individual,
even when that involves criticism.

1 like the kids a lot, because they are very vivacious . . and I like it if
they scold me when I arrive late [she lives very far]. I allow them to criticize
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me, to wIl me that I cannot do this or tha: .... Sometimes I tell them
that they must stay on until one o'clock (they normally leave at noon].
They may say no to this, "we will leave when the bell rings!" I like it if
the children are not afraid, if they respond, if they question.

Obviously, to allow children to '..vice their opinion and even to criticize
denotes a sense of professional security. In fact, senora Rosa appeared to
be convinced that her acts were important both for the children as well as
for the school. Her pupils also appreciated this attitude. We asked an
11-year-old boy whether he liked school.

Boy: Yes, of course, I can do many things!
1710-114Wer: What?
Boy: Well , I can play, learn, read, laugh, play.
Irotervuwer How do you do all that? Doesn't your teacher scold you?
/Ivy: Miss? No, she is always very good. She can also laugh: she tells us

we have to talk and "be yourselves, that's why you're here, to be %/ourselves,-
and I'm like that.

Interviewer: Does your teacher know your parents?
Boy: My mother, yes; my dad is not here, he is working in Alto Beni.
Interviewer: Does she speak Hutch to your mom?
Boy: My teacher?
Interviewer: Yes.
Boy: Yes, she had gone to my house and asked to come to study tram-log

to the litetacy lessons],
Irifrrvuwer: And do you like it if your mom comes to learn?
Roy: With my teacher, yes; with others, no!
Interviewer: Why not with others?
Boy: Because the others are bad.

This boy's judgment was simple and concrete: teachers are "goo(l or
"bad." In this statement, he seemed u) encompass a whole gamut of feelings
anti experiences. lie wanted his mother to panake of his own experience
with the good teacher and not of those with other teachers, which might
have made her unhappy.

Senora Rosa's vi,.ws about success and failure, discipline, and how
knowledge should be conveyed underscore her view of the role of schooling.
On the one hand, she acknowledged that a child's success in school is largely
conditioned by his or her htnne background.

'i;ack of food. cultural environment as many children have no other hooks
than those texts they use in school nor do they learn much othet than
what we tell them at school, they don't even have the hance of going
to the zoo.

On the other hand, she acknowledged that teachers were also at fault.
A child is not necessarily a failure if he does not do his homework, especially
it after school he "must go out to work." Children do not fail because of
not having completed schooling on au'ount of personal or economic reasons.
There arc. no failures, as long as children in school have been considered
as individuals and there has been an 01On to provide diem with the necessary
basic skills. Therefore, diplomas and pH/es are also no indication of success.

. no, because' that good pupil with prizes may ha-e Collie with all that
is needed to make him a good pupil: memory, intelligence'. But the clnld
without prizes might be an excellent person. who reflects more hut does
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not respond in exantinations as we require him to, that is, by rote repetition;
or it may he that we do not understand the wav in which he understands
things. Discipline in school, is not just to form lines, to remain silent; it
is not to have children sitting still without moying. I think that children's
orderly participation in class, that they talk, that they converse among
themselves -- that is discipline --- and I think we hat.c tuanwd a bit of
that.

Senora Rosa's views on this matter sharply contrasted with what we saw
in other classrooms and with what we heat d other teadiers say.

Discipline is that pupils obey their teacher when they iire told to stop talking,
to be seated, to be quiet. When I give my explanatiolis, the class must be
completely silent. When I notice somebody who is talking I ask him a
question ... iii order to maintain discipline.

To ensure that her children gain something while going through school
(for whatever time Cut might be). senora Rosa tried to plan her work carefully:
this was a general school practice.

We plan weekly, but also cor eacla topic and we consider the children's
-ds that we diagnosed at the beginning of the year; we also carry out

a gent rill diagnosis ... and I think that now the kids in my class more
or less ktvw what they need and they even ask to learn some topics. For
example, when we spoke about breathing arid the digestive system many
wanted to know about sicknesses, lum thev can be cured, how thes Lan
he avoided.

In the best of pedagogic tradition, senora Rosa also knew what she would
like her children to attain,

For me. in matils.1 think that it's imponant that they learn ne basic op/.1 a6(ms
and, in Iangnage, that they learn to write, that thes be ahn. to write
compositions, to summarim: thA they leam to read the newspaper atn1

rot this we haSe worked a lot with clippings.

Effects
condinu.d to visit Pampahasi for I 'rai after concludir,g the ob-

servations that fOrtn the basis of this ( haptet. Senora Rosa's children were
all promoted and there were no drop outs. In this respect, however, the
school rates also were low: 14 of 84 lst-vear pupils and 9 of tt4 2nd-vear
pupils dropped out and there were olds. 4 trpeaters Ui die 2nd veal.. Ihese
1::(Ines are important only as an external criterion of success for the AChOol
Ind for senora Rosa's pupils: what really should be considet eti are the aims
senora Rosa had set for her children, Had she achieved what she hoped
for?

During Our 2nd year of observation, wr etll Owinged several changes
in the school. 'Huge were now more teachers, so senora Rwa no longer
had to teach 2 years together. in One group plus a third group. She taught
°Ili:, is( year, lier former pupils had other ;cachet's. We observed the new
1,:r-vea1 dass comprisMg her old 3rd-yeas pupils. We found the children
suggesting topics for discussion Ind addressing their teacher with relative
ease: this, in tarn, w:is stimulating the teacher to respond with equal ease .
Pupils sat in a square in the room and had no difficulty in quickly forming
gioups when request:d l'hey were not afraid of talking occasionally to eadt
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other or of occasionally voicing dissatisfaction to something their new teacher
said. Although the teacher in this class used a style that presumably had
not altered since she left Normal School, she did not force a rigid disciplinar-
ian atmosphere upon the class. In this, she let herself be guided by the
children's own behaviour.

Those purls of senora Rosa whe were now in the 5th grade . hibited
a similar behaviour to that of the 4th-year class. They were able to easily
handle group activities and were setting the pace for a relaxed and com-
municative atmosphere between teacher and pupils. They did not shy front
questioning, a fact that pleased die new teacher to the extent that she confessed
herself to be "happy with my children because they are different from the
others."

The new teachers at this school were also, in a way, exceptional. They
were more politically committed than previous teachers, and this may explain
their openness to pupil participation in the teaching process. However, they
were also less preoccupied with everyday teaching issues and more vocal
on macrosocial ptoblems. Li:Men-innately, this was becoming a source of tension
within the school.

A Postscript
The teacher desciibed in tlai.; chapter behaved differently; ber headwaster

and. to a certain extein. the whole school were also different. We were at
ease in this school. The anguish that we shared with the child-en of other
schools WitS gone.

.the school of Pampahasi had begun to break away from tradition and
function on the basis of a different educational philosophy. Children here
were allowed to acknowledge themselves as individuals, to engage in produc tive
group activ:ties. and to experience the imponance of their own contribution
to the lewning process: but for how long would they be able to do so? Wimld
the children or their teachers he allowed to continue or would they even
want to continue when having to face the inevitable clash with the external
system? For it is the external system that sets the frame within which the
teat hers and tlw students must move and, indeed, tlw frame is very limited.
It imposes bureaucrafic structures that require acquiescence if promotion is
ever to be achieved, work conditions that are taxing on the teacher both
phsskallv and mentally, and primary-school salaries that are close to those
of an unskilled worker. In addition, there is a sense of frustration that
overcomes a teacher who is not necessarily moved by high ideals and who
has chosen her profession aF. a means of social ascent. In fact, instead of
the bright. socially alert children of the middle class, she has to teach children
lion] social groups considered the lowest and most alien: the i',!..iaras, the
Quechuas. and other sectors of the poor population.

The teacher and school we have described were different not only because
ot their care fOr the children but also because of their appreciation for Aymara
cultural values. In an interview, the school head teacher expressed this
understanding.

Yes. I ani haw hotn the time I began as a teacher I tried to contribute
to education and to t artN out an effective work.
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Especially as regards the poor communities, I feel I am able to adapt to
their situation, perhaps because I come from that culture, so to say, I am
able to adapt. I can converse, I can even speak the native language.

The children of my school are humble, yes, they are poor. They are Aymaras,
humble, almost without discipline problems: they are not rebels, they are
peaceful. In a way they are different from the city children who seem to
lack motivation; the children here are not like that.

With changes that to others might seem minimal, such as the encour-
agenwnt of group activities, this school had recognized the natural commu-
nitatian structure of the Aymara Indians as well as the sense of loss that
the child;en experience when they leave the safety of their community to
go to school in the city. The most striking asp:ct of this study was discovering
that the children who learned to be themselves one year continued to be
so the next year by "fbrcing," in a sense, their experieuce of school life
(learning, working, and playing together) on the new teacher. This, however,
given all it we had seen in other schools, constituted a break from tradition
in Bo liv:. .ociety, where schools for the pt.Nor are to provide only a taste
of the higiw. nilture. Our concluding reflections, therefore, led us to wonder
how successful senora Rosa or any other teacher might be in achieving a
lasting break ,v'th tradition.

Ijuacani, C., Mamani, E., Subirats, 197S. Wakisate -escuela-ayullu." El potque de
un fracas°. Centro Bolivian° de lnvestigaciOn Acci On Educativa, I.a Pai. Bolivia.
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School Failure: Who is Responsible?

Gabriela Lopez, Jenny Assael, and Elisa Neumann

Children who in school are "no-one's land," a teacher was heard
to say. Neither school, nor teachers, nor parents take responsibility for failure.
Often the child is blamed for his or her defeat or the causes are traced
to sodal problems that can only be solved when distant utopias come into
being.

In this chapter, we narrate our attempts to search the school environment
for the circumstances and conditions connected with school failure. We have
understood school failure to be the process whereby a child desists from
complying with school requirements for learning and behaviour and is
eventually punished by the system (through examination failure or repetition
of the school year). We have assumed that within the school and especially
in the teaching relationships, there are situations that, if described and reflected
upon, will help to detect the origins of and the processes whereby children
are classified as successes or failures. We have also assumed that such
classifications are related to underlying interpretations that social and school
actors ascribe to "school failure" and that poor children do not fail only
because they are poor (although their chances of succeeding are less).

We carried out our study in fbur st-year classrooms of two primary schools
in the city of Santiago, Chile. Both were located in and received students
from working-class areas. During the entire school year, we looked "ethno-
gaphically" at the structure of the schools, their people, and their events.
We talked to parents, children, and teachers; we observed the development
of lessons, life in the playground, and took part in parent-teacher meetings.
As time wore on, we focused on those children who were initially part of
an undifferentiated group but later emerged as potential "school failures,"
and we tried to understand why this had happened. Throughout the study,
we paid special attention to the teachers, as they appeared clearly responsible
for the structure and conduct of the teaching-learning processes within the
classroom.

After examining a mountain of' notes and interpreting these accounts,
we recognized that a child's decision to opt out, however conscious, was an
important factor in that child's failure. Failure is imminent when the child
perceives himself' or herself as being unable to work successfully. Ilow does
this perception arise? What is the role, in this respect, of school and home
experiences as they relate to learning performance flow are these experiences
shaped through the perceptions and activities of the various people involved
ir the process of schooling? We attempt to give some descriptive response
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to these questions in this chapter. To that end, we selected some noticeable
evems embedded in the classroom teaching practices and considered parents',
teachers', and children's perceptions rewarding success and failure. We also
examined the process of attribution of responsibility for school failure as
we were able to understand it from each actor's words and actions.

Construction of School Failure

One way of looking at "school failure" is to liken it to a yardstick held
by those in charge of the educational pro-ess. As performance is assessed
and measured, a child's position in the success-failure scale is determined
by his or her placement along this yardstick. The school system in Chile
has a definition of failure that, for the 1st year of primary school, emphasizes
school attendance and fulffilmem of stated objectives: to read, to write, and
to perform basic arithmetical operations. Failure is interpreted by the system
as the inability to fail such objectives, which is due either to structural
deficiencies that require specialized attention or to a personal lack of effort,
being, therefore, punishable. To determine where the problem lies, the Chilean
system requires the school to send a failing child to a diagnostic centre
(especially set up by the Ministry of Education for assessing the nature of
learning difficulties). The report produced by the centre may indicate the
need for placement in a special school or a remedial class, or determine
that the child is normal and that the observed difficulties are of a "personal"
nature.

Failure as interpreted by the teachers in our study was defined in several
wars:

In contrast to meanings assigned to "good" students:

A "good- student is one who works, who responds, who participates, who
is not a piece of furniture but a happv child who can be motivated and
who is enthusiastic.
My good student is one who is not just a "bookworm." but one who shows
interest. who investigates, who wants to learn niore than what is taughi .
who not only learns hy rote what is taught but who alwavs seine hes fin
1110te. and who is responsible.

As deficiencies in cognitive and behavioural patterns because of soc io-

economic or genetic factors:

Thete is a hereditary factor. a birth factot. and the cultural environment
surrounding povertY

The! t' are invversible consequent es of food problems that aff ect a child .

Nfost of the children here have conic to school without having had enough
terod I belk've that their learning problems are due to lae k of food,

Claudio is stiff handed, he finds e%erything difficult ... he ca'.'t use his
fingers to do plastic modeling. but he watches everuhing that the' others
do . What can one do with a case like this, cati tt'll me what to

As the level of parental cooperation with the sc hool:

. because there are parents who onk come to school on registration day
nd then again at the end of the year. They never look at their child'+
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notebook A successful child is the one whose parents check every day on
what he does, talk to him, require explanations for those things that are
not clear to them. We need their cooperation . . . and to make efforts together
in order to form habits in the children. Because the greatest problem one
has is how to torm habits.

Thus, the key words or phrases associated with the teachers' concept
of success were "responsible," "eager to learn," "intelligent," "has more
culture," and has "parents who care for his or her success." Parents, however,
interpreted failure as being linked to poor school reports and poor marks.

I always try to stimulate .... Yes, I pay 10 pesos for the VG [very good]
marks on tests, but don't pay for 6 [good] or S [average] marks.

He once came back with a bad mark. So I told him: listen Luis, that mark
is not good. You should not get those marks. If you do, you will repeat.
It never happened again. He is careful!

When he gets a good mark I kiss him; I show I am happy; he is also
happy and proud.

Throughout our observations, it was easy to see how the various concepts
of failiire were represented throughout the interaction processes between
children teachers, and parents and, in particular, how some classroom
practices reinforced the nature of such conceptions. To illustrate the way
in which wc saw failure being constructed, we have selected for discussion
two situations that refer to widespread classroom practices. The first is what
teachers call "Gctation." The second is the type of teacher classification of
pupils that, in rek ant literature, is refered to as "labeling."

Dictation

Practically all Chilean primary schools use dictation as a means of teaching
children to write and to spell, and as a mode of assessing pupil learning.
In this respect, the teachers we observed were no different.

I have dictation everyday; especially when I teach them a new letter I
imnwdiately have a dictation .... How else would they learn, if I don't
do this?

In three of the classrooms observed, however, dictation was a tedious
activity recogniied as such not only by some of the children but also by
their teachers.

Around this time [end of the year], what pupils are mostly bored of is dictation.
They are fed up because we have had so much of this. It's as if they were
tired.

Dictation was not only tedious, it was also a tension- and anxiety-producing
experience. The way in which dictation took place usually involved the teacher
calling a pupil to the board, dictating words letter by letter, and often reacting
very rapidly to the performance. Such reaction would consist of sentences
such as "Very good," "Go back to your seat and pay more attention to what
you are doing," or "What? Don't tell me you don't know that letter" (an
indication that the child had performed wrongly). The -atmosphere surround-
ing dictation was tense; for some pupils, it was a downgrading expetience.
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Petho had been told so often during dictation that his "hand was not loose
enough," that dictation had become a frustrating experience.

Pedro: Dictations never work with me [sad tone],
infrryiewer Yes, why is that?
Pedro: Because . I told you, because my hand isn't very loose [almost

angry tone].

Jorge was a child who suffered from an extreme fear of dictation. Three
months after the beginning of the year, Jorge still arrived at school crying.
His initial e.nd almost unnoticed shy tears gave way to downright shouting
at the school entrance. Aggressively, he would try to avoid entering the school
and his "scandalous behaviour" was noticed by other parents as they delivered
their children to school. Jot ge began to reject school. He was not yet considered
a "failure" child but only a nervous and awkward pupil. Why did Jorge cty?
The initial explanation of his teacher was

It's because he is like that. He get's nervous when he doesn't bring his
homework or is missing something. He cries even. day. His parents are
ver}r old. He is an only child.

Toward the t. nd of the year. the teacher had characterized the situation
more specifically: lorge cried because he was reminded of dictation." This
fear of Jorge, however, was interpreted as a product of parental anitudes
toward hint.

tie was influenced hv the way his parents dealt with hint. I often saw his
mother hit him in order to force him to enter the school,

Jorge's mother, however, saw things differently.

Jorge started in June this year to have problems. It began with the problem
of dictation. Dictation, dictation . nobody could get hint away from that!
At first, when it was time to go to school . . he would stan to cry saying
he did not want to go to school "because we will have dictation and I
will get things wrong." I told the teacher this but she "Don't worry!" But
something must have happened because he suddenh did not want to go
to school on account of the dictation, not because of reading or arithmetic.
I think he may nave had problems with dictation and may have been severely'
reprinumded, and he is so sensitive. He must have been frightened; why
did he suddenly have this problem? , He would en' all the way to school.
lie would get off the bus, cross the street, and start pulling me back saying
"I don't want to go, I don't want to go." all this scandal on the street!
He would throw himself on the pavement . The' teacher will never
acknowledge that it may have been her fault. because there was another
little girl who was experiencing the same thing: she was usually told off
hy the teacher in a very abrupt manner: "I'm telling you, you are lazy because
von are not studious . ." This is why. I think the same thing has happened
to Jorge and as all children are not the same, this one gets more frightened,
liere [ at home) he did his dictation; my husband helped him even' morning.
lie would ask -Daddy. dictate to me . ," It was perfectly correct when
he did it and yet he thought it would be wrong. I talked to the teacher
hoping to find out what was wrong and she told me he was nervous. They
gave me the name of a doctor and I took him to see her. She is treating
him . . She' gave him a tranquillizer. Thanks to God he is improving!
The dictations are excellent! It was just the dictation that caused it all. It
was the dictation, the die tation, the dictation! I was sick of it all . . iii



September, the doctor increased the dosage to be taken before going to
school.

We asked Jorge about his own views on the subject.

Interviewer Are you still having the medicine?
Jorge: Yes.
Interviewer: What is the medicine for?
Jorge: To ... to ... so that I stop coughing so much. ro stop me from

crying.
Interviewer: How was it that you stopped crying?

Jorge: Because they gave me a syrup.
Intemiewer: Did you cry because you were sad?
Jog: No! because I was afraid.
Interviewer: What were you afraid of?

Jorge: Dictations, but afterwards it went away.

Among his classmates, Jorge was noted for his odd behaviour.

Pamela: Jorge used to make a fuss. He would throw the teacher's hag around,
he would make a fuss, cty, answer his mother back, without respect, without
anything. Now he is quiet, he conies in quietly.

Interviewer Why do you think he did such things?
Pamela: Because he thought there would be reading or dictation and he

didn't want to come in because sometimes he didn't know . . .

Reading was similar in its effect to dictation.

Juanita: When the teacher asks int; about the lesson, she scolds me.
Interviewer: That happens when she scolds you?
Juanita: afraid.
Interviewer. Do you go on trading?
Juanita: No!
Interviewer (to another student]: Do you like to read?
Mario: Sometimes . Yety few times. It is very boring.
Interviewer: You say you don't like to study because it's boring.
Mario: Because the words I say don't come out well.

Mario's tnother told us "He acts very nervous when the teacher asks
him about the lesson. Ile cannot respond well. It's not the' same when I
review the lesson with him alone. here." The longer these. situations were
experienced as threatening by the children. the more difficuh it became foi
them to develop sufficient self.confidence to attempt their work successfully.

Labeling practices

As the year progressed, we were able to observe how teadiers (and others)
began to class4 pupils according to their behavioural patterns and to provide
them with various labels. In keeping with the sell-fulfdling prophecy, we were
able to see how a labeled child reinforced the behaviour implied by the
label and appeared to internalize a self-image. that accorded with that label.
Thus, children referred to as laiy behaved lazily and encouraged the rest
of their classmates and their teachers to treat them as being lazy. Among
the labels we heard, there were those that clearly led to the erosion of self--
image and self-esteem, and ostensibly affected a pupil's learning.

Labeling or nicknaming was found to sonic degree in all but one of'
the classes we observed: e.g., weeping Jorge (Jorge Iloron), Ximena, the' thief-
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(ladrona), conceited Miguel (arroganK baby Tomas (papa), absent-minded
Juan (pajaron), and smelly Eduardo (hediondo). These labels were suffiriently
public as to be shared by parents, children, and other teachers, although
it was not always clear where they had originated. For example, as a teacher
was telling us about Eduardo, whom she referred to as being smelly and
dirty ("they send him everyday to school aim"), we heard another boy shout
to him, "Hey, what are you doing smelly one?" When we interviewed F.duardo
he told us "They call me piojento" (someone who has lice). Eduardo eventually
failed his first grade and had to repeat the year.

Jose was called the egg beaded and his teacher told us

Oh, these children! The poor egg-headed kid! Once' we called his mother
because he had been ait and had a big bruise. His mother came and told
Inc "It's because my child is called egg headed." I was very sad when I
heard this, beceuse here we all call him egg headed. Teacher [X] pve
him that name and it stayed with him.

The pencil-box fool
Carlos was considered to be a lazy boy because he did nothing.

Throughout the year, he was referred to as lazy and in other pejorative ways
by both his teacher and his classmates. At the beginning of the year. Carlos
possessed all his school utensils and worked during lessons using his exercise
books and textbooks; he also dutifully did his homework By early June
(3 months after the beginning of the year), however, his teacher told us that
Carlos was a boy with problems. Also by then, the other children knew that
Carlos was "lazy." Carlos denied this vigorously.

Interviewer [to Carlos): Are you lazy?
Carlas: No!
Vanessa (t) the observer]: Carlos is Ian because he does nothing!
Gar/os: Those are lies!

On the same day that Carlos' teacher told us that he had problems,
she signaled bim out to the class as not having brought his coloured pencils
and as always having to borrow them hom other students.

Jorge (to the observer): Carlos doesn't have coloured pencils.
Teacher [hearing thisl: That's because the mothers of these children don't

buy them their coloured pencils.

We had noticed, however, that Carlos was a sh)...bild and that, generally.
he did not borrow anything from his classmates. We also had noticed that
his position in the classroom was such that he could not see the board very
well without leaning right over the table.

Carlos had also received other labels: "Charlie Chaplin" and the "pencil-
box foor (the reference to Chaplin in Chilean slang indicates an irresponsible'
or nonresponsive auhu(le to requirements and circumstances).

(The teacher walks to Carlos' table. She looks at his notebook and sees
that he has not written anything.]

'reacher; Again von have done nothing, Carlos. You are acting like Chaplin
achaptinaste). Carhm,

[Carlos looks at her with a tense, fixed gaie and sass nothing.]
Teacher [to the observer]: Carlos is on strike, he won't do anything.
Another Atudent: Charlie Chaplin!
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Teacher: His name is not Chaplin; we call him Chaplin because he acts
like Chaplin [se achaplina).

German (comes up to the teacher): Carlos is not doing anything, he is
bothering!

Teacher: What are you doing Cados?
German: He is playing with his pencil box.
Teacher: If that's so then he's not bothering you. Go and sit down, German!

In an interview Carlos' mother told us

He had a Superman pencil box, maybe you saw it. One day he came ho ne
and told me that the teacher had called him the pencil-box fool, that he
was the pencil-box fool. When I asked him again about this, he said that
the' teacher had told the other children: "Here is the pencil-box fool."

When we talked to Carlos, he told us that his classmates had broken
his pencil box.

Interviewer: And what did they say about the pencil box?
Carks: They said ... they called me the pencil-box fool.

Regardless of who initially wave him this label (Carlos told us it had
been his mother), the important fact was that it was used in the classroom,

School was an unfriendly place for Carlos. As the weeks went by, he
began to retreat and sit at his desk without responding to the teaching
requirements. He was tense and always sat on the edge of his chair as if
ready to jump up and go. He bit his nails, sucked his thumb, and, toward
the end of the year, sucked his whole hand. Our notes between the end
of June and the beginning of October point to the change that was taking
place.

23 June
ThIcher: Close your books for a while and look here!
[(;arlos obeys and closes his book immediately.)

11 August
Mather [to observer): Carlos is behaving terribly; yesterday, for example,

he was sitting at his desk and began to go red. After a while I asked
what was wrong, but he did not answer. He wanted to go to the toilet
but did not want to ask for permission.

6 September
[Carlos is silent; at thnes he looks up at the teacher. Most of the time lw

leans his head on the table hugging his books and things.)
6 October

[Carlos plays with the chair; does not look at the book, does not take pan
in the questioning-answering sequences that the teacher conducts.]

Obviously, Carlos' teacher was finding it difficult to cope with him.

Sometimes one feels defeated when one sees that the children don't learn.
For example, I feel terribly disappointed when I realize there is nothing
I can do with Carlos. I don't know what to do! I despair, I search, I think,
but of no avail. One also needs help from the home and if it is not there,
then there's nothing one can do abc,at the child.

Carlos was sent to a diagnostic centre and when his report came back
to the teacher, she understood it to mean that Carlos' deficiencies and
limitations would not allow him to pertbrm like other children, or, at least,
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that they were limitations she did not think she could deal with. She had
not completely written him off, however.

f-k is not dumb, so I think it is good for him to repeat the year , . lie
will be more mature; he will be able to learn, though he will never be
a bright student.

Carlos had an unfortunate family background. His parents seemed to
have separated, the family lived in one room, and there was not enough
money for basic needs. His father was unemployed and did not contribute
to the support of Carlos or his mother. His mother worked for the Minimum
Employment Programme and earned about USD 100 per month. Carlos' school
experience's were also bad. By the end of the year, he had not only indicated
a rejection of school but also of his mother, whom he seemed to consider
responsible for his school problems. To make matters worse, as his school
situation deteriorated, Carlos' mother blamed the teacher and refused to
comply with various school requirements. This limber reinforced Carlos' poor
standing in school.

In September, Carlos' mother decided that he should repeat the year
and planned to transkr him to another school; however, Carlos remained
in school to the end of the year (December). His self-image by then was
that of a "lazy" child: "It's because I watch so hatch tele. Nobody wants
to play with me because I'm lazy."

Ximena, the thief
Not only was Ximena lazy because she did nothing, hut she was also

called a thief'. Quite spontaneously. Xinwna was in the habit of taking fruit
and other things from her classmates. Her teacher told us about this habit.

She is a tenible child. She does terrible things! Yesterday there was a circus
here at the school. One child brought a packet of biscuits, a big one, to
eat while he watched the circus. Ximena somehow managed to enter the
teem and to take the biscuits as well as a ticket from the cirrus from another
pupil. When asked if she was responsible for this, she showed me the crumbs
still left in the bag and acknowledged that she had taken the biscuits, She
does not deny these acts. The other dav, in front of everybody, she took
a banana from another boy's bag and ate it.

Ximena was treated as a failure student and it is not clear if this was
due to her habit of stealing or whether the habit developed as a result of
her frustrated school experiences. The following excerpt from a teaching
interaction illustrates the type of experiences that Xinwna was often subjected
to.

Teacher: Ximesia. conic here!
[Ximena walks to the chalkboard and is asked to write a number. She is

left handed. She writes the number 2 and the. wacher tells her it is wrong.]
Ximena: Four!
Teacher: All righ, four!
[Ximena writes the number 4 slowly with her left hand. The teacher puts

a plus sign next to the number and Ximena writes 3 instead of the I

that was required.]
Teacher: That's not a one. What numbei is that?
Other children fin chorus]: Three!
Teacher [with bothered tone]: Go on, then, write I.
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[Ximena looks at the board and does not write anything; a few seconds
transpire.]

Teacher: Sit down and watch what someone else does!
[Several children shout "I," "1.1
Teacher Maruja, you are so quiet! Come here!
[Maruja goes to the chalkboard and the teacher holds her hand as she

attempts to write the number I. However, she writes the number reversed.]
Teacher: No, that number is reversed.
[She erases it and then holds Maruja's hand and helps her to write the

number 5 which is the correct result of 4 + 1.1

It was obvious that laruja and Ximena received different treatments: one
experienced a caring type of help; the other, rejection.

Ximena left school around the middle of the year. Her teacher told
us that this was due to her mother's problems at home; she was not able
to care for the girl and iia:t thus decided to send Ximena away to live with
an aunt. From other parents, however, we heard that the girl had been
transferred to another school because of her difficulties with the teacher.

Recovery

When Jorge stopped crying, he was freed from his nickname, el lloron
(the weeper). His mother worked with him on the notion that he was a capable
boy and could perform well during dictation. Jorge spoke of his teacher with
affection: "I love you . . . I like to come school . . . and I am learning, am
I not?" As she acknowledged these feelings, Jorge's teacher extracted from
him the promise that "I will never cry again!"

Most of the children who had been labeled pejoratively were not able,
like Jorge, to recover their sense of self-esteem and, as we have seen, ended
up leaving the school or remaining there but being uninvolved in its activities.

Iniervinver: Does your teacher like you?
I.uis: No!
Interviewer: Why?
Luis: Because I'm ugly!
Interviewer: Did she tell you that?
[Luis nods affirmatively.]
Interviewtr: Do you think it's true?
Luis; I am ugly!

Luis progressively repudiated both his school and teach 'r: as his mother
explained

He first wanted to be taken out of school. He did not want to be with
atnitic Miriam [reference to the teadier]. He insisted on that for a long
time .. around the middle of the year he wanted to be changed from
school. Maybe this affected him, because from then on he began to fail.

Family and school

The quality of parent-school relationships (which, in the case of the
schools observed, was primarily mother-teacher) appeared to be a very
impollant ffictot of the children's degree of success. We found that children
who failed their 1st year had parents who, as judged by teachers, in general,
did not relate "appropriately" to the school.
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Parents and teachem face each other with a set of mutual demands and
attribution of responsibility reprding a child's school attainment. The schools
we observed required from parents cooperation ranging from material
contributions to help in the actual teaching process. Parents, however, expected
teachers to solve most of their children's learning problems.

Through the analysis of interviews and the observation of parent-teacher
meetings, we came to the conclusion that school and home were, in fact,
two culturally different worlds that did not always meet. On one side was
the school, with its specific concept of learning; on the other side were families,
with their working-class experience of life. We found that teachers often could
understand neither the value system nor the logic displayed by their children's
parents and tended to downgrade their way of life. The school possessed
its own views of what was needed to be a "good pupil" and a "good parent."
For example, the teachers in our study considered that parent educational
level was crucial to their children's education. This, it was felt, was especially
important in the 1st year, when teachers expected parents to help with the
teaching of reading and writing.

A mother (refen-ing to the teaclwr's expectations]: She told me I had to
be in charge of teaching how to read .... Ile is slow in reading because
tlw teacher considers that it is not lwr obligation to teach him how to
read, t) check his lessons ....

As can be surmised, only parents with a higher educational level were
able to provide their children the kind of help the school expected of them.
Those parents who were unable to do so, especially those with children who
were experiencing learning difficulties, were considered inadequate by the
teachers. Perceiving such rejection, these parems resorted to indifkrence and
remained away from the school. One of the mothers told us about her
relationship with the teacher.

All they tell me is that he is dirn, that he loses his pencils. Ile leaves the
house clean. bur arrives lin school] dirty. [with his clothes] tont. This is
why I feel ashamed and do not go near her [the teacher].
I have not told her anything. She does not lead me to sincere myself. I
ani very reserved, what is mine is mine; it's mine, that's all. She's saving
all the time that my child is dirty; I feel less willing to talk to her.

I will not go to the meeting. I know they will protest and all that. But,
however, what happens is that I have not paid the fees. As soon as one
gets there they stan to ask for money. I don't have any money. They sav
"But how is it that she doesn't have 20 pesos," But. I don't and moreover
1 have not paid at all this year. One feels ashamed to have to give so
many explanations.

For the schools in our study, "good parents" were those who cooperated
submissively with the school; i.e., good parents paid their fees on time, took
pan in voluntary activities requested by the school, questioned the teacher
about their children's progress, helped or, if necessary, forced the children
to learn, provided or bought school utensils, and so on. A "trouble-making"
parent was one who did none of these things, one who attempted to undermine
the teacher's reputation by facing up to or criticizing her, or one who was
"insolent" or rude.
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The teachers considered the educational level of the parent to be crucial to their children's
education.

Teacher [talking at a parent-teacher meeting]: There are parents who cause
problems. They always let the Executive do everything, mothers who do
not collaborate. This can't be, they must cooperate in some form.

Teacher Parents are difficult! One said she would ask her husband to come
and deal with the teacher. Parents are very rude nowadays. They even
denounce a colleague. Imagine this! They are very difficult, and not only
in this class; the year C teacher had an awful thing happen to her . .

As we observed the parents' relationships to the school over the school
year, we noticed that whenever such a relationship deteriorated, so did the
children's attainment. Within the teaching context, the pupils involved were
then ostracized, reinforcing, in some cases, their parents' negative attitude.
Thus, we found a vicious circle that enveloped and affected the children.
In contrast, those parents who understood and accepted the school's explicit
message about what their attitude should be tended to have children who
did well in school. Looking more closely at the parents' or, more specifically,
at the mothers' mode of relating to the school, we noticed three different
attitudes.

Submissive mother

Mario was a Ist-year child who came from a very poor and illiterate
family of indigenous (mapuche) extraction. Not only had Mario not attended
preschool, but he had also enrolled in school after the rest of the children.
He was a quiet child and was considered to be well behaved. Around the
middle of the school year, his teacher declared that he was lagging behind,
that "he had not learned anything."

Mario's mother always visited the school and maintained a good rela-
tionship with the teacher. She did everything the school required from her
and, in status, placed herself below the teacher "The teacher knows best."
We detected this attitude through talking to the teacher and hearing how
she dealt with Mario's mother.
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I told her that not only should she care for Mario, but his lather should
do it also; they should not only help him with this homework but should
also come to meetings and visit the school regulatly iii or.ier to find out
about die chiki's pLogress. I made her understand ....

Mario's mother also told us "The teacher is very good! All the teachers
like me. That is why I am happy with them."

It was this type of relationship, it seemed to us, that incited the teacher
to pay special attention to Mario. She helped him individually and called
on the rest of the class to help him out. Thus, Mario was the only student
is his class who, after a correct performance at the chalkboard, was applauded
by his classmates. He also benefited from teacher attention after class time.
Toward the end of the year, the teacher told us "I find he has learned a
lot; but, of course, I have had to keep him by my side a lot, everv dav. But
he has already moved ahead."

Aggressive mother
Carlos, the child for whom the teacher could do nothing, had a different

type of motlwr. Ai perceived by the teacher

. .. the cases of Carlos and Mario are different, Although illiterate% Mario's
mother and father care about hint. She says to me: "Senorita, I want him
to learn and fimunatelv she helps hint. But with Carlos it's different.
Ilis mother does not bother at all about Carlos things, inn about his work.
She .ioes tun care!

As perceived by Carlos' mother
I consider that in school he is not taken at all into account At first,
I thought this teat her was good. But that's not so! If she sees other children
move ahead, she should help those that are lower down, help those that
lag behind.

NA`e noted an almost insurmountable conflict between teacher and mother
as time went by. As referred to earlier, the teacher perceived Carlos' mother
as someone unconcerned about her child and resented her lack of collab-
oration wit). tne teaching-learning activities, both in terms of not buying
what he needed and not helping him with his work. In turn, Carlos' mother
refused to participate in school activities because' she' felt the school was
not offering adequate help to her boy.

What I don't like is when they begin with their demands for money That's
about as much as I can take, because' if' they were conscious of what the
situation [economit j is they would not be asking money for this and that.
On top of that, I am not receiving any benefit from the teacher; at present.
I ant not receiving anything from her, she doesn't even care for the hew,
If she helped me with the boy, well, I would give money, but not like this.

Because Carlos' tnother did not pay the parent's association ke, sell
tickets fOr the school kte, or pay her dues for other festivities, Carlos was
prevented front participating in school events such as Mother's Day or the
End-of-School Day. Thus, Carlos ended up in an awkward situadon both
at school and at home. He was isolated from routine and special activnies
in school and his classmates did not play with him because he was considered
"laiy." Ile suffered because he had no pencils; his mother refused to buy
them because she was annoyed at the school's lack of coliCern fOr the child.
As previously mentioned, Carlos failed his 1st year and was asked to repeat.
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Shrewd mother
Tomas' mother had a similar type of relationship with the school as

that of Carlos' mother. She was considered a rude troublemaker and fbrmed
part of the group of parents who criticized the parent-teacher association
leadership. At one of their meetings, we heard her confront both the
chairperson and the teacher in a very strong and direct manner. She later
explained the grounds fbr her reaction at that meeting.

I !Ward from other children that the teacher says that he [Tomas] and
Carlos are lazy. They will not get anywhere ... that lazy ones do not get
anywhere. I find that what the teacher is doing with him is very wrong.
If anybodY is to ?apish him it should be me or his father, because in that
way he would not reject the teacher, because, as it is, she fighters him.
I consider that -Ne does not care for the boy as she ought to. If the boy
does not get on well in school, she should concern herself ....
hi spite of her feelings, this mother eventually realized that her attitude

was ausing even more problems for her boy. She recalled to us her Own
experience as a child.

One cminot go against the! teacher! When I was in school I was told that
the teacher is always right. Why? I was always sent to the lwad teacher's
()Hite because I argued with the teacher; know I'm very arrogant. I was
.ers arrogant. I always argued back so that my parents had to be sent for.
In the 1st Year I did not like the Spanish teacher; I went against her. I
si as the only otw that suffered as a result, hecaus:: when things come to
the t rum. Ii it is one who suffers.

Around ()tober (:i months before the end of the school year), Tomas'
mother stopped criticizing the teacher in front of other parents. She resigned
herself to the fat that Tomas would repeat the year; she did not make any
demands on him, but continued to send him to school. Around the same
time, the teacher began to change her attitude toward Tomas; she nagged
him less and helped him with some of his work. Tomas, in turn, after having
liNed in a world of his own, with vely little interaction with the. teacher and
the other children, began to emerge from this isolation and move into the
class mainstream, improving his work at school. 1114ot-innately, however, this
change came too late and Tomas was not able to fulfill the objectives laid
out for 1st vear by the Ministr of Education.

Referral to diagnostic centres
Afier a few weeks of observing their pupils' progress, the teachers had

tea( lied some decision about who they considered was performing adequately
and who was lagging behind. Problem children were classified as either
sal% ageabk, i.e., lazy but ....tit stupid, or not salvageable. Carlos, for example.
was considered salvageable because his main problem was la/ is "He is
not stupid, so 1 think it is good for him to repeat the year.' i'.ageable
children required extra support from their parents to succeed. Nonsalvageable
students, however, needed a closer identification of their problems and
specialized attention. The teachers considered themselves unable to de; 1 with
these children. Thus, they would refer the "problem" children to a diagnostic
Vntre to establish the na:ure of their disability or send them to a int dical

specialist (opthahnolog;st or speech therapist); however, they did not consider
that it was the teache- or the school's responsibility to make the necessary
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contacts for the referral. It was the parents' task to arrange the consulta
(appointment). On the whole, parents who were told to do this tried to get
an appointment; often, however, they had to wait over 3 months for the
appointment to materialize. In the meantime, the affected child knew that
something was wrong with him and that he should wait to see a "specialist."
By then, all those involved, parents, child, and teacher, had entered into

"waifing" condition. The child concerned no longer would be required
to work more than what he or she spontaneously wanted to do, i.e.. no
assignments or homework. If, by chance, such a pupil showed signs of desiring
to work like the others, this would neither be acknowledged nor encouraged.
Once the teacher had decided that she could not handle the problem, she
ceased to concern herself with the child.

The concern of a pupil who finally received a report from the diagnostic
centre was to find a place in a special class or school, if such a step had
been recommended by the report. Unfortunately, such places are scarce in
the city of Santiago, so the children in the classes we visited had to remain
in their schools without treatment and were eventually forced to repeat the
school year.

Who is Responsible for Failure?

In all the classes except one, we found pupils who were considered failures
and who somehow suffered the consequences of such a classification. TheY
either had to dmp out of school or repeat the year; often, they had to endure
months of isolation within the classroom situation. These failure children
were, in turn, surrounded by people who informed them of their standing
and often told them that they would not make it. How did these different
persons view the issue of responsibility for failure?

Teachers
On the whole, the teachers we talked to felt that the responsibility for

school failure was generally linked to the child's family situation. They
considered that if a child is having difficulties at school, it is the parents
who should take over and help in the learning processes. In the last instance,
a child's failure, as teachers considered it, is due to a lack of comnfitment
on the part of the family toward the child and the school. Along these lines.
teachers classified families in three types:

Educative families provide an environment favourable to learning.
These parents concern themselves with finding out about the child's
progress in school, help with homework, take their child to see
specialists if required (diagnostic centre, doctors, therapists), etc.
Noneducative families do not undertake any task related to the learning
needs of their children. These families discharge all their responsibility
on the school, do not help the children with their work, and do not
comply with the requests of the school.
Antieducafive families, in fact, penurb the child's learning possibilities.
These are broken families or families with serious socioemioinic
problems. Within these families, children are left to fend for themselves.

As teachers see the issue of responsibility, it is the parents who should
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come in and help the child who does not adapt to the learning pace established
in the classroom. If, when disadaptation begins to take place, parents have
not assumed their responsibility, they are labeled as non- or antieducative.
Carlos, to whom we referred earlier, came from such a family background.
As explained, his teacher felt that there was no help coming from his home
and that, therefore, he would have to face his problems alone: "He will learn
only what he can grasp in school and through his personal effort, because,
at home, no, with his mother, no!" Moreover, Carlos' teacher felt that Carlos'
mother was not only unconcerned about his education, but also did not care
for him: "I feel very Nom' for Carlos. for I have a feeling that he is left
alone and abandoned at home." However, this teacher also considered Carlos'
mother to be a troublemaker who not only had problems with the teacher.
but also with other parents.

1 !me the impression that this lady has problems at home, so she comes
to chuck all her resentment here; that is why she is resentful. I think she
is resentful.

Other children's learning difficulties were also attributed to the home.
Pamela. Ximena, Miguel, Jorge, and Tomas were all considered to belong
to families that, in differing degrees, were classified as noneducative. Pamela,
her teacher told us, had motor and concentration problems and required
lier mother's help with homework and a better learning environment at home.
Ximena was considered to belong to an antieducati-e family. Her parents
were separated and she was in the clwrge of a "sen.,crazy servant," while
her mother worked. In school, the girl "does nothing," "lies," and "steals"
the fruit from her friends. Miguel, however, belonged to an educative family
according to his teacher. Although his learning problems were rooted in
"problems at home," it was acknowledged that his mother was concerned
about how Miguel did at school; she collaborated with the parent-teacher
association and engaged a private teacher to help Miguel with his homework.
In spite of this effort, however, results were not good. Therefore, the teacher
declared this to be a case where specialist help was required, although
confessing that perhaps Miguel's mother was somewhat severe with him and
did not demonstrate sufficient affection. Jorge, who was not treated properly
by his parents, was also judged to he in a similar situation. Tomas' family
appeared to represent a typically noneducative case. He received no help
at all from his parents and was assessed as 1)eing too immature to be able
to succeed on his own. Although Mario's fiunily could also be considered
antieducative because of their very poor living conditions and the fact that
both parents were illiterate, the teacher was sympathetic toward them. This
was because Mario's mother, as shown earlier, was compliant with the teacher
and did not contradict her.

Parents
Teachers and other school personnel tended to be blamed by some

pat cuts for their child's failure. They felt that teachers had not showt t sufficient
care. The families of Carlos. Pamela, and Tomas declared vehunently that
it "was the teacher who had not been concerned about their progress as
she ought to." They felt that it was the school's responsibility to incite Otildren
to learn: "You are the teacher and you should know how to find the child's
style."
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Other parents, however, while acknowledging that they should be doing
something to help their children, considered themselves to be handicapped
for various reasons. They lacked the ternicas (skills) to deal with special
difficulties: "I do help him, but it doesn't work"; "I try my best hut he doesn't
work"; "I try my best, but he doesn't pay attention." They even felt a certain
degree of remorse: "Maybe it's because I am too strict with him."

There were also those parents who declared that a chill's problems were
of his own doing. "He has a caheza dura" (a blockhead), said Mario's mother,
while at the same time asserting her lack of skills to help him: "I told all
the teachers that I could not help him because I cannot read." Sometimes
evems at home made things even more difficult. Miguel's father had died
and this affected him more than could be foreseen. His mother considered
that this situation plus the fact that he was rebellious, disobedient, and had
ran away made it difficult for her to do anything. She did not know how
to face the problem and had given up: "I've lost patience. It's finished."

Students
As we considered our interviews with the children, we found that with

differing degrees of consciousness, in almost all cases, the children attributed
their failure to their own doing. We heard them assert their responsibility
when speaking about their obligation to "study and do homework." The
ci!i:tlien's articulations regarding their responsibility were coloured by the
messages received from surrounding adults. Carlos asserted he was born "like
that." adding "it's because I watch so much tele," a reason often given by
his mother for his failure. In other responses, the influence of teachers could
be detected as when they said they "must be responsible" in studying or
doing homework, in "bringing their school utensils," or in "carrying out what
the teacher says in class."

When faced with all these declarations of self-responsibility on the part
of children classified as failures, one cannot help but wonder what the
consequences of such perceptions might be on their later lives. These were
children between fi and 7 years of age beginning to face the life of school
and already resigned to the fact, as in the case of' Carlos, that they had
created their own failure.

Classmates
Classmates also appeared to have their view of who was responsible

for failing children. They ascribed failure to the problem children themselves:
"because they are lazy"; "he does nothing"; "he doesn't bring his coloured
pencils"; "he doesn't do his homework"; "the senorita teachvs her, but she
doesn't understand the things." These children also repeated what they heard
adults say: "They are lazy because at home they are not taught, they 'are
not given dictation, they don't do anything." They considered the model child
as "orderly and hard working" and applied this label to the best students.
To be "lazy" is a "bad example" that should not be imitated; hence, the
children should not befriend "lazy ones." Carlos was not only isolated from
his teacher and his mother, but found that at school his friends woald not
play with him. Only once did we perceive any feeling of companionship
from one of his mates. Tomas, who also happened to be considered a "lazy"
boy.
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School Failure and Teachers

Being centred on school events and processes, our research was par-
ticularly concerned with the teacher's role in the construction of failure.
Although aware that there could be explanations dealing with the various
components of school failure, our analysis centred on the importance of
the child's perception of his or her ability to learn,

In reviewing our notes and reflections from a year's observation in the
four classrooms, we found that children who were eventually told to repeat
the year had internalized a picture of themselves as incapable of learning.
These children went through initial failure experiences: in writing, their
characters were judged to be badly done, they could not recognize numbers
properly, and pictures were drawn incorrectly. For these and other reasons.
notably difficulties with parents, described throughout this chapter, these
children tended to become the subject of labeling practices. They,experienced,
justifiably or not, a hostile environment at school where notmal activities
such as learning to read or dictation became a threat and, hence, they were
progressively ignored by teachers, isolated by peers, and, in some cases,
condemned at home.

Children who failed obviously did not flt the teachers' concept of the
"good student." They did not "work," "respond," or "participate," were not
"enthusiastic," could not be "motivated," and did not want to "investigate,
to learn more than what was taught"; they WM' "rote" learners and behaved
"irresponsibly." Alter our observations, we wondered whether the teaching
practices we saw could have stimulated children to respond to the teachers'
definitions of a good student: "A good student is one who works, who responds.
who participates, who is not a piece of furniture, but a happy child who
can be motivated and who is enthusiastic." The following excerpt was drawn
from a lesson that had many elements in common with the kind of teaching
we saw in other classes. It suggests that the kind of pupil desired by teachers
might have no possibility of development if all teaching were like this sample.
In this case, the teacher had alerted the observer beforehand that her's was
a very unruly class: "All these children went through preschool, but they
developed no habits; they never stop talking, they leave everything lying
ifound, they don't even know how to tie their shve laces."

A lesson on sets

[The children talk constantly while the teacher nics tO organife the lesson
environment.]

Teacher: Put away your homework. Just keep Noll! coloured pencils out.
Pat [shouting happily]: Coloured. coloured!
eacher [to a studeml: Put that away het ause Um going to giYe You other

materials [she gives out some sheets].
Teacher [to the class]: Put that away because I'm going to pass out Other

tnatetials .... Turn tiw sheet downwaids [she shows how].
Tryicher: Does everybody have paper% Moilo. did I give you paper: Now.

look here!
IThe children are all talking, some turn to talk to a boy in the back}
Teacher.- Ready to begin? Let me see:
Students: Veceees!
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Teacher: In our last lesson we spoke of universal sets. Rodrigo Pereira
Better, cross your arms!

[later]
Teacher [explaining]: In our last lesson we spoke of universal sets; a universal

set contains all the elements.
Students: Yeeeeeees!
'Teacher: You, Fernando! If you don't pay attention you will not know what

to do. In our last lesson we drew the vegetable set. Edgardo, you are
not paying attention! Milli lo, look here! [She turns and draws on the
board.]

'feather Can we make a subset. Of what?
Students: Fruit!
Teacher What is there?
&talents: Pears and apples.
Teacher: What else?
Students: Trees,
Teacher: What else?
Students: Houses.
Teacher: Now, look here. You have a set; look here Claudia, you are coticerned

about everything except paying attention!
[The teacher begins to ask the children to call out the nanws of the elements

in the first set]
Students: Me, me!
[The teacher calls the students' names out.:
nacher: Rodrigo?
Rodrigo: Ships.
'Teacher: Milchor?
%1ikhor.' Fish.
Teacher: All right, fish.
[The teacher corrects because Milchor has said pescado meaning caught

fish as distinct from peces meaning live fish. However, she does not explain
the nature of this distinction.]

Teacher: Who can tell me the name of another. element?
tudents: Me, me!
Teacher: All right, you!
Student: Ships.
Teacher: We have alrea4 said that. What other elemen, ?
Student: Shark, shark!
Amther student [singing]: Tiburon, tiburon [a popular song in Spanish meaning

"Shark, shark'].
'Teacher: But of this set we will make four subsets.
[The teacher shows a sheet of paper.]
Teacher: lit'ork on your sheet without looking at your neighbour. without

talking. Let's see, one can be of ships, of seagulls. of fish, and ofanchors.
[The teacher or-gain/es the schoolbag of one of the girls.]
Teacher: We are going to work along. First, put your name on the paper!
Teacher [repeating instructions very quickly]: In the drawing there is a

universal set and you must make four subsets of seagulk, ships, am hors
and fish, Use black pencil first and then colour it!

[The teacher walks around.]
[I he mother of a child comes in with him and explains that he had a

control (medical appointment) and that now these are more frequent. The
teacher comes over- to me and tells me; "This is another problem child.
Ile works all right. but I have to be with him all the time." She bangs
the table lightly indicating that the children must pay attemion. She tells
me she will put the child that has just come in next to me so that I

can observe hint.]
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Children who failed experience a hostile environment at school where normal activities become
threatening.

[The teacher repeats for the boy's (Oscar) benefit. A girl is talking to someone
at the back; she is explaining what has to be done. The teacher walks
to her.]

Teacher: Fix your bag! You shouldn't be looking at your neighbour because
we have done this many times! Loreto, what do you want?

[The children stop talking. There is silence.]
[Boy talks to girl. Teacher walks by his side and looks at his sheet.]
Teacher [with irritated tone]: Use lead pencil first! Do it with the black lead

pencil first.
[The teacher walks to her desk. She then walks around.]
Teacher Mauricio, do you know why you don't do what you are supposed

to do, why you don't pay attention?
Teacher [to the class]: From this universal set of sea things you must make

four subsets of ships, seagulls, anchors, and fish.
Teacher [angrily]: Look, there is a child here who is doing trees!
Teacher [to a student]: You are doing another one and you haven't yet finished

the first one.
Teacher [to another student]: Michel has it almost ready. Jessica! Alexis!
[Student whistles; Oscar looks up and does not work. The teacher continues

to walk around.]
Teacher: What are you missiW How many ships are there?
[Silence.]
Teacher: Have you got an eras4..r. I'll lend )ou this one; careful with the

paper as it's not very good.
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Teacher: Look here for a minute! Below there' is another universal set. So
do another four subsets; because there are children who have finished.
What subsets can we make?

Students: Trees, flowers!
Teacher: And so on.
Oscar: Animals [she turns to another boy]. Bov, I can't do that star!
Sogio [turns and compares Oscar's pencil with his neighbour's]: look they

are the same size!
Mather [irritated): Sergio Lizana, work!
(A boy does the drawing for Sergio.]
Observer: Whv are von doing his work?'
Student: He doesn't know how to do stars.
Teadur [scolding tone]; Danilo use the black pencil! Rodrigo!
[A student stands and the teacher asks whether he has finished.]
Student: I lost my pencil.
TeacluT: Look for it.

[Later]
Teacher: Rodrigo, work and sit properlv!
[Student gets up and goes to show his work to atwitter b4Jv.1
Teacher [with initated tone]: Ivan Catalan, work work!
'bather [goes over to Ivan): What happened?
[Student shows his sheet of paper.]
Teacher: You've gone Out [beyond the lines]. What? You need an eraser?
(She gives him a piece of eraser and he cleans his sheet of paper.]
Ovar: This is difficuk!
(Sergio turns and looks at Oscar's anchors.]
Teacher: Setgio Litana. wink!
[Other children continue to talk. Oscar tries to draw the anchors as similarls

as possible to the model. He erases several times.]
(A child begins to crv. The teacher comes over to me.]
Teacher: There I have another problem, I don't know what's wrong

this child, he cries for anything. He's ctying because his paper is torn.
'Teacher [goes over to the student and gives him another sheet of paper]:

Take it and be' careful!
[Otw student helps another to do the work]

Water)
Sogio (turns): I think I have finished,
[Ile shows his sheet to Oscar. lk has placed trees in one of the circles

that should have sea-related subsets. I ask him why and he tells me it
belongs to the lower subset. I tell him it's wrong and he erases it.]

.SergUi: Oh, good! What an escape (referring to what might have happened
if the teacher had seen it was wTong.]

(Ile looks at his drawing.]
.Se ;gm: I hadn't put the iinchors.

[ Later]
Teacher [with angry tone]: Rodrigo Pereira. Maude it)!
(One student explains to another how to do the stars.)

[Later]
Mather [with an irritated tone]: Ivan Catalan, what are sou doing?
Ivan: I'm looking fin- an eraser.
Teacher: I gave von one before; vou've lost it already?
Tmcher fangritv]; Andrea, go to your seat. What do von want?
Andrea: An eraser.
Tew.her: Can't sour neighbour lend you one?

011Teacher (to another student]: Sergio Lizana, don't VDU mulct stand? Did

finish vour work? Then work.
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Practically all of this lesson was taken up with order motions, with the
children clearly not daring to request explanations, and with most of the
help needed being given by one child to another. There was no indication
of concern fbr initiative, imagination, or responsibility. The important orders
related to, for example, the type of pencil to use and the order of the task
(sea subset first, nature subset later). There was evidence of poor management
skills resulting in the teacher spending a lot of time dealing with requests
from the children for proper materials.

Another of the classes observed, however, had no students classified
as failures at the end of the school year. Abstracting from all other conditions
that might have contributed to such results, we looked at the teacher's
interaction with that class. We observed that she preferred to follow the
children's learning pace rather than ensure that objectives l)e rig;dly followed.
As she told us

The school program requires the children to read, but not fluently; it is
not necessary for them to recognize all the sounds, they do not have to
be fluent until the end of the second grade.

This teacher was equally concerned with acknowledging the children's
Own modes and needs. More than forcing discipline, she searched fbr difierent
strategies to use when she observed that her students were not responding
as she wanted them to. This might result in having them take a rest or haying
them go out and play. During lessons, she demonstrated warmth and afTecnon.
We never saw her shout or lose her selfIcontrol.

I never use harsh words with the children; it's like an inner thing I have .. .

I have never used a word that might hun a child.

.his teacher- indicated that she trusted the children's ability to learn.

hink mv class is an even one. Although there are differences some
aie slower than others all except two cases are salvageable. But what
I lack is time because vou cannot leave 38 students aside in ordei to care
for 2.

In spite of her saying this, we obser%ed that during the school vear she
did provide individual attention to those two children who were having
difficulties; she worked with them during recreation time or after the classes
were over. Juan Carlos was one of these students: he had speech difficulties
and could not learn to read. The teacher tried a different reading method
and, as often as possible, endeavoured to communicate to him her confidence
that he would be able to learn.

I do not want nor believe that .Juan Carlos will repeat the vear because
he has many good qualities. I think he does have specific learning problems
as he constantly forgets what he has leanit, even though he is keen to
work. Ile behaves very well; apparently he concentrates on what he is doing.
but has not been able to catch on the reading nice hanisins without forgetting.
Recently, we succeeded in something. but he still is far behind the rest.
I had to change the text he uses. I am now using a different reader with
him,

In her relationship with parents, this teacher tried to engage their aid
bv requesting them to be cautious in placing too many demands on the
children. She also asked them to refrain from punishing poor learning so
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as not to obstruct her work. This often meant placing her in opposition with
the parents. One parent told us

I demand from him that he do his homework, that he study, while the
senorita [teacher} tells me I should not demand so much, that I am too
demanding. She said that the boy would learn little by little, that he would
take some time, but that eventually he would learn. She told me to be patient.

There are no special reasons to believe that this teacher's class had
any better intake than the other classes, yet the classroom atmosphere and
the student results were different.

Teaching Conditions

On the issue of teacher responsibility for learning, it would be unfair
to exclude from these descriptions the working conditions that stn-round the
teaching process. As perceived by the teachers, the factors aftecting the quality
of their work were the poor material conditions, bureaucratic demands, lack
of adequate technical support, curricular deficiencies, extracurricular activities,
and, more recently, the consequences of the municipalization of the school
system.

The school buildings were not considered satisfactoty. The te:iclIcr whose
lesson on sets we have transcribed worked in a long narrow classroom with
small windows. The children were seated in pairs along two rows of chairs
separated by a narrow corridor. The surroundings were noisy.

In this school, another problem is that the premises are not adequate. In
winter, the toom is verv dark. It is too long, the children at the back cannot
hear nor see well. And so I have to keep on nmning backwards and fotwards.
The children are on top of each other. One catmot teach. You can't hear
anything. In itself it's difficult without adding the problem of the band [school
band playing in the gym).

The teachers felt they lacked support from other professionals sudi as
the guidance counselor.

The guidance counselor should be a hundred percent present in the school;
working with the children in workshops, in groups, in order to detect, to
give them a test, to begin to understand. Or they should test the parents,
give them films, talks and all those things. That's something ideal, ideal
because when one says that it could be that way, one is told that it is an
illusion, that it cannot be so. All that is important now is that there he
a lot of children ill order to get subsidy. If we find a child with a problem
he should be helped. What do we gain by notifting the problem? At the
beginning of the year we were asked to fill in a huge fonn fbr each child.
We did it and what, what has happened-r It was supposed to help the children,
but nothing has happened,

The curriculum prescriptions were perceived as an imposition mai
teachers resented their lack of participation in developing the curriculum.

From what I know, all comes from above and it has always been that way,
There never was a syllabus prepared by teachers. I think that if we are
talking about a primary curriculum then primary teachers should be called.
Now, look at the text issue. To me that was pure business! But we were
forced to use such a text.
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The teachers we interviewed were also unhappy about the quality of
both the programs and the' texts used.

I consider the programs to be unsatisfactory. In the first place, the maths
syllabus is too heavy and the textbooks are inadequate. The social sciences
syllabus is too short. There are only two or three social sciences items for
the year. Natural sciences is good because it has the new method. Special
techniques is too long. Thus, one subject does not relate to another.

Extracurricular activities were seen to interrupt the normal course of
activities, rather than to have an educational function, especially as they were
arranged not by the teacher but by the school lwad teacher or outside
authorities,

All those activities take up a lot of time. Because, just as we are becoming
involved in something we are taken away from it; and then one has to
work to set up an exhibition or get the children to recite a poem, or prepare
a number. We are interrupted and lose the thread of what we are teaching,
the children, especially considering that children are prone to become lost.
Too manv extnicurricular activities! We do not have a right to voice or
vote! We are not at all consulted!

As in all other systems, these teachers felt frustrated at the extremely
hierarchical and bureaucratic way in which school life was administered.

Sometime:- I have sent in reports (to the diagnostic centres) relating to
problems that affect a child , . and here there is a problem, too much
bureaucracy. One cannot decide to do something that might benefit a child
because first one has to go through the whole hierarchy. although I was
always told: liste.a colleague, it you think it's convenient, then do it!

-File most recent source of difficulties as perceived by the teachers was
the municipalization of the school system (see Chapter 1 As the schools
passed from centralized to local municipal control, all sorts of unforeseen
consequences affecting the teachers had emerged. For example, the new
municipalization ruling stipulated that fbr the schools to receive their State
subsidies, they must have an average daily. attendance of 45 pupils per
classroom. Teachers were' urged to see that the number of pupils did not
go down, even if they had to fetch their pupils from home. Teachers also
perceived this number of children as being excessive given the material
conditions under which they had to work.

I find that it is too much. It's too tnuch work, bet misc. there ate mothers
who want . for example. one saVs to Ine: -Did he dO hk honleWOI
Thev think that their hild k the onls one we hase to care for, but time
ate all the rest.

The ideal numbvr would be 15 more or less. But I think tine could do
a good job with 25. This is all the !lune necessan gisen the ptoblems and
ditlicultk.s of these children, if thes were better fed. the did not hae
the problems thev have now.

Not only did teachers have to perform their daily educ ational activities,
but the new municipal system had also added the burden of forms to fill
in and of more control on lesson preparation. Faced with these requirements.
teachers had to decide either to carry them out during lesson time or after
school when they were already tired and had other duties to perfiirm at
home.
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It's exhausting! Because one does not finish the work here but has to continue
at home. Of course. there are those who say "I don't take anything home."
But I can't do office itcthities here. I can't write, there has to be silence
and peace.
This is a recent requirement. I remember that before we only used to have
one theme. Now, as colleagues say we talk among ourselves we need
more time to plan, we waste our time, in this sense, instead of caring for
the child who is having problems. Instead of doing that we have to stay
to fill in papers and more papers.
Paper filling takes a lot of time from what is one's main task. that is, to
teach children, to give them all the time!

Such is the pressure on pupil presence in schools (for subsidy purposes),
that the teadwrs resented what they perceived as a -monetarization" of the
schools.

To nw whools have become a business. The people in the technical
departmetn [supetvisory personnel] are like a foreman who checks whether
this or that has been done. Here at school there .are problems becat e
of there being other sdiools around Itwo other schools are lodged on tr,e
same site and function at different times of the dayl. We do not know
what to do to get more students. We've even been told that we should not
make ciemands to the children and their parents so that we may prevent
them from moving to another school. So one has to pretend that the child
is pmgressing even though he may not be, to avoid having the child leave
the school.

Job security was also threatetwd by the municipal system.

There are schools that have disappeared. They. have disappeared. And that
brings a lot of problems. Personnel have been changed. hi other locations
they have lost their jobs. People here have been called to retirement. "Fhere
are all sorts of fears, and in this way they tie our hands up.
One is not secure nor at rest. I say, if One is not to be secure. if ow-
ls not to have security when one k sick or has something, at least one
should he secure in work: if not. one cannot work with the nerves at rest.
Since our transferral to the Municipality, we have had to sign a new contract
every Year. That contract may finish and we can be told that the next year
we will not have our contract renewed. The situation is not as it was before.

Municipalization had also led to a more complex system Of controls and
supervision as these functions became shared by Ministry authorities and
municiNI personnel.

It one is a prokssional and responsible, it is awful to lw invigilated
'rho' have conw, I don't know how many times to look at our plans. to
see that these follow the books. I think it's excessive, the y. are always
supervising and checking us when it would be better i we were left alone.

"Hiose are the details unit are demondizing. T1 ey. seem to Ike constantly
hecking whether the paper or not the paper. Di(1 you tun) it in-r If it had

to he turned in at 4 and you did so at 5 o'clock Such k the detail.
such is the checking.

In considering the conditions that, to a certain extent, explain the
pwfessional frustration of teachers, we wanted to underthw some of the
mitigating factors for the problems discussed earlier. However, despite the
intensity of these conditions. not all that goes on in teaching can be
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deterministically attributed to factors outside the teachers' sphere of respon-
sibility. Difficulties do not always act as limiting conditions. The ability to
overcome them may, in fact, create conditions for more successful results
in teaching. Teachers still have to judge what is an unavoidable limitation
and what is not. The teacher in our study who had ended the year having
no children judged as failures had encountered easy earlier experiences. She
had been trained as all other teachers had and she had experienced the
same vexing teaching conditions. In her beginning years as a teacher, she
had worked in a rural location, traveled long distances every day to get to
school, and taught children from very poor and illiterate backgrounds. Her
interpretation of this experience, as far as her teaching was concerned, was
different, however, from that of other teachers.

The experience was awful but useful. It's the other face of our profession,
different from what is done here h is the kind of experience that
perhaps shows one how to teach.
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Interpreting Success and Failure

ilaving experienced the complexity of life in the schools and classrooms
of this study. with their sometimes erratic handling of social background.
their matecial limitations, and the contradictory styles of teaching and learning.
as well as the nwaning structures used to interpret school activities, we
understood that it would not be easy to genentlize about the production of
success or failure in school. We felt. however, that the attempt to reconstruct
life as observed should not preclude an effon to highlight events that, in
the eves of the observer. had appeared to be significant. Throughout the
analysis of the various country ethnographic's, not only did there emerge
context-specific pictures of what life in the schools was like, with its routines
and predominant operational systems, but it was also possible to discern
recurrences from country to country, which suggested the possibility of a
more general understanding of the conditions for school failure. Such
recurring events have thus been lifted from the mass of available data and
placed under broad categories. As defined. these categories may appear to
the reader as obvious or simple, but they have been purposefidly formulated
this wav to keep them as close as possible to the facts and to avoid the
excesses of abstract conceptualiiation.

In attempting to look at the four country situations in a general mode
and to establish sonw interpretative categories, we saw the need to give two
separate treatments to the data. First, we have what may be called the -observed-
processes both within and outside the classroom: frem these, we have selected
significant events and grouped them under general thematic descriptors.
Second. we have noted the meanings that were conveyed to us by the various
panicipants in the educational process, especially the teachers, either direcilv
in interviews or inferred from the observation of events; withill these, we
have concentrated on what we call their practical educational ideologies.
Ideologies 'are seen as ways of thinking about reality that are supefimposed
on events and serve to justify' actions or to explain situations, at times in
distorted or incomplete' ways. The consideration of -observed" processes and
"inferred- ideologies have, in turn, prepared the way for some suggestions
about causes or explanatory factors of failure and suggested what might be
done to diminish their effects.

Observed Processes within the Classrooms

Because teachers are the central figures in the classroom and largek
determine what takes place within its confines, the focus of :his studv has
been mostly on them and their activities. Thus, a number of situations were
seen to be generally associated with conditions mat suppon failure. .1.1w fact
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that they are signaled out as teacher-related behaviours does not mean that
theY are exclusive to teachers or that they are not acceptable to the entire
set of actors that partake in the teaching-learning process, including parents.
It is their universality, we believe, that provides them with a particular strength.

Benevolent despotism

lknevolent despotism could be taken as another term for authoritar-
ianism, although it is not precisely or only that. Practically all the teachers
in the study had a sense of their responsibility (or the course of events within
their classes, although not necessarily fbr its outcomes. The teachers' sense
of twing conductors and responsible for events seemed to translate itself
into viewing themselves in a pupil-teacher relationship in which the pupils
confer favours upon the teacher. The teachers' typical call to the children
was to request that things be done "for the teacher's sake": "hapnme tisk)"
(do this for me). The children were regarded as having the duty of rendering
Seilit'eti to the teacher, the main service being to learn as indicated. For
tlw most pan, with some notable exceptions, ,:hildren were asked to follow
exactlY the teacher's instructions, which were delivered in tones of greater
of lesser care or respect.

ln the Bolivian classrooms, fiw example, little of the children's own world
of experiences was used as a learning input. The concept of pupil participation
in the learning process, to which practicallv all teachers gave lip service,
involved merely allowing children to respond to questions 0t to canv out
special tasks allocated to selected pupils. An extreme case of this concept
of participation was found in the student's council meetings held in the Chilean
se hools. Besides being n.ostiv an opportunity for the teacher to obtain help
in the enforcement of discipline and order, the pupils were no t. even given
the opportunity to decide for themselves who should take up leadership
pc)siticms in these councils.

I lit a 4th-s cal class. tlw teacher discusses with the pupils the situation of
those who has e no responsibihtv On the student council. Ile explains
that the, should all be insoived either in a committee or in other sdmol
auk lie then goes On to tell them that he will by changing some
ot them from their positions.)

milow , . amid mastic also the leadets. I will change them!
die?. (:h.tittnott. open the session!

Chair student: In the name of God. Oa' tit'Ssi011
see I elaIN reads out the minutes.]

Thither: 1.rt's see now. We shall give responsibility to those who do not
!lase it. .Tho,hv the end of the month we will be changing out notebooks.
You should mit lose sour notebooks, because if you do. you must pas
tot them. You must be responsible! Evenhods. must have a rcsponsibilits.
Yes, soungstels. this will help to latet when we ate gtown up and hase
to work.

twitter tot in of intetpreting student participation and of asse ning the
teae liet's right to delegate by grace of his authority was in the selection and
onfernient of spec ial status to cenain pupils. Tlw Youngster selected would

then be exe used from a number of tasks that others had to perfotm. Such
was the t ase of Patricia in Venetuela (see ( :hapter 5), whose special treatment
inc hided authority to have other children olwv her or risk being scolded
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by the teacher. Similarly, selection could be arbitrarily exercised in the granting
of requests from the children, as seen in the following situation.

Christian [to the teacher): Miss, may I go to the toilet?
[He walks out of the classroom without waiting for permission to go.]
Marcda: May I go to the toilet?
[The teacher signals permission.]
(kthriel: May I go to the toilet?
[Teacher gives a negative signal.]

The sort of messianic aura that appeared to surround the teachers' mode
of relationship was illustrated in the teaching monologues reported in the
Venezuelan study, where teachers engaged in long series of questions and
self-responses, generally intermingling content with disciplinarian elements.
Another form of inducing participation and then effectively canceling the
contribution that children might make to a learning sequence (see Chapter
5) was when teachers used their own or a book statement to summarize
what had been said. An obviously uninteuded mode of exerting authority
in teaching. but one fi)LInd in many rooms, was to COITCCI statements through
nwans of an incorrect statement.

[Teacher requests a student to produce his homework. I
Pupil: I son'a forgot it be me fr quedo en la «tsar
leacher: How. you sorta forgot it% How you gonna learn to speak tight

[cualuto vai a aprender a hahla r himj!'?

A teacher's position was also asserted when she showed that she
consideted it a tight 'to decide whether to provide feedback to a pupil's answer
or contribution. To ignore pupils responses. as reported in the Colombian
studv, Ncas a conunon practice in all the other classrooms of the study. Pupils'
errors were often treated by the teachers as something of a personal insult,
to which they reacted by threatening punishment: -I ley, you never do anything
well. Next time, l'm going to send you to the office [a punishment]. Now
go over to the corner and stand there!"

The frequently observed response of the children to such an authoritarian
mode of dealing wit.4 them was to accept this as characteristically belonging
to the teaching toleA good exatnple of this understanding was the way
in which, when asked to take a leadership position during a teaching activitv,

they imitated their teacher's authoritarian role.

Emilia [acting as coordinator of her group]: Now. let's lead!
[The children read silently. while Emilia does the same aloud.]
Emilia: No! Eves vone should look for the subject and 1)R-di( ate!
[With an authoritarian tone, she reads a sentence and asks each child to

indicate whiih is the subject and ivhi(h is tlw predicate.]

Thew Colombian child coordinators even used the nagging style ()law teacher
to correct other pupik: -Hor, what do von think we're doing. science or
language:" To which Flor responded as she would to the teacher, by saving
"I'm son-v!" The informant role enacted sometimes b the pupils was a1101hCr
indkation of then support for the !cachet's aura.

Pupil: Miss. Agapo didn't bling his book!
'leacher [lc) .Agapol: Nth% didn't you bring it%
{Agapo remains silent.)
Pupil who rtported 1,, tic onh bniught his musk. book!
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Not that there were no pupil rebellions against this teacher role mystique.
but they were indirect and mostly took place as discipline violations when
they were left alone, presumably as a means of counterbalancing the tension
created by the teachem' constant presence in the classmom.

On the whole, children were convinced that teaching is a very important
activity, that no matter how the teacher peiforms, only through her would
they learn. "I think that my teacher- is more important for my learning":
"I think it is the teachers, they teach and take care for our learning, they
serve as our guide to learning.-

Failure to learn, however, was perceived by the children as being less
attributable to the teacher (see Chapter 7); hut even this perception seemed
to be an indication of how much esteem they had for the teacher's positive
role in promoting learning.

klthough parents in sonic contexts were less willing to endorse a messianic
reA'i foi the teacher, their criticisms tended not to lw directed to the
authornarian mode of teaching. but to various behavioural faults in teachers:
"being late, scolding my e. hild. burdening parents with requests foi money.
too many lessons missed" (because of teachers' absences), etc. In Bolivia,
of all the parents interviewed, only one attributed her child's failure to the
teacher: "The teacher is bad, she calls my child an ass." In certain respects
then, only when benevolent despotism was joined to incompetence were the
teachers judged as not fUlfilling their role as educators and not stimulating
children to learn.

The events obsen-ed that led us to conceptualue teachers' behaviour
as that of "benevolent despots- did. conculTently with other factors, appear
to affect the children's perception about the extent of their ability to work
productively. It also affected their response' to teaching. rendering it largely
automatic and centred on how to guess the adequate response to arbitrary
questioning. These effects, however, were softened when teachers manifested
care for the children and used nonthreatening language to assert their position.

Learning versus being "good" and "clean"
There is a fine line between the need to teach children to be disciplined.

orderly. and ckan in their work and the need to ensure that learning takes
place. In the first years of primarv school, it is especially easy to tip the
balance in favour of form rather than content, and this seemed to be the
case in many of the classes studied. To write neatly is an important I st-year
teaching objective; however, when quality is .judged constantly in terms of
how nice something looks, then the real purpose of learning may be defeated.

Eln a Colombian 1st-Near class. the tri-her is conducting a writing-readiness
exercise' by asking the children to make crosses in a squared notebook.

pupil .0111es up to the teacher- and shows her his notebook.)
reacher: Yes, it's beautiful! Go back to your place!
leacher [to another pupil]. Gustavo, good God! Look, NOLI'Ve ( rOss

in orw square and not in the odic!. Ixt me see!
Teacher [to the rest of the pupils]: Sit up straight! Put 50111 notebooks in

the' correct position so that you can do your task correctly!
[She goes on working with Gustasol
Tewher Do you see. Gustavo? You can also do it nieeh!
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4.'

First-grade students, Santiago, Chile,

[Another pupil brings his work to the teacher]
Teacher: Beautiful!

La a/pia (copying into a notebook) was an important part of classroom
activities in Chilean schools. Its purpose was defined clearly as one of
promoting habits of order and cleanliness. While the teacher was engaged
in other activities, the children were asked to copy anodyne sentences such
as Lita toma de (Lita takes tea), easily susceptible of being read out, incorrectly,
as Lila tamale because of the emphasis on syllabic reading. However, pupils
could also be found copying clearly incorrect sentences such as "toma la
many" (take the hand). Most of the time, these children were not asked to
read out what they had written and only occasionally did the teacher check
their work. For example, a child was seen copying what should have been
Ia leche es rica (milk is nice) as la le eS rica. Whenever task were corrected,
the emphasis was always on order and cleanliness.

Teacher [to a pupil]: Why that red line? You must put your letters close
together so that they all fit in the notebook!

Teacher [to another pupil]: You must copy downwards. I don't want those
little ears on the books [referring to the way the paper lifts at the edges
due to use]. If they have little ears it's because you are careless; I always
put clips on them. Tell your mother to buy a plastic cover to put over
the paper cover, so that it looks nice!

Pupils [repeat in chorus): Nice.

The observation of norms was also included in the concept of being
a good student. Thus, teachers took quite a lot of time to teach these norms
and to make sure that they were observed. Such norms, however, especially
those that were school rules, were not always explained; therefore, not only
did they appear to be arbitrary, but they were also exercised arbitrarily.
Examples of such norms were the rules about lining up before entering a
classroom, about dressing, the procedures for greeting someone entering a
classroom, or the demand that children go to the toilet only during break
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time. Teachers, however, also had their own norms, which they explained
somewhat more frequently. The teaching of rules in the 1st year tended to
overshadow other teaching, both in time and attention, as was evident from
the constant interruptions used to remind pupils that they should observe
the established norms.

Thwher: What are the norms for silent reading?
Pupas: Not to talk!
Teacher: Montoya, why are you away &OM your place, you have work to

do and it must be finished by ten past ten.
Teacher lto a pupil who is sitting with his back against the wall]: Hey, don't

throw yourself around. sit straight!
Teacher [to another pupil]: Charlie% this is lesson time. Let's get that clear!
Teacher: Everyone pay attention!
'reacher [to a pupil]: Eric Con-ea, we are looking at the board: I haven't

told you to get your books out!
Teacher: We are having a lesson. We must keep our mouths shut!

A routine partly connected with learning and partly connected with self-
discipline was the assignment and colTection of homework. lii almost all
the classes observed, this represented a major component of everyday activities.
taking up a fair amount of the time at the beginning of the day. Correction,
however, did not always involve what the word suggested. While keeping
an eve On the rest of the class, teachers' attention was mostly concentrated
on seeing whether homework had actually been done and how nicely it was
presented,

i'efuhey tto the pupils]: Take out %our notebooks. I ant going to look at
tour calligraphy work!

ITlw children obeY and the teacher walks through the rows of desks, looking
and commenting on the work of the children.]

Teacher Homework is to be done at home! The Ian ones must come with
their mother, .. Nour mother is good at complaining, but Vou don't do
your lunilevvork! ...You must do them! These exercises must be done
at home. It only tal.es a little tinw! ,Those children who didn't Ming
their homework will he left without a break tomorrow Ernesto. who
did the work for you? You didn't do the big numbers!

Boy [ sitting next to Ernesto]: It was his brother who (lid it'
'bm-her: So you were absent and didn't do vour homework! You must do

it again toinonw!

The amount of time taken up with procedural t.nd discipline-related
activities (30 to 10 nnnutes before a lesson would get going) suggests that,
in practice, teachers were ready to lessen learning time, if required. to keep
the pupils finnly under control. The "good.' pupil, for these teachers, was
a well-behaved child who empathized with and accepted tlwir authority,
defending it before the other pupils ("don't bother Miss!").

In exanfining the reasons for all these instances of concentrated attention
On posture, silence, and so on, a plausible explanation is that the homes
from where most of the children came were judged by tho teachers as being
"unsatisfactory." In other words, the operational conviction of the teachers
was that poor children by nature are dirty and unchsciplined. Thus, teachers
seemed to think that before any learning could take place, these faults would
have to be corrected. In creating appropriate conditions tOr such corrections
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to occur, teachers seemed to engage most of their energy, thereby displacing
what should have been their main concern: helping pupils with their learning
difficulties.

Labeling, downgrading

The Promethean mystique that sometimes is conferred on the teachers'
role reaches its most negative expression when it includes the tight to select
"chosen" or "favourites" from among the group. The observation of Chilean
classrooms (Chapter 7) highlighted the way in which teachers, by the end
of a school year, carried out such forms of selection. Certain children became
targets for teacher behaviours that ranged from pejorative nicknaming to
downright accusations of laziness, dishonesty, and irresponsibility. As was
found in the cases narrated in the Chilean ethnography, most of the children
affected by such a teacher attitude lost confidence in themselves and their
ability to be successful at work. Most of these pupils became the school failures
of' that year of observation.

The consequences of a labeling process that involves erroneous or
misguided perceptions about what a child is able to do were not so clearly
evident in the other countrv ethnographies; this was mainly because none
of the other countries pursued the range of developments in a school year
as did Chile. From their observations of school and classroom life, howevet,
all study groups did report the persistence of attitudes we have represented
as "denigratory" or "downgrading." Otw of" the most common was the attitude
described in the Colombian study as teacher's "irony" or "intermittent
deafness," involving sarcastic comments or responses to pupil interventions,
or the attitude of ignoring a pupil's contribution to the lesson.

Colombia
leacher [with nom in het voice]: Good! Let me «mgratulate You oll not

bringing yout homework!

Venemela
1"cm her: As 1.uis likes to look like a monkey, Pm going to bring him a disguise

so that he can monkey about with everybod y! rtn going to bring a puppet
tme day and ask him to dance and move around, and its You like to
Intitate eerything, you will have to do what he does.

Bolivia
Teacher: Shut up! hiwin. shut up! Now. let's mite in the number four.

Denigratory attitudes were also represented as straightforward downgrad-
ing of' a pupil's self-respect.

Chile
le(ahe7 lwalking around the class and looking at the children trying to make

%voids with letter shape's. She' goes past Albettoi: Alberto Pereira HU% ti
does anything. he loses his books, his pencils. his erasers. . .

In some classes, as, for example, in 2nd year in Bolivia, the climate
was One of constant nagging. Although I st-year children generally experienced
kind teachers who were tolerant of their difficulties and misbehaviour, once
they moved to 211d e au, the situation changed considerably. The atmosphere
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then became one of shouts, threats, and punishments, which led pupils to
retreat more and more into passivity and silence.

Pupil: Me, Miss?
Teadwr: You, shut up...silence. I will speak. Eliodoro, you haven't washed

VOW ears!
Teadwr {retelling over and over to the meaning of a plane]: What is a

plane?
[Pupils remain silent.]
Teadwr Let's see Rina. what is a plane?
(Rina does not auswer.]
Teacher: let's see Humberto, you always have so much to say!
(Humberto remains silent.]
l'e(wher: There's time for everything except learning; here it looks as if' I

am talking to the walls, to the' chalkboard!
(As the cl iss continues to be silent, the teacher repeats the concept, ahem

which the cldldren repeat in chorus what she has just said.]

In many of' these classes, children could be singled (mt as either "useless"
or "favourites," Patricia was one of the favourites in Venezuela who was always
being called npon to perform a special service for the teacher: to provide
her with a book or to wipe the board. Patricia responded to this attention
by flattering the teacher whenever there was a chalice to do so, thus reinfOrcing
her position as a "favourite."

[The teacher is drawing a butterilv on the board. Two pupik suggest it
is ugly.)

Ooh. the butterfly!
Enrique: Nfiss, can I do it for vou:-
Camilo: I thought the butterfly was a grasshoppet!
Patricia; Miss, it's very nice!
Teadwr: Thank vou, Patricia!

In Patficia's (-lass, Victoda received a Yen different treatment, A quiet
girl who hardly interacted with anvbodv, Victoria was always hekl responsible
for anv noise there might lw iii the room or was nagged at iE by any chance,
she failed to live. up to the teacher's reasonable' or unreasonable expectations.

Teucho: Whose is this book: I'm asking because it doesn't have, a name!
Vieturia: Mine, mine!
'readier (with sarcastic fond: SO VIM didn't }MI 40111. name On it; You want

LIS to guess...
Teacher: And this (me. to whom does it belong-:,
Another pupil: Mine. mine!
(The teacher gives him the book without saving anthing.)

Arbitrariness, nagging, and consistent ignoring of- the contributions of
sonic children, while accepting those of others in the context of teaching-
learning activities seemed to set the stage for failure. This obviously dors
not explain all of the process. but depending on how supportive the home
environment or how consistently negative the annosphere at school might
be, the early development of an incapacity to cope could doom a child to
failure. "I think that my son suffers at school," said the mother about Boris.
a Bolivian child, who felt he was no good because his teacher had told him
so, because the other kids had said so, and because he really perceived himself
as being stupid ("Soy un burro").



Teaching as a "guessing game"
Teaching is, of course, the main concyrn of the school and the central

activity of every classroom. It is assumed that through teaching, a content
will be conveyed and children will learn. Few teachers view themselves as
mere caretakers of young people; on the contrary, they are conscious of
their responsibility to provide the stimulation for children to learn. Beyond
acknowkdging this initial responsibility, however, there is wide divergence'
regarding how much further it extends. That is, in their teaching activities,
how responsible are teachers for the extent of their pupils' learning (see
Chapter 7)? In this sense, the way in which teaching-learning actually takes
place is of importance if the role of the teacher is to be examined.

In considering the country ethnographic's, it was possible to see forms
of stnicturing the teaching situation that responded more or less to the norms
set forth in cunicular refbrms. Some teachers were' careful to observe the'
format provided by their Ministry of Education syllabuses, i.e., behavioural
objectives, teaching stages involving motivation activities, development, con-
clusion, and, in every case, the setting of and correction of homework.

Teachers in Venezuela used this structure', as did one of the teachers
in Colombia who was involved in the Escuela Nueva experiment (see
( ;hapter 3). Chilean teat-hers also used this structure; teachers in Bolivia, less
so. Thus, the' predominant structure observed was what might be called the
'modern- form of organizing teaching, in contrast to thy traditional lecture.-
welt nmde found elsewhere. However, the flesh and blood Of the observed
teaching structure was quite different in consistency.

Teachers could thus be placed along a continuum ranging from those'
who were' convinced that the life of a teacher consisted of' awakening and
developing a child's potential to think and to act autonomously and creatively,
to those, unfortunately the' majority, who felt most satisfied when the class
had expressed what was in that teacher's mind, no matter how ill suited
the means. Observation of' the teaching in many of- the' classes allowed us
to detect as a predominam style what we might call a mechanistic form of-
recitation ((luestion-answer sequem-es). This seemed to exact as a concomitant
learning activity what we have called "guessing."' Teaching was understood
by pupils and teaclwrs alike' as a game where guessing held the cenn al position;
or, one might sav, it appeared its a distorted application of thy principles
of "diswvery learning."

'Few her: Put loin books awav! Now, what is a sound':
l'he teacher iwgins to talk about what she was dictating earliel.]

1,m-her: Now silence, what is a sound:-
[Pupils remain silent.]
radie: WIWI is a soon&
[Pupils talk among themselves. hut tin not answel.1
Teacher: Shh! I'm asking von!

Juan: The vibration of one hodv against anodic!.

'The pluase "tea( hing as a guessing game" sas t ()int d the ( lolmnbian and t Thilvan
!vs,. au hers thy% ob,cistli the thuldr en cug,tged in a (011stAtIt ritOn to gue,,s what the teat het

:tuning at.
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Thriller Let's see. Who can tell me what is a sound?
[Pupils remain silent.]
Teacher: Let me see, who can tell me what is a sound?
[Pupils still silent.]
Pedro: The. vibration.. .
Teacher [interrupting]: Of what?
[Pedro (toes not respond.]
Raul: The vibration oT two bodies!

[Another occasion]
Teacher: Well, now look at this little picture, let's see!
Bay: A girl!
Teacher So, what does it seem to you?
Pupils [together]: A girl!
Teacher: A girl, a doll, what else?
Pupils: An element!
Thither: What meaning does this girl, this doll have for us in maths?
Pupils [together]: An element!
Teacher: What?
Pupils [together]: An element!
Teacher An element, a what?
Pupils [together]; A unit.

[Another occasion]
Teacher: Yesterday, we began to talk about something ver) nke which I

drew in this [she begins to draw a circle]. What is it (ailed?
Pupils [together]: A set!
'readier [repeats without con-ecting]: How did 1 call it?
Some pupils: A dosed curve!
[The teacher has finished the drawing and now there is a duck. with teacups

in it]
Teacher: So what is this?
One pupil: Teacups.
[The teacher notices that the: & hildt en have not understood and so she

retraces her steps.]
Pupil. Teacups.
L'aclier: Which I closed in with a:-

Curve!
Teacher: What kind of curve?
Pupil: Closed!
Teacher This is a set of?
Pupils: 'Teacups!

The purposes of teaching, acknowledged as such for the. 1st year Of
the primary school, are that children should learn to read, to write, and
to perform basic mathematical Operations. When talking about themselves
and their classes, the teachers in this study, in filet, measured their effectiveness
in these terms; "By the end of the year I hope that all my children will
have learned how to read." Those who considered that they would have
[Amu ases suggested that this would occur in spite of their efforts and
that it would be due to causes for which they Were not responsible.

The development of language, which is an important element in a child's
understanding of the world and in his or her relations to others, was an
almost entirely ritualistic activity in the schools studied. Reading was taught
by means of the syllabic method and took the same form in practically every
1st-year class observed.
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Bolivia

Teacher [writing on the board]: MA - MA: ma- me-mi-mo-mo. PA -
PA: pa- pu- pi- po- pe, DE - DO: di-do- da -du - de.

Teacher [to the children as she points to the words]: Now, all of you, repeat!
[Pupils repeat loudly.]

Venezuela
Teacher: ma - me- mi -mo.

Jost*: ma -me-mi mo.
'Teacher: ma-ma.

Jostle: nia-ma.
Teacher:
Jostle: ama.
Teather: No. that is not "a-. as is this one [she points to a letter in the

bookl.
Mather: What letter is this one?
Jostle: 0.
Teacher: Mi mama me ama [my mother loves me]. You must revise, go and

sit down!

Reading comprehension was rarely achieved because of an excessive
emphasis on form, punctuation, and intonation as the children read; not
even through guessing wet-e the pupils able to deliver answers about the
texts they read that conveyed any impression they understood their meaning.

Teaching the older classes involved the attainment of objectives that
are not as tangible as those of the 1st year. For the most part, teachers in
this study tended to perceive their goal as getting through the syllabus,
regardless of how much the pupils might be understanding or learning. The
syllabus contents were straightforward: language, science, maths, and some
historical facts, besides crafts, physical education, and musical activities. The
ptincipal teaching strategies used were la copia and et cuestionario. These
exercises consisted of copying front a text or from the board (often out of
the teacher's guide or the children's textbook); sometimes these copies took
the form of questions for the children to answer and memorize at home.
"Fhe teaching of maths followed the usual technique of explanations followed
by individual and group practice. On the whole, then, teaching methods tended
to be fairly stereotyped in their use of the recitation methods and of routinely
performed practical exercises. Occasionally, such as in the Bolivian case
(Chapter 6) and in the creative community school in Venezuela (Chapter 5),
it was possible to detect the use of more active and imaginative methods
such as group discussions, dramatizations, puppet playing, and so on. However,
these were rare exceptions from the generally grim atmosphere it) which
most lessons took place.

There is not much point in dwelling further on the ritualistic character
of teaching as found in many of these classrooms; it is a commonplace cliche
to characterize teaching in low socioeconomic contexts of poor countries
in this way. However, by grouping all these teaching forms under the heading
of the "guessing game," we have sought to highliglu the extent to which
teaching of this type is removed from the development of meaning structures
and intelligent practical activity. By the end of their primary schooling, the
children in these classes will have developed a limited vocabulary, minimal
reading and writing skills, and, therefore. %vill hardly be capable of creative
writing and will not have incorporated basic science concepts and facts into
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their everrday knowledge of the world that surrounds them. The fortunate
ones will be helped at home and may improve; the resistant ones will use
their wits to learn on their own (as seen in the example of children look*
for meanings in a dictionary (Chapter 3)). However, for most of those faced
with such styles of teaching in authoritarian contexts and subjected to
denigratory attitudes, the benefits of schooling will hardly be discernible.

There are few anthropological studies about schooling in Linn America':
however, among the few that have included the observation of life in
classrooms and schools, there has been a noticeable consensus in detecting
the kinds of teaching characteristics that we also found in our study. The
work of Reichel-Dohnatoll and Reichel-Dolmatoff (1973) on the Colombian
cotnmunity of Aritama carried out 25 years ago found that teaching in the
local schools was beset by repetitive methods of instruction (knowledge
expressed as series of questions and answers), including the frequency of
moneous contents. The authors detected attitudes among the teachers of
favouritism, prejudice. social and cultural downgrading of the Indian people
who lived in the community. and manifest preference fin the well-dressed,
well-behaved children.

For the children who go to school. the teaching methods to which they
are subtected, have a long-range influence.. In the first place. children are
taught systematically about thy value that being well-dressed and well-lw hayed
confers in terms of' prestige, and they are taught to abhor and to ridicule
atl% form of manual labour or cooperative effort. In the. second place.
"knowledge- is reduced to a set of questions and answers which are alreadN,
determined. and beyond which, if anything, there is very little to add or
to learn. This same behavioural model is retained during adult life, the
individual responding in a routine' and stereotyped wa to much repeated
questions but refusirg to answer the unusual onus because that could
diminish his preseige.

(Reic hel-Dolmatta and Reie hel-Dollnatt dl 197'3)

Teachers and their Practical Ideologies

As we reflected upon our experience. of work in the various CoUllttl"
L'OnteXis and read and sought to make sense of the many notes about
classrooms and school events, we discovered the almost stattling fact that
the tewher's interpretations were extremely important. Even though the studv
did not focus on these interpretations or intend to examine them in any
depth. it was almost impossible to ignore their presence and possible
contribution to the experietwes of success and failure undergone by the school
children.

The teachers' thinking. intetprctative framework, or ideologies. as one
nia chose to call them, arc. widely studied in the current literature on teaching.

q:arlos Caho I (.179t. tot the Internati(nal 1)e%elo1(ment h I. t 1 1)R(.), leciecced
the ac onthroNlogical literattite on educ anon II NitAi«). F t ti.itfi Peru, and fita/il. Ile
onc !tided that, although wide (155 I..I5 Mild(' Of :Intlimpologic.11 methods tot studs.ing edit( attonal

i.nohlums, few studies we! 5 truh antlitopoliOt al in twine, cc en feccel were tittillit'S tli,ii t'Nallniltql
lilt' t'Itt't tS III fro( hing and st hooting from :in anthiopologic al perspri tic c., Mote let enth, the
csot k of Elsie Rockwell and associates in Mexico has I oncentrated on studies of the Mcsic an
pi imarc sc hool leg., Roc kwell I Roc kwell and Galt et 1982).



What is examined in these studies are the working definitions that teachers
construct for the situations they face: their often unexamined frameworks
for interpreting what is going on and for taking the long-range and the more
immediate decisions required for their practice as educators.' From a theo-
retical point of view, the rationale for some of these studies is drawn from
phenomenological sociology, especially the work of Berger and Luckmann
(1966), Schutz (1967), and Schutz and Luckmann (1974), with their stress on
the structure of the "lived-world" experiences, which are normally taken for
granted but, in fact, act as perspectives for decision-making.

In seeking to comprehend these inwrpretative schemes, it has seemed
to us that the use Sharp (1981) makes of Althusser's (1977) concept of "practical
ideologies" is particularly relevant. Althusser defines "practical ideologies"
in opposition to "theoretical ideologies" as the "complex fbrniation of
montages [sets] of notions-representations-images, on the one hand, and
of montages [sets] of behaviour-conduct-attitudes and gestures on the other"
(Sharp 1981). The totality of these notions and behaviours become practical
norms for raking up positions with respect to real things and to real individual
and social problems. These real things and situations are, in classic Marxist
theory, the stnicture of social relations and productive forces that correspond
to a mode of production (such as in capitalism) where ideology' is simply

'these studies have been car tied out front &Octets: theoretic al persist's. ti%cs. For .1 resin,
on work within the c ognime psychologx homework. see Chu k and Yingc't 09511. tOt145111}.; Oil

fr.li het.% ill lilt' Of lassroom situations. Stebbins (1975) enckaYcnned
to show, in a studs of Janson an and Canadian teat In-rs, the thoughts anti behaviour rvith svhich
teat hers operate On the job and of whit ii the% hatch are conscious. %Volsci. (19S:i1 reviewed
studies tin "teat het perspectives- Mil ill 11 itain Yvithr t sYsribolic interacti('nist
ii anieol 1,. Ib.li 19;0) hos studied what she .dls the teat het's al tic al knowledge: h% this.
she means "knowledge of self. of the niiheu of tea( hing, of subjec matter, c tali{ uluni de% elopment
And instrilition" () . I-1).1 his int hides not olds intellectual beliefs. but .ilso iretceptions, feeling,
Yalues, putpose. and c onnuttinunt (p. 117).

41cleologY is one of the most debated c ()mews within theories inspited bv Marxism. rhe
inteinietations tange from those that subsc nhe to a yen 1 rude loins (it determinism, implying
that the subject has %en little ot no panic ipation in Isis ot het ideologiration pi ocess, In its
!note lucid form, the cletelminist position is expounded b% louts Althusser (197% who delics
the notion of ideologx as a false rept esentation CII I ealit% because its origins lie precisely in
a reality Isset with c °wrath( Mills (hal MUM Of' swell cum' in in atilt e before the distortions pr esent
III ideology ate !unloved. Ile does not belieye, hoWt'irti. that ideology will ever ciisameal het aUSe

.(150 II1C 11.1dt'S the Ss,LS Iii which litimans "live the !elation between them and then conditions
of existent e.- This presupposes both a real relation anti .I/1 imaginary. "lived" relation. l'eople,
lunscset, do not t ono-thine to the building of then ideologs.: they find it alleadv there. It hint !ions
like "t emelt!" to bind people togethei and secure social cohesion. Jurgen !Libel-mos (1971),
epresenting what might be i dled non ritic \in %ism, «intends 111,1t contempotar% %sestet ri
apitalisni presents a situation that c annot analYsed iti exac tiv the same terms that Marx

did in the 19th c entury. IIe feels that simple c lass interests are no longer what maintain the
c opining mode of production. Class antagonisms have Inn AN/Fished but !hive become.
latent., du. onflit 1 /one, lic feels, is clisplat ed to subt ultutal groups trot lid and ethnic I. lakesvist.,
lahei mas « Hite! Ids that thc dugs ('c of !moist:mem Of thy subjuct (buttes understood as a collet five

subl('t I) in the maintenatu of ideology is an important oily, (nostrils( it as this sublet t is able
101 WhAI thr SOON t'5 01 hiS .II(' IloW it friales IO COIldilIO114 ill 400 it'IN.

exists gi mind fin the ov etcoming cd sue ii conditions. in other words, as Thompson (19S195)
asserts. "-I bc sii ietal Subjet ts 111.1% Of ideologY tin ough °Iles ti% e

interpretation of needs uncle1 the countelfactual i onditions of rational disc citirst.."
Grams( c iiti eption of ideologY underlines the lot(' of mass i oust iousness as .0

plogressou and net essay% C ondition f oi !evolutional-% c !hinge !dn5 rein esentud as the snuggle
tot ideologic al hegemom I. -.1 dialet tit s of I oust lousiness' 01.0 iS IC/OI('d Ill the phrlionielsologY
of u%erida% life" lc I. Itogg I 976:121), but 111,1115 riot InClipunCicili how 511(111111,11
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the form by which, at the level of concepts, ideas, values, and norms, the
contradictions in the real situation are veiled.

Our use here of the concept of "practical ideology" is more pragmatic
than its Marxist origins might allow. It seems to be a useful category, however,
to designate the notion of a representation of reality that obscures the nature
of its problems. In using it, we are mostly concerned about the specific way
in which this representation is both received and constructed by the subject
and its often less than conscious nature (Habermas 1971: 'zeal] 1970), and
about the fact that it veils the responsibility or participation of the subject
(i.e., the teacher) in the reinfbrcement of conditions that sustain the problems
in reality. In other words, to us. it seemed that when faced with the difficulties
that the condition of being poor brings to young children, teachen, whether
consciously or not, come to accept, somewhat uncritically, permissible available
explanations to interpret these problems and to determine their course of'
action.

The use of these explanations is further justified by the structural pressures
front the politicoeducational systems of education concerned (low salary level.
poor working conditions, irritating rules, and regulations affecting their work.
some of which were teferred to in Chapter 1). These pressures, in different
ways, have the efkct of restricting the teachers' possibiEcy of' finfilling publicly
articulated educational aims and policies. The same effect results from the
teachers awareness of the limited pedagogical equipment receised through
training or from their more experienced colleagues. Thus, so it seemed to
us, it becomes plausibk' for teachers to accept the available explanations
of pupil failure and to feel .justified in shifting their responsibility in this
respect to outside factors (situations and people).

From the analysis of the countn ethnographic's, what seemed to emerge
in practically all cases was that teachers encountered their everyday teaching
demands and problems bv superimposing interpretation on the events as
lived; interpretations that. taken in isolation, seemed plausible and certainly
related to real things, but that in the context of the educational process in
winch these teachers were involved. Were incomplete and often distorted.
In this way, the effect of these interpretations was to stop the watch tor
more accurate explanations of the difficulties encountered.

Popkewitr et al. (1982). in their study on educational reforms in three
different types of schools in the United States, make use of a distinction
that helps to understand the significance of the success or failure of a program.
They talk about a "surface" laver of meaning that provides criteria or standards
for people to judge the outcome's of a program; e.g., passing an exam or
fulfilling specified objectives. However, the "underlying" laver of meaning
includes those assumptions and guicklines fnr actions that provide people
in an institution with a feeling of security. The wav we see what we base
called "practical ideologies" is as a set of' belief's about what causes success
or failure that are partially rooted in the teachers' interpretation of social
or other pedagogical theories and partially rooted in the need for teachers
to assert their personal and professional status within a context that is not
particularly supportive of fins. 'The function of thew "practical ideologies"
is to make, as Popkewiti et al. (1982) suggest. "the activities. interactions and
teaching:learning experience's" in which they are involved seem "plausible



and legitimate." Although the implications of the theories that sustain suchpractical ideologies are not always clear to the teacher, the wording conformsin a more or less polished way to the concepts embedded in the theoriesof origin; it is in that way we find similar expressions being conveyed byteachers throughout the four countries in our study. Using the concept of"hegemony" in its Gramscian connotations ((ramsci 1971; see Boggs 1976),it might be possible to say that these conceptualizations of the reasons forfailurz are part of the dominant ideologies to which the teachers are subjected,brith at the time of their training as well as through their unions and the;riwrited interpretative frames teachers receive from their equals or older.)eers.

In seeking to present the sources for these practkal ideologies as wefound them expounded by the teachers in this study, it seemed to us thatthey could be grouped into two perspectives: those involving some form ofdeternUnism and those resting on what we might call the traditional viewsof pedagogy.

Determinist ideologies
Underlying many of the explanations of failure v e,e views about theeffects of socioeconomic baclground, about cultural an i linguistic conditions,and about various types of pathologies affecting the ch:ldren as individuals.
The seltook included in this study were anended by the poorest childrenin their cities or regions. 'The teachers, although often not very removedill social origin front those whom they taught, conveyed a concept of themsebesas being of higher status in view of their edtwation and position. Perhaps,because of this cotwept, they behaved in a patronizing rammer Or wereunMterested in the "socially inferior" children, some teachers were evenhostile. With varying degrees of concer, most teachers interpreted the causesof poor learning or poor behaviour x, being due fatalistically to background.Home background received several meanings. It could be the sheer povertyin which many fatuities lived coupled with cultural and linguistic deficiencesas teachers assesse(l these. It could also refer to family relationships (e.g.,absent father, alcoholism, chi.dren brought up by grand)arents or relatives).In practically esery explan jolt of why a child failed to learn, we heardexptrssions such as the codowing.

Bolivia
Tetieher What I undemarid by school failure. the main Of what I understandis children malnutrition. because as soon as we dictate' something. . Acreare some' who understand immediately.. rhose who have been well led;but the undernourished, the raquitic. will not have understood no matterif we explain two, three, or five unit's. There are childryn who cometo school.. .we see them. they never have a penny to buy soniethingto eat at break me, We know who they are...

Chile
Teaeher Itektring to a girl who is a poor learner], Because at honw theresometimes is lack of detergent to wash the clothes, Then there arefood problems Which if thev happen to children are irreversible, lkcauseI once spoke to a doctor and he told mc they are irreversible. "In thissense.- he said. "at this catty age it :s verv important,- tie u,lel me "it's
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irreversible." Because as he told me, "the child who did not have this
or that, just did not have it. There is nothing we can do for him when
he is grown up. For example, I can't give him something for his bones
if his bone structure is already formed." So, it's just like building a house
with a bad foundation.

The cultural background of parents was also judged to be determinant
in what a child could or could not do. For the Bolivian teachers, for example,
the situation they called "bilingualism" was all important. If parents could
not speak Spanish, then they could not provide support for what their children
learned at school.

Teadier: Of" course there is a big problem, because no matter how much
we explain they do not understand -s. Why? Because they do not know
enough Spanish; they speak what they, can when they are at school but
as soot they get home and find their parents speaking only Aymani,
there ii

If- parents hai de or no education, it could be assumed that their children
would be amost totally handicapped in their chalices of success. We asked
a teacher why she thinks that there are children who are begmning to fail
at st hool.

When I look at the pedagogical panorama of parents. what I see is that
those who have the highest level [of educationlrarelY have moved beyond
the 2nd or 3rd year of the primary sehool; they -are potential illiterates.

ause at some point they learned to read, but by now they have forgotten
what they learned for lack of practice. I notice that in one case, somebody
c.ould not sign the registration book. People tend to lie about their years
Of schooling; they say they have more than what .acv really have. There
art. few who cknowledge: "In truth, madam. I never went to school."

The racial origin, not just the linguistic background, was also seen as a potential
determinant of failure; all sorts of' social evils appeared to be associated with
being, for example, of. Indian descent.

In the case of Patti( ia Sanchez. . .how terribV TheY are of Mapuc he [ Indian I
des( ent; the husband beats his wife in front of the children: theY all sleep
in the same bed. What a mess! I don't know how they manage!

Besides the shortcomings of social origin, poverty, and othc- cultural
limitations, the chances of children who were deemed as unintelligent were
even further lessened. In many classrooms, as soon as a child showed sonic.
evidence of slow learning, he or she was considered "pathological," requiring
spec ialist attention and, therefore, was not treatable at school. Some teachers,
as in the following case, conceptualized it as a "central deficiency."

Iew her I hen, as fat as the deficiencies we have found children to have,
tot example. central deficiencies: they cannot respond to the system.

Interviewer: What is a central deficiency?
Tew her. Problems of- the 'orain. of" mental health. We are teaclwrs Of normal

and we ate not trained to be special education teachers. That
1 mild also be one ()I' the problems.

In Chile, the practice was for teachers to send their problem children
to diagnosfit tenors in the hope that the children might be recognized as
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mentally deficient or suffering from malfnnctions such as dyslexia; thereby,
the teachers might be excused from the responsibility of dealing with such
eases.

Pedagogical traditionalism
Many of the teachers not only seemed to auributc their pupils' learning

difficulties to home background or "mental deficiencies" as they called them,
but also believed that there was nothing they could do about these difficulties;
they kit this belief to be justified because of their adherence to what might
he called exhortative views about education passed on in the tradition of
their training schools and, sometimes, in the declarations of educational
politicians. These views included statements about education aimed at the
"integral development of the human person" and embodied in the various
social institutions, of which the school was only one. In the practical
interpretation of some of the educators we eiwountered, these declarations
could be taken to mean that if one of the educational agencies failed, the
others could do very little more; or, as a Colombian supervisor put it to a
group of teachers, "education is tripod, if one of the legs collapses, the whole
stool does also." Thus, all teaclwrs appeared convinced that the family's
contribution is central to any possibility of success in schooling and that
this not only means consideration of its sodocultural level but also the
willingness of parents to cooperate with teaclwrs and the school. In practice,
this notion of cooperation was interpreted, so it seemed to us, in ways that
often had nothing to do with what might properly be considered the meaning
of fam4 t ()operation. As seen in Chapter 7, good parents were judged to
be those who visited the school, talked to the teacher, and, above all, provided
various material connibutions to the school. Parental contribution was also
interpreted as uncritical acceptance of' what the teachers had to say about
an issue. There seemed to be a constant cry against what was interpreted
as a lack of collaboration and complaints were voiced in the following manner:
"children are sent to school only to avoid theni bothering parents at home";
"parents are indifferent in general," they just order the teacher "to correct
him"; "parents never come to meetings"; "if the family is disorganized, so
also are the children."

In assessing the reasons for poor learning or outright faily e of their
pupils, there were statements such as the following;

I think Thomas could have matured and moved ahead if he had been
helped at home. His mother never helped him,
[Ximcnaj lier problem was her home. I ler mother was a nurse and could
not care fbr the girls. She was left in the hands of a half-crazy helpet .
it seems.

[Maliol His parents are illiterate and cannot help him; but 1 have spoken
to the eld,...st sister and asked her to help.. The mother and father are
very stubborn. They did not send hnn u. kindergarten.

Similar examples were obtained in the Venezuelan schools, although
they were more tempered with an acceptance of responsibility on the pan
of the teachers.

1 believe that education starts in the' her ie., if the child comes with habits
already developed. he will adapt bettyi to school,
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I would place in a hierarchy [of responsibility] not only the teachers but
also the parents, because they are responsible for what a child achieves.
because a child will be successful in the measure of the help his ..!acher
and parents give him.

A Colombian teacher was heard addressing parents at a meeting with
what one might easily characterize as a patronizing tone.

There are children who behave badly every day, and I am alone. You allow
me to sutler. Some are very stupid. Education is not provided at school,
it comes from the home. We do not wam to have them like statues, theY
should talk, participate, dialogue.. .. Not all children come clean, though
not all come dirty either. You should check them to see if they have lice.
You, their mamitas fmotheisl, should bathe the I sr-year ones at least once
a week. wash behind their ears. . .underwear, socks, . ,smells prevent us from
working.

Another pedagogical factor that scented to affect the teachers' interpre-
tations of what were the limits of their power and responsibility toward pupils'
learning was their concept of "motivation." This was seen partly as something
having the magic effect of leading to learning and partly as something that
children could more or less voluntarily cultivate, unless, as they seemed to
think, their deprived background stultified this capacity. Teachers generally
did not seem to see the relationship between the children's motivation and
the provision of objective condifions for them to make sense of what they
were being taught. They appeared to consider themselves as succ essful in
their endeavours as long as a pupil sat attentively during the lesson and
participated in the long sessions of recitation giving precise answers to what
was asked. If that was not the case, the deviation would be explained as
pupil distraction or lack of the will to learn; this absence of "inner stimulation"
would then be attributed to low intelligence or lack of family cooperation.

Teacher [talking about Pedro): I think he is all right. Ikcause childi en who
are not able to understand are those who recogni/edly have other
problems.

In the acceptance of explanations for pupil failure routing from social
determinist theories or traditional pedagogic exhortation, teachers seemed
to allay the genuine discomfort produced by constraints from the system and
from their professional and working conditions. In almost all the situations
observed, teachers complained about these things (see Chapter 7). Forexample,
the filling in of endless forms required by the local authorities or by the
Ministry of' Education was a source of anger for many teachers.

We seem to be constantly supenised; we were told off because we did not
fill in sonic information about our pupils bone stnwture; we don't know
about this! The most we can do about it is to correct the position in which
children sit...and so we get complaints because we haven't provided the
information about bone stnicture: "that so and so doesn't have . Or
a parent did not tell us lmw much earns. I received a complaint about
this.

Crowded classrooms also concerned some teachers, who viewed this as
one of the main causes of their teaching difficulties. Bureaucratic arrangements
were criticized on the grounds that they violated ingrained beliefs about what
constituted ideal conditions for learning; e.g., having 30 or 40 children instead
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of 15 in a class or having an inthalance in the distribution of sexes favouring
what they considered to be the more difficult sex to teach.

Teacher I also have a discipline problem in my class. Because there are
more boys; there are 27 boys and II girls. That causes a probkio. I

was given more boys. I said we could make an atijustment, we could
have an equitable distribution in each class. Because in classes where
there are more boys they play different things, they are rougher, they
are more bothersome, they have less concept of responsibility and
discipline. Girls are more mat; we. Boys are more babyish; they are endlessly
playing about, bothering....

Interviewer: How did this situation come about? Was there no way that you
could have been lett without so many buys?

Thacher: No, they were already placed in classes. There was no possibility.
It was a system, the papers were already tilled. It was mostly a problem
of papers. But in other schools, they were distributed proportionately.
There was only one list. The head teacher would then place a girl and
a boy in each class, and without having yet had a diagnostic test so as
to avoid one class having all the bad pupils.

How did the teachers in our study come to conceptualize their inter-
pretation of pupil failure as due largely to background limitations and to
lack of fulfillment of traditionally accepted educational norms? In th,. 1960s
and I 970s, teachers in Latin America et -ountered through training and in-
service courses, as well as through other mechanisms, social theories that
accentuated the limitations placed upon individual development by socio-
economic and cultural background. That was partly the function performed
by studies of the determinants of school achievement, which considered the
relationship between background factors, school resources, and learning, but
which failed to look at what happens inside the schools that could be affecting
pupil outcomes. Also, through many of the dominant pyscholoO(al theories,
teachers were introduced to the world of IQ testing and learning disorders
(including the all-embracing dyslexia) and were informed that other factors,
pathological in origin, could affect learning; this led teachers all too frequently
to believe that "problem" children were instances of "mental disorder" and,
thus, noneducable.

From anotlwr point of view, teachers were presented with traditional
philosophies of education that cotweptualized education as an integrated
process to which teachers and parents contribute equally; if one part of the
team fails, then the whole educational process collapses (see statement by
(olombian supervisor cited earlier). In the teachers' view, however, among
children of poor background, it is the family side of the team that is more
often the failing partner. So what could the teachers in our study be left
with if all these understandings of current theories had been explicitly or
implicitly adopted as interpretative frameworks for their practice'? They would
only have a few pedagogical tools, and these in mostly uncomfortable
conditions. to put to work more or less mechanically. If their educational
system had adopted behavioural objectives, they would function with teacher
guides that told them exactly what to do every minute of a lesson and what
exactly to measure as a learning outcome. Such activities might or might
not relate to the' world lived in by the children, as is evident from the question
asked by. a boy being taught in one of the experimental classrooms of the
Escuela Nueva in Colombia, who was working with the programed guide
made available for his class. "Why" asked the boy (who lived in an area
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of rural Colombia that was suffering its 3rd year of drought) "does this book
say that three-quarters of the world is water? There is very little water around
here."

These teachers might remember that lessons have initial motivation,
development, and practice activities and stick to this format regardless of
the content of such segments or whether they were to be more than instances
for correcting form and presentation, for advancing one or two pages in
a book, or for reminding children that they should do a piece of homework
that is no more than a copying exercise. If following the established structure
did not prove as conducive to learning as expected, teachers would not have
to frel uncomfortable or question their own practice because the received
theories, made part of their interpretative perspective, would be there to suppon
them and to diminish the perception of their contribution to the educational
process.

In synthesis, it seemed to us that through the material of our observations
and interviews with teachers and pupils as well as through ("qr knowledge
of the social context of the countries involved, we were able to advance an
explanation about the way in which teachers contribute to the high degree
of failure among poor children in Latin American schools. This explanation,
it seemed to us, had to focus not only on the quality of teaching (classroom
practices), but also on the interpretative framework (practical ideologies) used
by teachers to deal with pupils considered to be at risk (behaviour and learning
difficulties). We reached this conclusion after having reflected on what teachers
told us about failure and success children as well as through the observation
of their interactions in the classroom. We then realized that there were sources
for these interpretations or practical ideologies (available theoretical expla-
nations) as well as conditions under which they were able to flourish, namely.
those' embodied in the politicoeducational system and in their prokssional
and work conditions. Finally, as we described the characteristics of teaching
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practices themselves, we realized that many of them would not be conducive
to learning and would only add to the other conditions that favour a child's
failure. Figure 2 attempts to depict the process and its elements as they seemed
to emerge from the study of the four commy contexts.

The case of Beto
Beto is an example of what we have been trying to say in this study.

The beginning of his 1st year in a Chilean primary school showed evidence
of his interest in what was going on and his willingness to work. As the
days and weeks went by, he seemed to disengage himself more and more
from life in his classroom. His teacher interpreted the change as follows:

At first I thought it was just a behavioural problem. Now I think it is more
than that. His father has only come once to see me and his mother will
not cooperate, she will not do what I tell her to do. I really am at a loss!
I have several psychology books and have been reading about problem
children trying to place him somewhem He probably would do better if
he were in a smaller class [there are 38 children in his class). I think his
mother is neurotic because she' is so temperamental. She once shouted
at me. There should be a guidance counselor in the school with enough
time to deal with these problems. lieto is a loner, now nobody plays with
him. Ile hardly speaks, seems always afnaid. To tne. there is something
faulty with him. Tomorrow I will insist that his motl-er gets Beto's report
from the diagnostic clinic.

In considering the above assessment of- Beto's situation, the character-
istics of his classroom environtnent have also to be noted. The climate of.
Beto's class could be described as one of passivity. The pupils there sat and
listened or responded to questions. Their instructions were given verv precisely,
but most of' tire titne they were senseless. All information about the real
world was encapsulated in notebooks. It was this class that an observer
described as a place where reality was only what the teacher said about it:
"In this class, it is as if' the world had been bracketed!"

IThe teacher instructs the children about how to draw rain.i
Teacher I told ,.ou not to draw the rain so straight. I have alteldy told

%oil how to draw rain, not so straight!
Teacher Ito one of the pupils]: Let me sec.! Rain should not be so straight,

fix it up!

In Beto's class, children read f'or a short time every day and reading
consisted mostly of looking at words copied on the board and then reading
them in chorus. By midyear, about half of the children could not read at
all. In Beto's class, it was important to write and, for this purpose, copying
was a crucial exercise. However, there was no checking of how well children
were progressing, except for an assessment called la prueba de Castellano (the
Spanish test). It was announced several days ahead and care was taken to
produce an atmosphere of tension and fear before the event. When the test
was finally given, however, the teacher defeated its purpose by helping the
children to complete the items because, in the end, her teaching quality would
be assessed by the results obtained.

Beto's teacher lutd been told at the beginning of- the year that her class
was not a good one; that she had more than the usual quota of children
who came from vety poor homes and predictably would be low chievers.
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She seemed to operate on the assumption that these predictions were accurate.
In practice, this meant that greater attention was given to favourites who
sat in the front of the class and with whom she interacted more frequently
and provided fuller explanations. With the rest, her usual mode was author-
itatian and ironic. Beto, she announced to the class, "does nothing, loses
his books, his pencils, his erasers." Beto's future as a school bov was not
too difficult to foresee; the real question was just how far would he manage
to get?

Other evidence
Many of the current studies on school success and failure have looked

at its causes eitlwr from the perspective of the teacher or the school's
effectiveness or fiom the perspective of the pupil in relation to theories about
self-concept and patterns of failure-success attribution. 'rhis study focused
on the influence of teacher attitudes and behaviour on schooling outcome's
of children who come from a low socioeconomic background. Without initially
setting out to prove or disprove labeling and attribution of success theories.
our observations led us to support the contention that, by and large, children
learn from others about what they are or are not capable of doing and that
the way in which this concept is intermili/ed (i.e., the meaning each person
gives to the outsider's information) substantially affects the success of their
learning efforts. A number of children in tl is study were singled out early
in their school days as potemial failures for reasons often unrelated to what
their performance was like. In the course of I year and perhaps of 2 or
3 years, if they were lucky to move that far, their's would be a history of
failure. We were not able to investigate the whole course of' this process
longitudinally (as would be desirable), hut we considered that there were
sufficient indications pointing to that outcome. If, as Kifer (1977) indicates,
it is the histot-y of failure experiences that seriously affects a child, then our
observations are of concern.

Since it is generally agreed that affective traits are not developed suddenlv
but over a period of time, a single success Or a single failure may not have
a great impact on the child. There are ditkrent kinds of achievement
demanded in the classroom one can be good at sonic, manv, or almost
all things and numeunis opportunities to excel. What is more important
than a single success or failure is pattern of success or failure. Just as a
house is not built in a dav, so too affective traits are not. The first time
the child sees that the majority of his peers are either better or worse than
he is, or that successful accomplishment of a specified task has eluded him,
is less important than when the experience is multiplied man% times ovet .

lt is as the student succeeds or fails continually in reaching standards and
expectations set for him that he develops a set of after:nye views consistent
with his record of accomplishment.

(Kifer .1977: 295)

In ihe context of such a process of erosion of a child's belief in his
capabilities, the issue of responsibility for failure is not only laid on the child
by teachers and sometimes parents, but it is the child himself who collies
to believe that he is solely responsible's; such was the case of Boris (in a

'The efirt I of. experiences of suet ess and lailuic has also been examined In Guthrie (1'.043i,
(197:1). and Anws and Ames (1978).
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Bolivian school), who told his mother "It's because I'm an ass!" In a sursey
on failure attribution patterns carried out hy Toro and de Rosa (1981) Of
280 Colombian primary school children, their teachers, and parents. it was
found that almost 80% of parents and children investigated considered that
the pupils were primarily responsible for their failure, while most teachers
tended to exclude themselves and to dhide such responsibilitY between pupils
and parents.

At least one of the underlying causes for failure experiences that appeared
in this study is related to determinist beliefs, attitudes, and concomitant
behaviour that teachers inherit from their peers; what we have called their
"practical ideologies." Not onl y. are failure-labeling processes among teachers
affected by their views of the negative effects on schooling expetiences
produced by povet-ty, malnutrition, and belonging to an "alien" culture and
language group, but also by what we might call their unexamined pedagogical
views. In this respect. Wrobel's (1981) ethnography of Brazilian middle and
low socioeconomic schools supports the conclusions of Our study, Among
other aspects. Wrobel loAed at the way' in which various "Owe. ies" get difkrent
translations depending on the context in which they are institutionalized.
Iler contention was that "modern" pedagogical theories such as those usually
associated with concepts of individual differences. IQ testing. and participatory
or inquiry learning at e well received in the private school system where they
are openly discussed and negotiated by teachers and parents alike; however.
in the State system. which caters to the low socioeconomic groups, these
same pedago,ries arc authoritatively imposed upon teachers, parents, and
children, reg adiess of how their meaning is interpreted.

Thus, it is not unusual to hear head teachers and teachers using words
that are part of' the modern pedagogic jargon (dialogic, creative thinking.
education of the whole person) with meanings that Wrobel characterizes as
having a "perverse" dimension, For example, the meaning given to "diagnostic
purposes" involves stigmatizing someone as abnormal and the consideration
ofpsychological dimensions" generally means using information about pupils
obtained from face to face contact, parents, other teachers, school marks.
rticl so On, to phice children in depreciatory categories. Then, to explain
these judgments, teachers resort to factors such as lack of affection at home,
parental ignorance, and unsatisfactory socialization processes at home. The
following interview from Wrobefs (1981) study could have been lifted front
any one of the teacher-interview scripts in our own work:

1 worked in three types of State schools. I worked in Campo Grade, an
extremely poor school. I worked with children of all ages and in all grades.
It was N.erv tiring, and their level --- Nou know they had such dilliculfies
On account of their limited IQ precisely because of the kind of socialiration
they had. They lived in favtlas, shacks, and You should see the ignorance
of their parents, their lack of affection...and now I'm in a school here

GaVea. . .but they ate impossible. They have been rerating the same
lass for the last three years. TheY are 12. 13 Years old. I him some who

are so hirophrenic and others who have IQ limitations. 'Flies. can't advance
any inrther. they can't become literate.

It is our contention that as teachers become convinced, for reasons
unrelated to their teaching behaviour, that some children will not learn, the
grounds for examining or reassessing the effiq'th'entbss Of 51101 behaVjour
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are considerably weakened. This may explain the difficulty in altering the
traditional fbrms of teaching in the countries we have studied by means of
the conventional "know-how" information provided in initial or in-setvice
training schemes; these schemes rarely allow teachers to examine critically
their practice and the underlying beliefs that prevent them from altering
it.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

It is part of the essence of a research repon such as this that a conclusion
he written not only to highlight the findings of the work, but also to suggest
future directions. Although, in a sense, both aspects have been dealt with
in previous chapters, we will attempt here to Fketc h a few concluding remarks
and recommendations for research and practice. Each of the researchers
in the counny studies wrote some concluding remarks and these will be
presented first.

The Colombian study fOcused its analysis on the teacher-pupil relation-
ships and, in this respect, on the variety and ambiguity of' meanings that
are attached to schooling. What the authors found was that schools, in spite
of all their shortcomings, constitute a physical and human space where children
leave aside the seriousness of their lives working On the land or begging
in the streets of Bogota to become simply children. The Colombian researchers
also found that, for parents. schools are locations set aside to learn basic
skills useful for life and for the improvement of-their lot, hence their manifest
fear of innovations, such as the Escuela Nueva program, which they could
not see as being relevant to their wants. OtIwt meanings given to schooling
were those officially stated as the philosophy of-public education in government
docunwnts. Teachers, however, had their own meanings, which ranged from
seeing education as a means of training children to be clean and orderly
to seeing it as a means to literacy, achieved bv successf011y passing the end
of Year test. Given these diverse intetpretations, the Colombian tesearchers
did not feel they could dutifully extract a precise meaning for success or
failure and obtain, in turn, an inofication of factors affecting these outcomes.
They did not want to fOrce their investigation into a previously defined
framework. They felt that what had to be done was to describe and to illtnninate
classroom life with its inconsistencies and its routines. Their interpretative
effOrts fitcused, therefore, non on "explaining" failure, but rather on attempting
to discover the rationale behind the observed events, or rather the teaching
rationale that produced the arid climate found in most classrooms. lionv close
was this climate to the production of' failure? Clearly, one could conclude
that, in this atmosphere. some children would !levet comprehend what they
read. use their imagination to write a ston', or understand why textbooks
have information that is so different from their own experienc e. Would
children have been better off if they had not gone to school? Perhaps not!
At least they had learned to play with each other, to be 7 and not 17 Yeam s
old.

Fro nn the point of view of the State, very little of what the school should
do in terms of the aims of education actually takes place, Does it realh
"contribute to a balanced individual anti social development based on tilt-



right to life and on other human rights?" Does it "promote the development
of skills and professional advance in tune with the aptitudes and aspirations
of every individual and the needs of society?" Does it "develop the sdentific
ability to be analytical and critical by means of learning about the principles
and methods in each one of the areas of knowledge, so that people may
eventually find alternative solutions to national problems?" (See Ministry of
Education of Colombia By-Law No. 14 19 ( 1 978).) The feeling of the researchers
was that those dusty events of the classrooms could hardly lead to the fulfillment
of such objectives. Thus, the only meaningful conclusion is for the readers,
teachers, parents, politicians, and pupils to come together to reflect in some
"public sphere." paraphrasing Habermas, about how these classrooms aflect
children and how they embody the various meanings that all those concerned
attribute to education and schooling.

The Chilean study' was concerned with one aspect of school life in
particular, i.e., the process whereby a child loses his or her sense of worth
and will to succeed. The research group followed the experiences of children
in their classrooms for a full school year and, without much effort, they were
able to detect how the process was initiated, what teaching experiences
reinforced it, and what contribution the teacher-parent relationships made
to the process. What was more difficult to say and, in a sense. was left in
the air was how much ofthe past life and training ofthe teacher, the restrictions
of bureaucratic arrangements, the political atmosphere, and the struggle to
live affected both their interpretative frameworks and their actions. In Chile.
the fUture should involve bringing together these two worlds of reflected
interpretations and actions to improve the chances of children in these schools.

The Veneiuelans carried init their study as members of a Ministry of
Education research team. Fhev had to temper their conclusions; neither
teachers nor administrators would feel at ease if a qualitative assetitillIVIlt
of their work were to be highlighted in a report of this nature. So, as they
presented their findings, they. focused On the Rnige of pnictices and events
that naturally appear when a number of classrooms is observed. They reported
on the continuum between authoritarian and participatory styles of teaching.
from what might be called creative, active philosophies of teaching to firms
that denote pure mechanical relationships. However, they endeavoured to
illustrate who the teachers were that they observed, how they Were trained,
their life experiences, and their views on social issues and other things that
would affect classroom activities. They showed us one panic ular school that
they felt provided a model of a conlinunity school. What was the most effective
type of teaching? Again, it was left to the teachers and the public, who would
read their report, to draw their own conclusions.

The children of the Bolivian study belonged to many worlds. They were
city dwellers and slum dwellers. They spoke one language at school and
anothez at home. They played during breaks and then went home to cook,
to mount, as vendors, a bus, or to help their mother in the market. Teachers
would not have an easy time teaching these children. Their solution to the
problem of dealing with the complicated background of their pupils was to
impose monotony.: endless repetition and arbitrary punishment. The children
were blamed for being stupid and blanwd if they tried tionconventional ways
of coping with their difficulties. "At school my son is sad" was one mother's
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assessment that the Bolivian researchers used as the initial statement for
their conclusions. The Bolivian study, however, is a hopeful one, fbr it
discovered what a teacher who is slightly different can do, thus suggesting
where the possibilities for change may lie. The conclusion of the Bolivian
study was to indicate the need of working with teachers stimulating, through
narratives about their work, the awareness of their practice.

All in all, what did we wain through the study? It would seem that the
curtain that has enclosed the primary school classrooms in i_atin America
has been opened a bit more. Sixteen schools in four different countries of
Latin America were studied. The classes observed were all in the lower primarv
level from l st to 5th year (57 altogether) one could almost say, an appreciable
sample. Although the timing, intensity, and length of the observation was
differern for each country, within each country and between the schools,
the purpose was always the same. We attempted to describe classroom events,
to fbcus on situations judged to be significant for the understanding of'
classroom conditions leading to success or failure, and to get at meanings
about education, schooling, success, and failure held by various actors in
the educational process (parents, teachers, pupils, and, in some cases,
community members). The results were suikingly similar, making the gener-
alization in terms of descriptive categories presented in Chapter 8 quite feasible.
It was also feasible to attempt some explanation for the phenomenon of
school failure on the basis of what emerged from the ethnographies and
to link it to existing theoretical approaches to the problon such as labeling
and attribution of success theories as well as to theories related to teachers'
thinking.

We focused on teachers and their interpretation of the teaching situation
and of the learning needs of their children. We became aware of the possible
effect on their thinking of various theoretical approaches to which they could
ha% e been subjected (the "socioeconomic determinants of achievement- and
the "pedagogical traditionalism" syndromes) and that appeared to colour their
interpretation of the "problem-child" condition. Generally speaking, we were
concerned at how reticent they were to consider inadequacies in their own
teaching style as possibly accounting for pupil learning difficulties. Thus, we
felt that there was some.justification in referring to the teachers' explanations
about the nature of pupil problems as being inaccurate assessnwnts. We
attributed these "practical ideologies" to distoned beliefs about the source
of pupil problems and about the' quality of their own classroom teaching
and other related interactions (e.g., with parents).

The strength of' these conclusions, it seemed to us, rested on the fact
th it in ever context there was at least one' teacher who was difkrent because
she could not be placed comfinlably within any of the descriptive categories
that seemed to fit the other teachers. Senora Rosa was the example we selected
fin this book, but there were others. In appearance, senora Rosa's teaching
style was similar to that found in other classrooms, although the physical
condons in which she taught were less adequate and poorer than in other
countries. She used the recitation nwthod and worked with similar materials
to those used bv most teachers; however, as seen in Chapter theft' were
differences in her classes: during her lessons, children were really in% ited
to take pan and to connibute their questions, comments, and experiences
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Children of the poor must be competently quipped with the skills and knowledge that are
easily accessible to more privileged groups in society.

to the lesson, and their contribution was accepted. Senora Rosa made an
effort to make lesson contents meaningful by exploring the children's
background of understandings and personal experience. Like many of the
other teachers, she appeared kind and caring, but she was also firm and
provided direction to the teaching interactions. Senora Rosa did not believe,
as she told us and as we observed her, that children could be divided into
"salvageable" and "nonsalvageable" pupils. The pupils would all require her
efforts to learn at least basic literacy skills, although some were slower than
others. She did not have a higher regard, as she explained, for pupils who
receive prizes because they generally have a good starting point in terms
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of intelligence and memoly, and she did not consider the child who does
not receive prizes to be necessarily less intelligent; maybe this child cannot
profit from the system of rote repetitiveness or maybe "we do not understand
the way in which he understands things." Senora Rosa's interpretations of
difficult children included the awareness that novelly creates limiting con-
ditions; however, she did not see these conditions as determinant. She was
«nivinced that failure could be averted if children were respected and their
learning needs and personality traits were considered. Her respect thr pupils
extended also to their parents, both in their role as par:nts as well as in

their quality as human beings. In this respect, her attitudes differed greatly
from those of manv of the teachers found in this study. These beliefs of
senora Rosa could be discernible in the way she taught and in happy
interactions with pupils and parents. Het pupils not only were all successful
that year, but were also seen to continue into the next year, with a new
teacher, with the sante positive patterns of behaviour and connibution to
classroom activities they had exhibited under senora Rosa.

In assessing the effectiveness of senora Rosa and comparing her with
other teachers. there appears to be no reason to single her out as having
a privileged background. Like other teachers in Bolivia, she worked in the
same school system with the sante lack of' resources and the same regulations.
Her school was poor and so were the children, who were mostly of Aymara
extraction. However, she had inteepreted her early years ofteaching experience
as happy and useful. She was also aware that she worked under a school
head tem her who was exceptionally committed to his work and caring of
the school, its children, and the teachers: perhaps in this she had been more
fortunate than others. There were other factors that might also be seen as
dirkn'llt and that perhaps were related to the quality of her teaching. Not

onlv was she interested in the parents of her pupils, but she also gave her
time %oluntarely, together with other te a,:ieers in the school, to teach the parents
literacy skills or to help them undetAand the culture and requirements of
the school. As for herself, she clearly believed in the need to improve her
knowledge base and to enrol in in-servke courses. Many of the teachers
in the other countries studied made great sacrifices to take courses or to
,ittend a universits degree program; but, in most cases, they expressly declared
that this was to increase the possibility of promotion.

Ilw & ase of senora Rosa serves to delineate what might be the outline
ot a c onclusion and of- possible recommen&.tions for policymakers, for
trot hems, and for teaching in poor environments.

The teachers in this study, by virtue of willingly assuming a position
of enormous power and «introl over the classroom events, were also
vel v mut h responsible kir its outcomes (e.g., the success or failure
)1: their pupils).

Teacher perception of such responsibility. however, was generally
weak. They held to preconceived views about the effects ofdeprivation
(social or psychological) upon the children they had to teach, attributing
to this deprivation the main responsibility for failure. The illiterate
or um ooperative parent was also included in the attribution of'

lesponsibilitv for failure..



The drabness of many of the teaching contexts and the difficulties
produced by the "official" pejorative treatment awarded to teachers
led many to despair of actions to counteract these conditions and,
thus, to feel justified in neglecting the quality of their teaching.
As a result of the general characteristics of the teaching observed,
it could be said that the teaching models offered to most newcomers
to these contexts were dismal to say the least. Thus, the possibilities
of change being produced by "new blood" into the schools were dim
indeed.

In synthesis, the problem of school failure appeared to us to be not
simply a consequence of pupils actions, although this interpretation could
not be discarded (and although the pupils thought it was), but, in the cases
studied, the explanations fbr failure could be traced to the teachers and the
schooling conditions. Failure is a concept that, to our informants, meant many
things. Such meanings ranged from not learning the basic skills required
to operate in society to learning these skills in mechanical forms. Failure
is a concept that, to children, meant feeling sad, unworthy, and without a
zest fin life; for their Bolivian parents, failure meant the futility of trying
to penetrate a culture that theY wouid never be able to feel was their own.
School failure, it ,eetned to us, is partly the result of circumstances. but, to
a large extent, is actively produced within the schools. Perhaps that is why
an Andean myth talks about the schools that frightened away the sons of
the Inca (Rescaniere 1973).

What then can be done about failure in schools and classes such as
those we described? Our recommendations centre mostly on the teachers
and on the considerations that policymakers need to make in their respect:
they also consider the role of- finure research in furnishing materials for
teacher-training programs all over the Latin American region.

We need to know more about these teachers (in the lower school
levels of poor environments), about both the "majority" and the 'set lora
Rosa" teachers, about their way of thinking, their practical philosophies
or ideologies (as may be the case), and how these are formed.
Wc need to gather from the practice of "senora Rosa" teachers samples
of their materials, excerpts from their interactions, and information
about their techniques to illustrate texts for teacher-training activities.
We need to explore what goes on in teacher-training institutions: wha:
knowledge, what methods, and what interpretations about schooling
and education are conveyed in their lecture halls and corridors.
We twed to organize in-service workshops where curriculum materials
and teaching styles are explored. This implies the use of matetials
that illustrate these styles and serve as stimulation for activities of"

reflection by teachers about their practice. Teachers should be con-
fronted with contrasting types ot teaching and knowledge about the
effects of such styles as exemplified in real cases.
We need to provide the opportunity for teachers, in workshops, to
explore their meanings and their "practical ideologies," and to relate
this to an examination of their practice and to their perceptions of
the constraints that operate in society and the educational system.
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We need to ensure that teachers have access to reliable and practical
information about what is available to improve their teaching, not
by way of another set of presctiptions, but by way of alternative
propositions about how and what to teach, so that children are
competently equipped with the skills and knowledge that are easily
accessible to more privileged gToups in society.

Although it may be said that this study has not produced any information
that was not already part of the stereotyped version of what goes on in low
socioeconomic corners of the Third World, we would argue that it is much
more than that. We have known the names of the children affected and
we have encountered the teachers and their philosophies of teaching described
in words seldom finmd in the usual questionnaire or attitude scale that seek
to explore these philosophies. We have discovered the wav in which panicular
nets of relationships are webbed together: how parents interact with teachers.
teachers with p-pils, and pupils with each other. We have learned. in some
cases, how vendors in the street see the school and what the effect is on
teacher morale of senseless requirements by the authorities. We would like
teachers who operate in contexts similar to those examined, both hi the "rhird
and the hrst worlds, to read this account, not with anger about what is disclosed.
but with an attitude of suspended judgment; we would like them to examine
the world of their everyday experience about which they may not have reflected
and to do so in light of the limiting sociopolitical structures outside it; we
would like them to assess where the limits of their responsibility for the learning
outcomes of the children of the poor really lie. Perhaps. these limits could
he extended a bit so that such children may ha e a chance in a w(nld that
is mostly being built against them.

Rescanieie. A.O. 1973, El inito de la uscuela. In Ossio. j.M., ed ldeolog-hi incsianica
del niundo andino. EdiciOn (le 1gnaLio Piado Pastor. Lima, Peru.
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Appendix 1. On Doing Ethnography

Araceli de Teianos

A critical stage is reached in ethnographic research when it becomes
clear that sense will have to be made of the mountain of information collected
during fieldwork. Even befbre that, however, as the first disorganized notes
are rewritten in an extended and intelligible form, the awareness arises that
some kind of interpretation will have to come into play and that we will
have to face up to our role as interpretative researchers.

This appendix refers to the way in which the Colombian team came
to understand what it means to carry out ethnographic research as well as
the nature of the interpretation process itself. To achieve an awareness of
what was involved in ethnographic research, we found it necessary to appeal
to philosophy and, particularly, to the consideration of issues dealing with
knowledge and the mode of getting to it. In light of this study and of our
experiences in the field, we discussed problems related to observer-
researcher assumptions about knowledge and how these might affect inter-
pretation, We considered the nature of the observation process and the modes
of dealing, at the interpretative stage, with knowledge that we would have
to present to others. We finally decided that our purpose was to achieve
a recomtruction of the situations that we were studying, i.e., the teaching
process in four primary schools in Colombia.

Observation

From the time we began our research, we qualified an initial, somewhat
vague notion of what we would be observing by focusing on school rela-
tionships as well as school-community links. We further proposed to observe
those relationships from a wide perspective and without unnecessary
presuppositions.

Perhaps, we need to make clear what we mean by unnecessary presup-
positions. Obviously, from the beginning of our research, we knew that we
were operating on the basis of some assumptions; but our concern was to
avoid a sort of straitjacket that would place our understanding of reality within
a theoretical framework that already contained an explanation of such reality.
We felt that those presuppositions that are a necessary part of any research
activity should not, in this case, be derived from existing theoretical models
but rather from our own status as social beings, from our own consciousness
about this status, and from the historical and cultural conditions that
surrounded the phenomena we were investigating.
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Thus, we were led to centre our investigative procedures around the
research object itself, i.e., around the observation of situations found in the
daily lite of the school and of its related community. We took the very broad
questions that were part of the initial rationale of this study to be simply
guiding questions. We wanted to avoid preempting too early the deeper
interpretation of the materials we would be collecdng.

We thus began, on the one hand, to reflect about the conditions and
aims of the observation process and, on the other hand, to determine what
was relevant or irrelevant in what had to be observed. We knew that, in
an ethnographic perspective, this could not be resolved in an a priori manner
(cf. CIKA-IPN 1980; Rockwell 1980). In sum, we considered that it was not
possible to really understand an object under investigation if one was to
star: front a theoretical interpretation of it; likewise, we could not convert
the observadon process into a simplified search for what is considered to
be significant beforehand.

Front the point of view of research that is qualitative in nature, we
considered the observation process to be one that documents the whole
phenomenon. We felt, therefore, that we had to look at everything, even
though we knew that it would be impossible to perceive totality in a single
glance. We were also aware that the researcher who begins work with the
purpose of looking at everything finds that his or her initial relationship
to the object will be an "abstract" one, i.e., one that is poor and superficial.
This is because the first encounter with the object of research is marked
by common sense and only includes its external traits.'

Nevertheless, to avoid being guided by unanalyzed selection criteria, we
decided that we must observe as much as possible within our area of concern.

The normal process of observation is a selectise one; one always selects
unconsciously in terms of some previous categoriration whether social
or theotetical about the reality that is being observed. Where does one
look to consider the' schools? What is a school? The normal tendency is
to discard all that is considered to be irrelevant; that is why it is important.
although impossible, to observe evervihing. Ethnographic observation does
not proceed from a moment in which everything is "seen" to one in which
some elements are selected a,,d defined in order to be observed, but exacth
in the opposite way.. Initially, little is Observed due to the unconcious selection
process which takes place, and there is need therefore to train oneself to
see more. This is achieved through opening up to details that still cannot
be seen as part of any inteipretative scheme and lw picking up the signals
that appear within the context and which point to new meaningful elements
and relationships.

(Rockwell I980)

As noted in this quotation, the establishment of categories, which is the
starting point for interpretation, is already a fact within the process of'

'The concepts of "abstract" and "concrele" ate given divetse meanings in philosophical
!item mute Ilere, we are com rifled only with one of those meanings: unilateral and multilateral.
In analyzing the ascent front the abstract to the «increte, we considet as abstract that which
is unilateral, incompicte. or "poor": as con:rete. that whit h is multilateral, complete. ot "tit h."
Abstractness appears as one aspect of a totality: it is the 1111iM of diversity. Hence. these concepts
are c ategories that ale able to cover universally all of natute, society, and thought (cf. Alexzeiev
196-1).
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observation; Le_ in observing. something is selected from the Observed object
as the element the observer finds on the surface of that object, and becomes
a subject for definition. This process of selection in no way refers back to
any theory or model but rather to the type and degree of relationships that
the researcher has with reality. Throughout the process of observing eth-
nographically and going from the abstract to the concrete, one is always
engaged in the selection of contents without previously defined criteria, thus
signaling the importance of the observer's viewpoint. In this respect then,
we concluded that the researchers would be better equipped to fitlfil their
research purposes once they became consciously aware of their own selective
processes; this would allow them to observe first what is immediate and
superficial to later proceed to what might be inure substantially and concretely
the object of investigation.

The various steps that lead toward understanding a research object and
toward its concreteness are steps taken toward the essence of that object.
The awareness of the details in the object lead, in turn, toward awareness
of the ohjeces essential characteristics. Details are usually considered to be
accidental conditions of an object and are not seen in connection to
understanding it as a whole. Yet, to know an object is not enough; it must
be acknowledged; i.e.. it must be seen and understood in different ways.
To this end, although details may be considered to be nonpertinent or even
troublesome, they are important. In illuminating contradictions within the
process of interpretation, these particular significant elements allow us to
see the essence of the object and how it operates within reality.

Analysis of Fieldwork

Once the fieldwork was completed, the formal need fOr interpretation
becanw more stringent; this involved the need to understand the realitv we
had experienced both fimn within the observed situation and without losing
sight of ourselves as researchers and of the purposes of our work. We did
have general purposes that were embedded in the initial research questions,
but they would eventually be reformulated as we moved on to deeper
consideration of the object under study.

There are two steps involved in the analysis of field material: description
and interpretation.

Description
( 1973) speaks of ethnography as being the possibility of carrying

out an in-depth description ("thick") of particular situations within reality.
lis view is analogous to the dictionary definition of "description"; "the action

of' setting forth in words by mentioning characteristics" or "verbal repre-
sentation or portraiture.** In using these definitions, we found that the issue
of the "language" of descriptions would be important.

To resolve the question of language, we had to consider that the "results"
of an ethnograpinc investigation should not only be presented to the "scientific
community.** but also to the participants in the social events that had been
studied. Thus, it stl'Illed to us that, in some way, the ethnographer is a translator
who operates in two directions; he or she must translate the language of
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the participants in the social events Mu) the linguistic code of the scientific
community; also, the ethnographer must present his or her description to
the original participants for their consideration.

The analysis of description not only relates to its syntactic structure, but
also to its intention of conveying all or a part of reality to the reader. To
understand this translation Mnction of the descriptive process, a distinction
must be made between what is understood and how it is understood. In
translating a literary piece. the translator rewrites it. Similarly, when the
ethnographer describe's that pan of reality he or she has observed, it is also
rewritten. However. the translator's and the ethnographer's mode's of' rewriting
are different. The translator finds an already established order within the
text being translated, while the ethnographer has 10 deal with a somewhat
chaotic reality u) which he or she must give sense. Vet, both the translator
and the ethnographer must move constantly between what is undersumd
and the way: in winch it is understood. Although words in different languages
may have identical meanings. the way in which they are understood may
be quite different. This, of course. will be related to the way in which cultural
stnictures differ from eadi other or are dependent on their historical
development. Here, then, is where the roles of' the translator and the
ethnographer conYerge. as both must evoke. in the new language an echo
of the original language.

Benjamin's (1970) concept of translation. which he contrasts with literary
creation, states that in translating. one does not ilter the' depth of Mutt might
be called the idiomatic forest, rather. One looks at it from the outside or,
better. from the front. BV doing so. the translator. without entering this forest,
produces in the. new language an echo of the work written in the foreign
language.

When. as ethnographers, we attempt to construct the description of the
reality we. have observed. Y.c find mil-selves faced with a myriad of' somewhat
chaotic facts we cannot describe in depth without falling prey to disjointed
factual assertions. Therefore, we must look at reality "from without" and "from
the front"; i.e., we nmst establish ourselves at a distance to "echo" the original.
Thus. as ethnographers in this study, we began by sketching some repre-
sentative facts of all or pan of the reality we observed to produce a good
description of the school procedures we were concerned with. but without
vet referring to their essential predicates.

In performing this descriptive sketch, we began by respecting the order
of' elements or hierarchical judgments Mout the' classroom that were held
by the ofiginal participants: the teachers and the pupils. Such an order or
hierarchical positioning of elements was not always articulated bv them, but
we were able to discover it as a reclining component Of their actions (see
Chapter 5). Without this discovery, we would not have been able to move
easily nom merely organiring the facts Observed into creating some Mum
of a priori categories. In other words, we needed to move away both from
Mil own theories as well as how the classroom's concreteness to abstract

'Ntuch ,)1 tie foIhming us.ion un the mg iolog-iial huh nun of -tt,ntslatiott" i)Kt
the thought of Ow Ftanktun Si Iwol sou lulugiv.t 5V,iltet livniannn 107in,



the participants mode of seeing and judging it, as this became manifest tin ough
their actions. Thus, we began to "sec" and "read" the reality of the classroom.

To discover, as we did, that a teacher may teach through a series of
repetitive steps and that these steps could be related to what is found in
pedagogical textbooks on how lectures should be delivered does not tell us
much about the essence of teaching. The only was' to better understand the
original teaching process would be to find it reflected in the teacher's training.

The original teaching process was made up, in this case, of all the events
that took place within a classroom that involved a teacher and a group of
pupils. These components emerged as critical parts of the educational process.
We put them together as we endeavoured to read the classroom as a text
to be translated; in providing this structure to the text we were rewriting,
we were able to see how, as ethnographers, we differed from the simple
translator. While the literary text that the translator works with has a unity
within itself the reality we were describing as ethnographers had to be
constructed from particular, separated, disorganired events into a compre-
hensible whole. This meant referring back to the participants in their own
words and actions and attempting to understand the hierarchical nature of
the situations we observed without subjecting it to them etical interpretations.

Interpretation
Having constructed our desciiption, we had the option of remaining

content wiih what had been achieved or of going back to look at the
pheliome non we had experienced in our fieldwork. If-carried out, this se«md
procedure would require another, different reentry into reality. The original
description had alreadv been one entry into the reality of the school, the
teachers, and the pupils. Now we would have to enter again, this time to
search fOr essential stnictures of meaning. hi deciding to do this, we had
commenced the arduous task of interpretation that would enable us to
undertake a theoretical reconstruction of realitv.

To interpret is to search for relationships, i.e., to discover the structure
within a particular situation by allowing its essence to appear from the
phenomena. We were leaving the language of "it seems" to enter into the
language of "it is." It would no longer "seem to be" but would "be" although
"being" would always need to be seen as determined bv concrete historical
conditions. The actual "being" of the Colombian educational institutions,
which was the object of our heuristic processes of interpretation, could not
he seen only as the observed behaviours of teachers, children, and admin-
istrators, or only as aims contained within official documents. Through a
hermeneutical effort carfied out by us as ethnographers, it would have to
emerge from the observed contradictions between an ascribed theowtical
rationality and the rationality of the real object.

The hermeiwutical process began with the possibility of taking apart
the texts that had been constructed in the descriptive' phase. We felt the
need to remove ourselves, so to speak. and then to submerge ourselves again
in the object we had described as an "echo of the original** and to engage
at a distance in a skeptical reading ofthat description, Guided by this skepticism,
we looked within the text fen recurring events and then for a connecting
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thread within them that might allow us to ascribe meaning to the classroom
and so to reconstruct its "image."

The recurring events that we found were taken to be signs or coded
language that needed interpretation and so we sought to isolate and define
their elements by means of critical concepts. I lowever, we did not seek concepts
borrowed from other theories as might be the case when a philosopher such
as Theodor Adorno makes use of Marxist or Freudian categories to deal
with music or philosophy texts. Rather, we looked for concepts that we could
see as emerging within the text. We hoped that, in this way, these coiwepts
would not be only analogies of the object we were studying but its real
manifestation. In our work, we refer to them as "significant moments" and
to their signs as "key incidents."

The reordering of these signs and of their mediating concepts thus
generated a representation of the reality,' we were studying. What we tried
to construct was an image that, through a process of "disenchantment" Or
of skepticism about the initially described Object, made visible the essential
nature of its social relationships. Such disenchantment had only been possible
when the particular was dialectically related to the whole through means
of conceptual reflection. It did not emerge from our immediate experience
but resulted from our attempt to construct through interpretation an image
of our object. Thus. interpretation, as we saw it, did not consist of giving
reality to a determinate meaning (putting into it a meaning), but rathei
searching for its meaning within its historical actuality and trying to discover
those forins of social relationships that were hidden in the appearances of
the research object we were considering.

Theoretical Construction

We believe that the ultimate pmpose of research is the construction of'
knowledge to feed into the development of theory. When research is of an
educational type, however, one is faced with a sort of' Cartesian doubt: Is
there an educational theory?: If there is no such theory, then what is the
purpose of educational research:: What do its results feed into? 'The last
pail of this chapter touches on these issues as we have come to see them
from our work in the field.

We shall start with the vets simple proposition that education does have
meaning as a social practice. Its activities have led throughont history to a
wide set of reflections about its aims, about its various fonns of action, about
its content, and about the relations among its participants. It is our belief
that such reflections have contributed to the building of a theoretical structure
for education, mostly because, as in any other discipline, these reflections
have resulted from the experience of' their authors.

Being the result of human endeavour and political engagement in historY.
reflections on education are inspired by differing viewpoints. We are thus
able to talk about the idealism of positivist or Marxist conceptions of education,
or about psychological, ewnornical, or sociological approaches to the study

'The conuept of. "image- is understood, follossing Adorn() (1975), as objectified replesen-
Litions, "which air not simply gicen hut have to he produced lit human beings,-
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of education. In the same way, we are able to say that educational research
has the potential of contributing to a constant renewal of such theories.

Any educational idea has implicit within itself a theoretical rationale;
such is also the case with educational practices as found in educational settings.
The issue, then, is to discover what degree of coherence exists between the
rationale of educational theory and the rationale found in educational
practices. Research has a role to play in this respect, although not one of
accommodating the practical to the theoretical rationale or vice versa. The
ultimate aim of research is not to resolve coluntdictions hut to illuminate
them (Adorno 1975). From an ethnographic perspective, it seems quite clear
that the product of our interpretative processes about reality is not to oiler
results in the traditional sense of the word; i.e., results that can be inserted
as Meccano pieces within sonic theoretical framework about schools and
teachers. Rather, our purpose is to progress in the constniction of a theory
about the school and what goes on within it as well as the school's relation
to a social whole. Thus, those "real situations" that are the stalling point
of science are not simply seen as data to be verified and used for prediction
in accordance with the laws of probability. Every datum depends not only
on nature but also on humanity's power over nature. The objects, the npe
of perceptions, the questions that are asked, and the meaning of the answers
all illuminate human activity and the degree of human power (see I lorkheimer
1972).

Within this kind of- inquiry, therefore, the process of theoretical recon-
struction must not only be the result of the investigator's reflection but also
the result of a more collective work of reflection. This is because reflection
is a lived experience, a dialectical social practice that leads the participants
in the educative process to increased awareness about education as an
expression of the social totality within which it occurs and develops. Seen
from this point of view, the ethnographic perspective within a qualitative
investigation of the reality of the school could allow not only for its
interpretations but also for its natisformatien.

Adorno, F. 1975. Dialecta negativa. Taurus Ediciones, S.A,, Batcelona, Spain.
Alexieirv, M. 1964. Dialectic:a tic la fOrma del pensamiento. Hie iones Manna. Buenc)s
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Appendix 2. Research Framework and
Training Program

Research Framework

When the idea of carrying out an ethnographic study in Latin America
was discussed at the Bogota meeting (May 1981), a research framework was
also considered and approved in ptinciple. Later on, each of the country
teams introduced some changes depending on their panicular circumstances
and views on the project. On the whole, however, the main questions remained
as guidelines for what was to be attempted everywhere. The proposal focuses
on Latin America as a suitable region for carrying the suggestion of a study
on teachers and classrooms.

Latin America is a region with great inequahties of a social and economic
nature, which are reflected in the educational attainment of the population.
There are such abiding problems as a high percentage of repetition in the
first years of the primary school and serious rural-urban imbalances in
educational provisions and results. After a decade of optimism, where it was
hoped that universal primary education would be achieved and that secondary
education would produce the labour force needed for econotnic development,
the gains, although impressive in some cases, were not what was expected.
Deep socioeconomic factors account for these poor results and a substantial
amount of research in Latin America has uncovered these underlying factors.
Real improvement, therefore, requires radical structural changes of the political
and economic system of most of these countries. Unfortunately, the experience
of the last decade indicates that, in many places. substantial change will come
very slowly, at all, and that, in the meantime, institutions such as schools
may reinforce existing inequalities. Thus, either one is enclosed ni the vicious
circle that keeps things as they are or one tries to break the circle at some
point where changes seem possible. Education is an area where there still
is lip service to the notion of minimal levels of attainment and equal
opportunities for achieving these levels. If school results are viewed as being
influenced both by socieconomic and school factors, it is possible to suggest
that changes in the schooling process that take into account the social
determinants might produce results that lessen the negative effects of poverty
and increase changes of AL hieving such minimal levels of education. There-
fore, it is important to discover what these changes might be.

Within the schooling process, it is possible to focus on the teacher-pupil
interaction as a micnwosm that reflects the variety of school and social
influences. It is possible to look at different settings and attend to what happens
in classrooms. How do teachers, through their words, actions, and gestures,
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affect pupil outcomes and how do they react to pupil characteristics? The
level of teacher qualifications in Latin America has risen in the last 15 V ears
or so; many countries have introduced modern curricula, teaching aids, in-
service training programs, and carried Out other administrative changes that
presumably will affect teacher performance. Is this so, how do these changes
become manifest in the classroom? There are few studies that have carried
out prolonged in-depth observation of what happens in schools. There still
exist important unanswered questions. What happens in classrooms that affects
the high raw of Ist4,Trade repetition? Do teachers do anything more than
perform in a classroom in spite of haying been depicted in so many pohcv
documents as "agents for community development"? Why is it that slow
learners, repeaters, and drop outs often encounter opposition on the part
of their teachers?

If what happens in schools of poor rural and urban comnmnities of
Latin America was examined, it might be possibk to suggest a number of
teacher- or school-related factors that either increase or diminish the chances
of success of those children who are horn On the edge of the social system.
Although context specific, such a study might also contribute hypothetical
explanations of what happens in similar locations elsewhere.

It might be worthwhile, therefore. to examine the teaching situation of
Latin American schools, in the light of State objectives for their educational
syswins and the cultural needs of their comumnities, to see what role the
teacher plays and what conditions in his or her performance and interaction
with children and environment produce better or worse results. The target
populx Oh v auld be the poor, i.e., those least benefited at present by exposure
to sch.,4011):,.

Research proposal
On the basis of these considerations. it is pwposed to carry out a

comprehensive research scheme on the effects of teat hers upon student
learning in the first yrars of Latin American primary schools. The study will
involve several stages, each of which will be self-contanwd but dependent
on the previous stage. The scheme will aim at the production of policy
recommendations able to affect decisions regarding teacher training and
administrative arrangements of the system. The following stages are
col iside red.

An exploratory study designed to examine the teaching pr(>cess and
the factors that affect a te;icher's influence on student learning (onlv
One reponed in the book);
The design of a research model to be canied out in several 1,atin
American countries to test the conclusions of the first study; and
The design of experiments in tear hem Lu aining to induce changes
related to the findings in the first two stages.

'rhe proposed research scheme considers education to be a part of and
dependent on characteristics of the socioeconomic context and assumes that
to understand what happens in schools and how the schooling process affects
children, the interaction pattern in Fig. 5 should be considered.
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Thus, to examine why children do not learn how to read or write, attention
should be directed not only to teacher behaviour, but also to the way in
which this behaviour is affected by the educational system, the social system,
parents' values and expectations, school conditions, and the child's charac-
teristics. Much research has been done that surveys some of these relationships,
particularly the relationship between socioeconomic factors and learning. Not
much research looks at the educational process and its concrete operation
in schools and their communities.

First phase of the study
The purpose of the study at this stage is to examine the teaching situation

in a few primary schools in Latin America to discover how and why teachers
connibute to the failure or success of their students as judged by the educational
system's requirements.

More specifically, this research seeks to answer questions on the following
topics.

The teacher in the classroom: What are the events in the teaching process
and classroom activities that appear to afkct pupil learning?
The educational system: What arc the characteristics of the system, teacher
qualifications, in-service training provisions, teacher-pupil ratios, mod-
ernitmion attempts, availability of resources and teaching aids, ed-
ucational policies and the relationship to national policies, systems
of administration, etc.? How do these factors relate to school events
and teaching processes?
Th.e community: What are the characwristics of the comtmmitv sur-
rounding the school or from where the child comes? What are its
activities and level of development? What are the actual beliefs and
values of parents, religious, and community leaders regarding edu-
cation? What language is predominantly spoken? What is the rela-
tionship between conummitv values and beliefs about education and
theories of modernization as sustained by policymakers and teachers?
flow do all these factors affect the teaching process?
Patterns of social relationships: Who are the teachers and how do they
relate to other members of the community? What are the roles and
expectations that community members have regarding teachers and
administrators and, vice versa, of teachers regarding the role of parents
and other community members? How do these relations afThct the
structure of the scluJol and its activities: the style of" teaching and
learning?

It is proposed that the study be carried out using a "qualitative,-
methodology. The emphasis will be on understanding the school situation,
the processes going on within its confines, its relation to the outside community,
and the perceptions of all those related to the educational process from within
and without. In this perspective, the methods of ethnographic observation
will be used. Researchers will live the life of the school and its commuljity
for a time, taking extensive field notes that describe the main events. The
interpretation of the field notes will require information from Yatious sources:
interviews with teachers, parents. leading community members, and others
as deemed iwcessary. There will also be a good deal of information that
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will have to come from school records, educational authorities, official
docunwnts, newsletters to teachers, and journals. Finally, the social and political
structure must be noted and all relevant inthnnation about it will have to
be used.

The focus of the study is the reasons for success or failure. Various
sources of information will be used to discover the position chikiren occupy
in the success-failure scales of their classrooms. In the final analysis, however,
success or failure will have to be determined in the way schools or educational
systems define the conditions for promotion to a higher grade.

Training Program

The training program included 4 weeks in Texas at the Research and
Developmem Center for Teacher "..! .ration in Austin and the Intercultural
Development Research Associate!. -'art Antonio. The Texas training,
organized by Dr Susan Heck, einph t both anthropological theory and
practice, the latter primarily in on-go. research in bilingual (Hispanic)
classrooms. The training consisted of four basic components: philosophy of
the anthropological perspective. ethnographic techniques, affiliation with on-
going etlinowaphic projects, and management and design issues in ethno-
graphy. In Austin. the participants also staved with Hispanic families, became
involved in activities of the University's I .atin American Studies Center, and
were exposed to several bilingual education programs.

In Nlexico, the training was conducted during 3 weeks at the Departamento
(Ie Investigaciones Educativas (DIE) at the Center for Research and Advanced
Studies of the Instituto Politecnico Nacional. The coordinator was DIE's
resident anthropologist. Elsie Rockwell. The Mexican training focused on
both research techniques and theories related to schooling in the I inn
American social and economic context.

In addition to the trainees and Mrs Rockwell. the 3-dav conclusion of
the training program in Mexico was attended by Drs Heck and Beatrice Avalos.
the consulting coordinator to this project. Its purpose was to review the training
program and plan in greater detail the design and schedule of' each national
studs'.

The training program was, in general, a success, in that i sYstematicallv
transmitted information on ethnographic research to indiiduals interested
in but inadequately prepared for such research. It apprrently was able not
only to place ethnography in the wider context ef social science and
phenomenology. but also to provide extensive experience in classroom
observation, note taking, interviewing, and qualitative data analysis. Important
literature in the field was also provided to the parlicirants. often as a Spanish
translation.
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